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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For some decennia ecologists have become increasingly interested in the 
study of closely related species. The starting point of these studies was 
the hypothesis (known as Cause's principle or competitive exclusion 
principle) that populations of species using the same resources in a similar 
way cannot coexist. This phenomenon is explained by postulating that if the 
size of two populations is regulated by the same factor, these populations 
compete for this factor (e.g. food, nesting sites), which results in the 
local extinction of one of them. Since food can be a limiting factor for 
many populations of animals, coexisting, closely related species might differ 
in feeding behaviour or food selection. 
Hence interspecific differences may be of survival value for coexisting 
species. Likewise intraspecific differentiation could be beneficial to 
coexisting individuals of the same species, like the members of a pair of 
breeding birds. The evolution of sexual dimorphism in size or structure of 
bill and foot or even sexual dimorphism in body size may be a way to attain 
ecological differences between the individuals of a population. Particularly 
the striking sexual dimorphism in body size in some birds of prey gave rise 
to many theories regarding its biological function. 
Goshawk and Sparrowhawk are closely related species which are similar 
in many aspects of their biology. They hunt in the same habitats and use 
essentially the same hunting techniques. Only one morphological difference 
is of importance: the Goshawk is an enlarged duplicate of the Sparrowhawk. 
This size difference can also be found when comparing the sexes of the two 
species: the female is considerably larger than the male. Thus, four predators 
differing in size hunt and live together in the same habitats. In other 
words, intraspecific and interspecific differences in these species are 
fully comparable. In the study area populations of both species are sedentary 
so that they can be observed in the same habitats throughout the year. 
In addition the food habits of the species can be studied relatively easy 
throughout the year. These properties make Sparrowhawk and Goshawk well-
suited to analyse ecological differences between species and sexes. 
The purpose of this study, then, is to compare the feeding ecology of 
these raptors to see whether intraspecific and interspecific differences 
in body size are correlated with differences in food. The populations were 
studied throughout the year in order to establish the influence of changing 
food conditions on the niche differences. This thesis starts with analyses 
of the food choice of Goshawk (Chapter II) and Sparrowhawk (Chapter III). 
The results are compared in Chapter IV. In Chapter V the situation in the 
study area, which is supposed to be representative for large parts of 
Western Europe, is compared with that in parts of North America, where three 
Accipiter species occur sympatrically. Also references are made to analogous 
situations elsewhere in the world. In the final Chapter VI the evolution 
and function of intraspecific size differences are discussed m relation 
to interspecific differences. Though emphasis is laid on Accipiter, the 
discussion covers the function of sexual size dimorphism in birds of prey 
in general and reference is made to structural sex differences in other 
species of birds. 
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F e e d i n g e c o l o g y o f a p o p u l a t i o n o f G o s h a w k Accipiter gentilis * ) 
By Pau l O p d a m , J o h a n T h i s s e n , Peter V e r s c h u r e n a n d Gerard M i i s k e n s 
For fifty years ornithologists have been engaged wi th the feeding habits of the 
goshawk Accipiter gentilis in Europe Most of the studies have been carried out in 
Germany ( U T T E N D O R F E R 1939, 1952, B R U L L 1964 a, S C H N U R R E 1965, K R A M E R 1972 
and others), but some have been reported from Fennoscandia ( H O G L U N D 1964, 
SULKAVA 1964), T h e N e t h e r l a n d s ( T I N B E R G E N 1936) and France ( T H I O L L A Y 1967) 
With the exception of the studies by B R U L L and T H I O L L A Y these investigators consi­
dered feeding during p a r t of the year only, generally the nesting season. 
Some of the d a t a underlying this s tudy have already been used to establish 
differences in prey choice between the sexes and between the goshawk and Accipiter 
msus ( O P D A M 1975) I t seemed worth-whi le t o present, in addit ion, a comprehensive 
survey of the goshawk's feeding habits throughout the year We studied a populat ion 
of about 10 breeding pairs from August 1969 until July 1973 O n prey choice of a 
sparrowhawk p o p u l a t i o n will be reported elsewhere. 
1. Methods 
As Accipiter hawks carefully remove hair or feathers from their prey, it is possible to 
scudy prey choice by collecting these remains By comparison with stuffed specimens remains 
of bird prey could be determined Identification of mammals bv the hair was more difficult 
and, in the case of small rodents, sometimes even impossible Therefore, skeletal remains 
(preferably jaws) were used to facilitate identification Goshawks digest most of the bones, so 
examination of their pellets was not practised in this study 
The species of the predator could usual!) be decided from the prey remains i n s i t u by 
considering configuration of the feathers, characteristics of the plucking-site and excrements 
of the predator The presence of bill, legs, pelvis or shoulder girdle provided further evidence 
Generally speaking goshawk pluckings were characten/ed by the large surface covered and 
the presence of tufts of flight-feathers pulled out together Often part of the prey's 
plumage lacked due to the hawk's habit of regularly moving about while plucking its prey 
In addition, shed feathers and pellets could bespeak the species of the raptor 
Materials were collected during frequent inspection of plucking sites in the nesting areas 
as well as by scanning other likely parts of the forest During the reproductive season 
nesting areas were sampled once or twice weekly All available primaries, secondaries and 
rectrices of a given prey were gathered, their numbers counted and, to avoid double counting, 
compared with other plucking remains of the same species found elsewhere Skeletal remains 
only served for identification Killing-date of each prey item was estimated 
It is obvious that, no matter how carefully the forest ground was scanned, prey remains 
were overlooked This is more likely to be the case with the remains of dark coloured, small 
sized prey than with the more conspicuous light coloured remains of, e g, pigeons 
Consequently, in the food presented in this paper, especially in that of winter months, the 
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estimates of such prey as e g starling (Sturnus vulgaris) and thrushes may be somewhat too 
low 
Another potential inaccuracy has been mentioned by SLADIIK (1963), BRUIL (1964 b) and 
HOGLUND (1964) These authors have pointed out that small rodents, since they are usually 
swallowed entirely, are easily overlooked by applying the remnant-sampling method 
SLADEK, but also RORIG (1910) and VON BITTERA (1915) analysed stomach contents of a scries 
of goshawks, most of which had been shot in winter They found small rodents to be 
represented three to five times as frequent as had generally been obtained by remnant 
collection Nevertheless, we are under the impression that m our research area goshawks 
captured mice not as frequently as is suggested by the above mentioned stomach analyses 
Examination of goshawk pellets in the reproductive season only once revealed hair of a 
mouse 
Nomenclature used in this paper is from British Ornithologists' Union (1968) 
2. Study area 
2 1 V e g e t a t i o n 
An area of 240 sqkm has been outlined on either side of the Dutch-German frontier 
near the town of Nijmegen Two large forest areas, covering the slopes of a hill-diain 
of glacial origin, constitute approximately 35 %> of its surf ice bields and meadows, 
occupying 36 % and 26 % respectively, are bordering these forests Some hedgerows, 
thickets and orchards interchange with cultivated grounds Built-up area, which covers 
only 3 0/o of the territory, comprises some large villages and a number of small hamlets 
Ihere are two rivers and several brooks, some of which maintain a marshy vegetation in 
the central part 
As the woodland is mainly managed for forestry purpose, its aspect is determined b) 
equally aged, pure or mixed plantations Ph) tocoenologically most forests belong to the 
audophilous oak-woods of the Querco-robons betuletum type (on the poorest soils) and 
the Fago-Quercetum type (on the less acid soils, WESTHOI-F &C DEN HELD 1969) Bracken 
(Ptendium aqutlmum) usually is the dominant species in the field layer 
Most meadows are species-poor, heavily dunged and grazed grasslands Meadows and 
arable land are mixed throughout the area, but pastures predominate in the eastern 
regions Small-scaled agriculture primarily concerns oats, rye and beets, and recently also 
maize There are some orchards, mainly of young trees 
22 P r e y p o p u l a t i o n s t h r o u g h o u t the y e a r 
As quanti tame data on the availability of prey are lacking, we have to content 
ourselves with an impression of their relative abundance throughout the year For 
convenience the year is subdivided into three periods autumn (August—October), winter 
(November—March) and reproductive season (April—July) 
During autumn the breeding territories were deserted by most species A considerable 
number, mostly small passerines, started migration to southern latitudes Others, e g 
the starling and woodpigeon (Columba palumbus) left the uoods and flocked on the 
fields In the forests jays (Gairulus glandarws), blackbirds (Turdus merula), and wood­
peckers were among the most conspicuous birds In the course of autumn the number of 
domestic pigeons passing by decreased as homing pigeons became to a halt Rabbits 
(Oryctolagus cumculus) found excellent shelter by the dense layer of bracken The 
squirrel (bciurus vulgaus) was rare throughout the year 
In the course of November large flocks of fieldfare (Tardus pilaris) and redwing 
(Turdus ihacus) joined the starlings and black-headed gulls (Laius ndibundus) on the 
meadows They stayed throughout mild winter weather Woodpigcons increased in number 
J .Orn 
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and generally reached a peak in December. This species was remarkably numerous in 
the firs: half of the winter 1970/71, when immense flocks, sometimes encompassing more 
than a thousand birds, were observed until a fortnight of frost and snowfall in January 
caused a sudden decline. During the other winters the woodpigeon occurred in groups 
up to several hundreds of birds, particularly near fields where in the preceding summer 
maize had been cultivated. 
Some birds (e. g. fieldfare, starling, woodpigeon) assembled in large flocks at night, 
thus furnishing ample food resources for predators. Sometimes these gatherings were 
observed in habitats, where the species was not found during daytime. Thus fieldfares 
now and then penetrated deeply into the forest. 
The wintcry forest did not provide much food for the goshawks. Although locally 
small flocks of woodpigeons fed on beechmast, blackbirds and jays were the most 
conspicuous birds. In the winter 1972/73 the jay was extraordinarily numerous due to 
an invasion from northern latitudes. Pheasant (Phasianm colchicus), locally abundant, 
became vulnerable to prédation the more the protective layer of bracken died. 
By late March/early April rapid changes in the composition of the prey populations 
took place. Fieldfare and redwing migrated back to their breeding grounds in the Northern 
Palearctic, woodpigeons and starlings repopulated their breeding habitats in forests and 
villages and summer residents (c. g. turtle dove, Streptopelia turtin) began to return 
from the south. Pigeon fanciers started to train their newly bred pigeons and organized 
the first competitions, which not only brought about an increase in the number of domestic 
pigeons, but also implied that flocks of these birds regularly crossed again over the large 
forest areas. 
By late May young starlings fledged in impressive quantities, immediately followed 
by a boom of young blackbirds and, from mid-June until mid-July, by a sudden great 
mass of juvenile jays. Young pigeons were most numerous in late summer and early 
autumn, which concurs with the woodpigeon having its main breeding period from July 
to September (MURTÓN 1965). 
3. Feeding ecology of the goshawk 
Being a resident, the goshawk occurred in the study area throughout the year in 
approximately the same numbers. During spring and summer the entire breeding 
population was lodged in the German half, especially in the extensive Reichswald 
forest, whereas in the Dutch parts only a few non-breeders roamed about. Dur ing 
autumn and winter goshawks approached human dwellings more closely and often 
remained for weeks in small woodlots amidst cult ivated land. 
Density of the Reichswald populat ion was remarkably high. Dur ing the years 1969— 
1973 it increased from 6 to 12 breeding pairs in an area of 150 sqkm (unforested area 
included). This is well above the density values usually reported in the l i terature, 
which as a rule are of the size of 1 pair at 20—30 sqkm ( T H I O L L A Y 1967; K R A M E R 
1972; V A N BEUSEKOM 1972) or even 40—50 sqkm (BRULL 1964 a; L O O F T 1968; 
STAUDE 1968). Recently, however , KOLLINGER (1974) has d rawn at tent ion to several 
populations of similar density (1 pair at 10—12 sqkm). 
3 . 1 . H u n t i n g b e h a v i o u r 
Due to the ra ther concealed way of living of the goshawk, its hunt ing methods 
are not readily studied. Several authors described this hawk species as a very swift 
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and adroit flyer, which takes advantage of any kind of cover to approach quarry in 
an attempt to take it by surprise. It also watches from a hidden perch, biding an 
opportunity to strike an animal moving nearby. Feeding habits have been described 
by BRULL (1964 a), DEMENTIEW & GLADKOW (1966) and GLUTZ VON BLOTZHEIM, 
BAUER SC BEZZEL (1971), among others. 
During our study we saw goshawks skimming the fields, following hedgerows and 
brushing past small bushes. We also watched them flying along forest tracks and 
wood fringes, but most often we observed them circling and gliding over the tree 
tops. The altitude of these flights ranged from some tens to several hundreds of 
meters. From these heights the hawks could stoop with great speed, in a peregrine-
like way, downwards to its quarry in an attempt to capture it in free air, between 
the trees or even just above the ground (OPDAM, MUSKENS & THISSEN, in prep.). 
In cases in which the attacked species was visible, we could identify it as domestic 
pigeon eight times, but only once as woodpigeon and lapwing (Vanellus vanellus). 
DEMENTIEW & GLADKOW (1966) and KOLLINGER (1974) also mentioned this tech-
nique as being employed especially in hunting domestic pigeons. 
As a rule prey was plucked near the place where it had been captured. It was 
often observed that the tail feathers were first thrown out. Plucking of the wing 
feathers generally started with the proximal ones and then proceded consecutively 
towards the wing tip. Now and then the primaries of heavy prey were left 
untouched. The digestive tract was apparently detested. As large bones were not 
swallowed either, each breeding place of the goshawk was marked by sterna of 
pigeons, the margins and carina of which were cut out deeply by the raptor's bill. 
Goshawks often plucked on some kind of elevation, such as fallen tree stems or 
their root masses, rises in the forest floor or big stumps. Especially in the nesting 
area prey is often plucked on thick, conspicuously exposed branches high up in trees. 
3.2. C o m p o s i t i o n of w i n t e r f o o d 
Prey remains found during the winter period have been summarized in Table 1. 
Woodpigeons and domestic pigeons, with jay, pheasant and fieldfare constitute a 
good 800/o of total prey number. The bulk of the prey obviously consists of species 
inhabiting arable land and meadows (c. g. partridge, Perdix perdix, lapwing, Columba 
spp., fieldfare and magpie, Pica pica). Predominantly wood-dwelling species in the 
prey list are pheasant, jay and rabbit. The moorhens (Gallínula chloropus) originated 
from the small marshland and the river-banks. Still other species have a habitat 
choice too wide to furnish any further indication on the kind of landscape in which 
they have been killed (blackbird, starling). 
Many woodpigeons were captured at their communative winter roosts, either in 
the large forest areas or in small woodlots amidst the fields. The large flocks of 
these birds must have provided good opportunities for succesful hunting. Indeed, the 
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Tab. 1 Composition of the diet of the goshawk during winter (November —March) 
Tab. 1 Nahrung des Habichts im Winter 
Perdix perdtx 
Phasianns colchicus 
Gallínula chloropus 
Vanellus vanellus 
Columba Ima 
С. oenas 
С. palumbiis 
Streptopelia decaoeto 
Turdus menila 
T. pilaris 
T. viscivorus 
Stumm vulgaris 
Garrulus glandarius 
Pica pica 
Oryctolagus cnmculus 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
η 
27 
105 
16 
12 
287 
58 
1173 
18 
54 
88 
13 
31 
123 
21 
37 
106 
2169 
n % 
1.3 
4.8 
0.7 
0.6 
13.2 
2.7 
54.1 
0.8 
2.7 
4.1 
0.6 
1.4 
5.7 
1.0 
1.7 
4.9 
— 
forest floor around such sites was generally littered with piles of pigeon feathers. In 
years of good crops of beech-mast pigeon flocks were observed foraging in the 
mature beech woods, where they were often chased succesfully by goshawks. 
In times of extreme pigeon abundance, which occurred in the winter 1970/71, 
goshawks only swallowed half or even less of many preyed pigeons. This suggests 
that new prey could be mastered so easily that there was no urge to return to a 
Tab. 2 Composition of the diet of the goshawk during the nesting season (April— July) 
Tab. 2 Nahrung des Habichts wahrend der Brutzeit 
Perdix perdix 
Pbasianus colchicus 
Columba hvia 
C. palumbiis 
Streptopelia tiirtur 
St. decaoeto 
Asio otut 
Dendrocopos major 
Turdus menila 
T. pbilomelos 
T. viscivorus 
S turnus vulgaris 
Garrulus glandarius 
Pica pica 
Oryctolagus citnici/liis 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
η 
46 
29 
662 
273 
50 
11 
16 
38 
140 
31 
16 
136 
253 
27 
91 
137 
1956 
4 % 
2.4 
1.5 
33.8 
14.0 
2.6 
0.6 
0.8 
1.9 
7.2 
1.6 
0.8 
7.0 
12.9 
1.4 
4.7 
7.0 
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deserted meal. At the same time, the number of remnants per unit time increased 
with about 50 0/o. An analogous situation has been described by WORTELAERS (1950). 
3 . 3 . C o m p o s i t i o n of f o o d i n t h e n e s t i n g s e a s o n 
In the study region the first goshawk eggs are laid in the last week of March, but 
most appear during the first week of April. From then on to mid-June the female 
spends most of the time incubating the eggs and caring the chicks, whereas the male 
provides her and the chicks with food. Late July the members of the goshawk family 
take their own lines. 
Data of prey remains collected during the nesting season have been compiled in 
Table 2. The five bird species occurring most frequently in the prey remains 
accounted for 75 0/o of the total number. As compared with Table 1, the woodpigeon 
changed the number one position in favour of the domestic pigeon. Woodpigeon, 
pheasant and stock dove (Columba oenas) decreased in frequency, whereas blackbird, 
starling, jay and rabbit appears in larger numbers in Table 2. Each summer the 
latter four species produced an impressive mass of offspring from which the hawks 
drew a good portion of prey. In May bird pulii were found to contribute to the diet 
as much as 28 0/o of total bird prey, whereas in June and July this value increased 
to 48 0/o and 4 0 % respectively (Fig. 1). In fact there is good evidence of nest 
robbing by goshawks. 
Prey species preferring agricultural land are rather scarce in the summer food 
(Table 2). Partridge and magpie only account for less than 4 0/o. However, although 
many of the pigeons were chased over the forests, another considerable number was 
captured at the contiguous fields. Excluding these Columbidae, wood-dwelling species 
constitute nearly 40 0/o. 
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Fig. 1, Proportion of not fully-grown 
young (marbled sections) in the number 
of some prey species killed by goshawks 
in the course of the nesting season. Values 
in percentage of total prey number. В = 
blackbird, S = starling, J •" jay, W = 
•woodpigeon. 
Abb. 1 : Anteil der nicht vollflüggen Jungen 
(schattierte Partien) bei einigen Beute-
vögeln des Habichts während der Brutzeit 
(%-Anteile bezogen auf die Gesamtbeutc). 
В = Amsel; S = Star; J = Eichelhäher; 
W = Ringeltaube. 
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3.4. F o o d p a t t e r n s i n t h e c o u r s e o f t i m e 
Variations in use of prey in the course of the year are shown for some five prey 
species in Fig. 2. There are marked peaks and minima, the levels of which differ 
between the years. 
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Fig. 2. Variations in the proportion of some prey species in the food of the goshawk throughout the 
years. The nesting season has been indicated by the black bars along the abscissa, η — total number of 
prey per month. 
Abb. 2. Anteile einiger Beutetiere in der Nahrung des Habichts im Jahresablauf. Die Brutzeit ist durch 
den dunklen Balken entlang der Abszisse angedeutet, η = Gesamtzahl der Beutetiere pro Monat. 
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An alternative pattern of peaks and minima is impressively shown by the diagrams 
of woodpigeon and domestic pigeon. To some extent, these diagrams are each other's 
supplement, since a peak in the one coincides with a minimum in the other. This 
pattern is understood when considering the fluctuations in abundance and vulnera-
bility of pigeon populations discussed earlier in this paper. 
The remaining three species of which the monthly prédation by the goshawk is 
depicted in Fig. 2 play on the average a less significant role, but temporarily do 
contribute much to the hawks' nourishment. Year after year starling and blackbird 
have population peaks in May and June, and the jay in June and July, due to the 
simultaneous flying-out of numerous young. This is reflected in goshawk prédation 
(Figs. 1 & 2). We point out here the plausible significance of these population peaks 
to the reproductive output of the goshawk, since at the same time young goshawks 
are growing up. 
Differences among the levels of the peaks of woodpigeon and jay mirror the 
fluctuating abundances of these species in different years. Small peaks in the number 
of killed starlings and blackbirds in early spring (Fig. 2) tend to reflect occupation 
of breeding territories, which is attended by display and singing from out 
conspicuous perches. Maxima to be similarly interpreted have been found annually 
in the prédation on partridge (March-April, fields are still bare!) and song thrush. 
No longer concealed in the corn fields and the layer of bracken, pheasants most 
frequently appear in the diet during winter. 
Fig. 3 Diversity of goshawk food as indicated by the SIMPSON index С The nesting season has been 
indicated by the open bars along the abscissa. I urthcr explanation sec text. 
Abb 3. Divcrsit.it der Nahrungszusammensetzung des Habichts (SiMPSON-Index С). Die Brutzeit ist 
durch die offenen Baiken an der Abszisse markiert Näheres s. Text. 
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3.5. D i ν e r s i t y i n f o o d c o m p o s i t i o n 
From the analysis of prey remains the goshawk appears as an indiscriminate 
feeder, chasing any easy to master animal it comes across. Indeed, in the research 
area few species occur that were not captured at least once or twice (see Appendix) . 
Yet, a limited number served as main food and even some cases of almost complete 
monophagy were recorded. As compared with prey choice in winter, food compo­
sition in the nesting season seems to be less dominated by a few species (Table 2). 
We have tried to analyse diversity of the diet by applicat ion of the Simpson index 
C = l ^ Z I ^ ( ( ^
i
~ 1
1
)
)
 ( P I E L O U 1969), 
in which N j is the relative frequency of the j th species in the prey sample N . As 
has been pointed out by W H I T T A K E R (1972), this index is pr imar i ly a measure of 
dominance, as it is strongly affected by the most frequent species. 
The Simpson index was calculated from the food d a t a per m o n t h (Fig. 3). Low 
values indicate extreme dominance of one prey species (November 1970, cf. Fig. 2), 
high values a distr ibution comparat ively equal over the prey species. In the nesting 
season diversity of prey is higher than in autumn and early-winter months. Levels 
of maxima and minima are remarkably similar from 1971 to 1973, which in p a r t 
must be due to the fact that in the two winters mild weather al lowed similar bird 
populations in the hunt ing grounds. Of course, as С measures dominance, the 
contribution of the woodpigeon to the raptor ' s diet is strongly reflected in the 
diversity curve. 
Tab. 3 Local differences in goshawk food during the nesting season. Values in percentage 
of total number of prey 
Tab. 3 Lokale Unterschiede in der Ernährung des Habichts wahrend der N'estlingszcit 
(0 0 der Gesamtbeute) 
Typical field species 
Perdix ptrdix 2.2 4.0 1.0 
Pica pica 
Miscellaneous 
Typical forest species 
Garrulus glandantis 
Miscellaneous 
Non-typical species 
Columba ¡svia 
Tardus menila 
S tiirmis vulgaris 
Oryclolagm cumculus 
Miscellaneous 
Total number of prey 
Index of prey diversity 
1 
 
5.4 
1.6 
9.2 
10.2 
2.6 
12.8 
43.6 
3.8 
4.3 
4.3 
22.0 
86 
0.77 
goshaw к pair no. 
2 
 
2.0 
6.0 
8.7 
2.0 
10.7 
32.7 
6.7 
22.0 
9.3 
12.6 
150 
0.83 
subtotal   1.0 
subtotal 
26.9 
6.0 
32.9 
19.2 
2.7 
22.1 
1.0 
21.1 
104 
0.83 
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3.6. D i f f e r e n c e s i n d i e t c o m p o s i t i o n b e t w e e n p a i r s 
Some examples illustrating differences in prey use among breeding pairs are giver 
in Table 3. Prey species are classed into three categories according to the habitats 
they normally live in, so that the prey frequency within these categories reflects 
habitat choice of hunting goshawks during the reproductive season. 
Pair 1 hunted in forested country as often as in cultivated land. We assume thai 
most of the domestic pigeons were intercepted when they were flying over thf 
forests, but at least some of them were mastered at the fields. Pair 3 is regarded as г 
distinct forest-hunter as one third of its food consists of typically forest-dwelling 
species. The starling, although an indifferent species, was remarkably numerous ir 
the mature oak woods in this pair's hunting range, so many of them were capturée 
in the woods. No more than a single partridge represents the group of typical fiele 
species. The diet of pair 2 is intermediate. Pair 1 bred in the margin of the Reichs-
wald forest no more than 100 m from extensive agricultural grounds, whereas pair 2 
had at least one kilometer of mixed forest around the nest. 
It is noteworthy that goshawks like those of pair 1, nesting and hunting in the 
western, hilly part of the Reichswald forest, tended to kill more domestic pigeons 
than those inhabiting lowlands. Consequently, the averaged Simpson indices diffei 
for hilly country- and lowland-pairs: 0.74 (n = 5) against 0.85 (n = 6; MANN-WHITNI"* 
U test, ρ = 0.041). 
3.7. P o s i t i o n i n t r o p h i c s t r u c t u r e 
With the help of food data from general ornithological literature (c. g. Voou! 
1960) the prey species were classed according to their position in the trophic 
structure of the ecosystem (Table 4). There is a difference between winter anc 
reproductive period. In the latter period fewer predominantly herbivorous species 
were taken, although they still constituted the body of the food. 
Lower carnivores occurred twice as frequent in summer prey as in winter prey 
Their main representatives are thrushes and starlings. The group of top-carnivore1 
mainly consists of raptors (cf. Appendix). The doubled proportion of omnivorous 
species in the reproductive season reflects the intensive prédation on young jays. 
Tab. 4 Distribution of goshaw к prey according to trophic level 
Tab. 4 Verteilung der Habichtbeute auf Trophie-F.benen 
Trophic level \\ inter nesting season 
η =- 2129 η =- 1956 
Herbivores 79.7% 60.8 % 
Carnivores 11.0 21.3 
Top-carnivores 1.0 1.7 
Omnivores 8.2 16.2 
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4. Discussion 
Knowledge of winter food of the goshawk elsewhere in Europe is limited In the 
only two sudies covering a complete winter period the propor t ion of the woodpigeon 
in the diet only numbered 25 % (Schleswig-Holstein, BRULL 1964 a) or about 5 0/o 
(Nor thern France, T H I O L L A Y 1976) Small winter samples published by T I N B E R G E N 
& TINBERGEN (1931), F ISCHER (1955), G R Ü N (1957), H A U R I (1964) and K L A A S (1967) 
contained corvids, par t r idge , gulls, waterbirds (including limicoles) and domestic 
pigeons respectively as most frequent food items The only author who mentioned 
excessive prédat ion on woodpigeon (WORTELAERS 1950) unfortunately failed to 
present quant i ta t ive da ta 
In contrast to winter prey, prey choice during the nesting season has been 
thoroughly investigated In the very north of Europe te t raomds constitute the staple 
food of the goshawk, they are supplemented by corvids, thrushes and the squirrel 
( S U L K A W 1964, D E M E N T I E W & G L A D K O W 1966, MYRBERGET 1970) Further south the 
frequency of gallinaceous birds is less In Sweden they only account for 28 0/o of the 
prey, whereas thrushes and corvids are represented just as frequently ( H O G L U N D 
1964) In central and western Europe the goshawk's diet reflects the te t raomd poor 
fauna of the largely cult ivated landscape Pigeons, and to a lesser extent corvids, 
take over the number one position Most German studies (SCHNURRE 1942 & 1965, 
W A R N C K E 1961, BRULL 1964 a, K L A A S 1967) have presented the domestic pigeon as 
the chief food item, accounting for 13 to 37 0/o of the prey number Others found the 
jay (KRAMER 1972) or the woodpigeon ( S C H N U R R E 1973) to rank first at the menu 
Partr idge, thrushes, starling and crows generally are of secondary importance 
(cf Table 2) In woodland on sandy soils rabbits are among the chief prey species 
(TINBERGEN 1936, BRULL 1964 a) Locally goshawk diet is differently composed 
Among goshawk kills at the Darss peninsula SCHNURRE (1955) found 35 0/o water 
and marsh birds (for the larger par t coot, Fúlica atra, and mal lard Anas 
platyrhynchos), and in addit ion no less than 11 0/o birds of prey From northern 
France THIOLLAY (1967) reported diet composition in which pigeons played only a 
minor role, whereas thrushes and starling comprised almost hal l of the kills 
In pr imary ecosystems goshawks mainly hunt in forested areas Food lists from 
Fennoskandia ( H O G L U N D 1964, SULKAVA 1964) are predominated by typical forest-
dwelling species like te t raomds, thrushes, jay and squirrel Prey samples from the 
coast of the Baltic Sea ( S C H N U R R E 1955, 1973, G R U N 1957) likewise contained only 
a scarce inhabi tant of agricultural country With increasing man made modifications 
of the landscape, goshawks are forced to change their hunting habits and reap the 
fruits of human land development We have seen that the Reichswald populat ion 
foraged mainly at fields and meadows during winter During the nesting season 
forest communities were considerably laid under contribution Some pairs even 
hunted almost exclusively in the forest Such divergence between winter and summer 
hunting habits has been mentioned by D E M E N T I E W & G L A D K O W (1966) and T H I O L L A Y 
(1967) BRULL (1964 a), on the contrary, has not manifested changes in habi tat 
choice in the course of the year 
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The absence of the house sparrow (Passer domesticus) in our prey list (Appendix) 
as well as in those from U T T E N D Ó R Í E R (1952), BRULL (1964 a) and KRAMER (1972) 
indicates that goshawks seldom venture near human settlements. 
Composit ion of the diet in the Reichswald area is among the least ever reported. 
W e computed values of the Simpson index from prey lists of several authors. Thus, 
computat ion on the basis of the all-year food from the papers of BRULL (1964 a) and 
T H I O L L A Y (1967) revealed a diversity index of 0.91, wereas our data (Appendix) 
yielded 0.80. Some food lists from the reproduct ive period (TINBERGEN 1936; 
K R A M E R 1955; SCHNURRE 1955; W A R N C K E 1961; H O G L U N D 1964) produced indices 
ranging between 0.85 and 0.93 (cf. Fig. 3). 
4 . 1 . G o s h a w k a n d t h e m a n - m a d e e n v i r o n m e n t 
Compared with the habits of other European populat ions, the feeding behaviour 
of the goshawks we studied is anomalous, the prey being predominant ly composed 
of species prospering in man-made environment. Thus, in winter 80 0/o of the prey 
was composed of herbivorous species, of which hard ly any feeds on natural resources. 
Admit tedly, the woodpigeon feeds on a wide variety of semi-natural and agricultural 
crops ( N I E T H A M M E R SC PRZYGODDA 1954; G A S O W 1962; M U R T Ó N , ISAACSON & 
W E S T W O O D 1964 a), but the level of the wintering populat ion is determined by the 
yield of corn crops in the previous autumn ( M U R T O N , W E S T W O O D & ISAACSON 
1964 b). As M U R T Ó N argued, the woodpigeon has increased in number as a result of 
modern agriculture. By their very nature, domestic pigeons are also man-dependant . 
If they have to forage by themselves at all, they feed in man-made environment. To 
a certain extent, this may be said of the pheasant as well. 
In the reproductive season too, the goshawks prey upon man-dependant species in 
as much as domestic pigeons constitute the main food item. Other prey taken in this 
period, such as starling, par tr idge and woodpigeon, have benefited by human 
cult ivation. 
Earlier in this paper we have pointed out that the density of the Reichswald 
populat ion is among the highest ever reported. We suggest tha t this high density is 
directly related to the fact tha t the environment is managed intensively for the 
purpose of modern agriculture. As a result of modern land development there is 
often a reduction in the diversity of animal communities and, at the same time, an 
increase in the dominance of a few eurytopic species. I t is precisely these eurytopic 
species that are grist to the goshawk's mill. As long as some middle-sized species 
(e. g. pigeons) are among the dominat ing elements of a local fauna, goshawks will be 
able to persist even in habitats that are drastically changed by man. However , 
dependance on a few prey species implies increased susceptibility to changes in the 
communi ty : a sudden decline in the number of chief prey populat ions may lead to a 
crash of the raptor populat ion. This principle is clearly illustrated by predator-prey 
relations in arctic regions ( O D U M 1971). 
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That a decreasing supply of domestic pigeons lowers the population level in the 
goshawk was suggested by SCHNURRE (1950), who noticed parallel trends in goshawk 
numbers and pigeon breeding. Immediately following World-War II there was 
hardly any breeding of pigeons in the environs of Berlin. Consequently they were 
absent from the menu of the goshawk. When, later on, pigeon breeding became 
frequently practised again, goshawk populations rapidly increased. 
4.2. S p e c i a l i z a t i o n 
This paper offers examples illustrating that local differences in prey choice are 
related to differences in the composition of local faunas. Specialization among pairs 
may be concerned, but cannot be demonstrated since detailed knowledge of 
abundance of prey species is lacking. Only when a prey species is captured with a 
frequency not corresponding to its abundance and vulnerability, specialization is 
plausible. 
In fact, specialization within the population means incomplete use of the species' 
niche space. Since this implies reduced survival value, it would be eliminated by 
selective pressure. However, CURRY-LINDAHL (1964) suggested a probable selective 
advantage of specialization among pairs, which might counteract this pressure. He 
argued that differential prey preference of neighbouring pairs might lower intra-
specific competition. 
4.3. T h e r o l e of v u l n e r a b i l i t y 
Goshawk prey does not represent a random sample from the local fauna. Firstly, 
predator size determines prey size to a considerable extent (OPDAM 1975). Since the 
smaller males are responsible for all the hunting during the nesting period, large prey 
species like the pheasant appeared less in the diet during this time, whereas thrush-
sized species were more numerous. Secondly, the mode of hunting brings about a 
further selection. Hunting technique is closely related to vulnerability of potential 
prey species. 
Although numerous at the meadows in our research area in autumn and winter, 
black-headed gulls seldom occur in goshawk food. HOGLUND (1964) suggested that 
the hawks would dislike gull-meat. However, in the prey list published by SCHNURRE 
(1973), gulls represented 40 % of spring and summer food, whereas according to 
GRUN (1957) they constituted 38 0/o of winter prey at the coast of the Baltic Sea. 
Presumably, conditions were favourable for gull-hunting in that region: Schnurre 
mentioned the presence of an extensive rubbish dump, where many gulls were 
feeding. Therefore, we consider that in most regions gulls are not readily captured, 
since they are feeding in open fields, gregarious in their habits ' and, above all, 
adroit flyers. Woodpigeons, on the contrary, arc slow-starters, which are numerous 
in forest fringes and woodlets during winter. In that season other vulnerable species 
) The relevance of flocking behaviour as a defence against predators was shown by PAGE flc WHITACRL 
(1975), who found that shorcblrds, when flocking, were less liable to get killed by merlins (Falco 
columbariHs) than were single birds. 
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are pheasant, a heavy-bodied, clumsy flying bird (which is one of the favourite 
game-birds not for nothing) as well as jay and thrushes, not the best flyers either 
We suggest that , so many relatively vulnerable species being present, goshawks do 
not practise gul l-hunting. 
Summary 
1. The food of a goshawk population was studied by means of collecting and identifying 
remains of their prey. 
2 Prey items found included almost any medium-sized bird and mammal species 
regularly occurring in the study area However, the bulk of the diet consisted of five 
species only 
3 There is considerable difference in the diet composition between winter and nesting 
season as well as among breeding pairs This is considered to be due to divergence in 
food supply 
4 As compared with populations studied in other parts of Europe, diet is poorly 
diverse Main prey species are man-dependant herbivorous animals 
5 It is concluded that the high density of the goshawk population studied is possible 
thanks to modern human agriculture and breeding of homing pigeons 
6 Factors are discussed which are thought to be responsible for differences in the 
vulnerability of some prey species 
Zusammenfassung 
N a h r u n g s o k o l o g i e e i n e r H a b i c h t s p o p u l a t i o n 
1 Die Nahrungszusammensetzung einer Habichtspopulation wurde auf Grund der Analyse 
von Beuteresten ermittelt 
2 Die gefundenen Beutereste enthielten fast alle mittelgroßen Vogel und Saugetiere, die 
im Untersuchungsgebiet regelmäßig vorkommen Die Masse der Beute bestand jedoch nur 
aus 5 Arten 
3 Sowohl zwischen Winter- und Brutzeit als auch zwischen einzelnen Paaren bestehen 
bemerkenswerte Unterschiede in der Nahrungszusammensetzung Dies wird auf unter-
schiedliches Nahrungsangebot zurückgeführt 
4 Im Vergleich zu anderen europäischen Populationen ist die Diversità! in der Nahrungs-
zusammensetzung der untersuchten Population gering Herbivore Arten des Kulturlandes 
bilden die Hauptbeute 
5 Die hohe Siedlungsdichte der untersuchten Habichtspopulation wird auf die Agrar-
wirtschaft und Taubenzucht zurückgeführt 
6 Faktoren, die möglicherweise fur unterschiedlichen Feinddruck verantwortlich sind, 
den der Habicht auf einzelne Beutctierarten ausübt, werden diskutiert 
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Appendix 
A complete list of goshawk prey collected during the period of research has been 
compiled in the following list. It includes virtually any species that regularly occurred in 
the research area. Some potential prey species are missing (e. g. golden oriole, Onohts 
onolus, barn owl, Tyto alba), which must be due to their concealed or nocturnal way of 
living. Corresponding to the scarcity of marshy areas, water and marsh birds are few in 
number. Food items standing out are the goshawk (a male killed in autumn), the peacock 
(adult female), short-eared owl (which has never been observed alive in the area) and 
the yellow-crested cockatoo (adult from December). After closing date the list of species 
could be enlarged by tame parakeet, common gull (Lams canus) and barn owl. 
List of goshawk prey, August 1969—July 1973 
Tacbybaptits ruficollis 
Anas crecca 
A. platyrhynchos 
Perms apivorus 
Accipuer gentihs 
A. msus 
Buteo buteo 
Falco nrmunctilus 
F. subbuteo 
Perdix perdix 
Phastanus colchicus 
Pavo cristatHS 
Gallus gallus 
Rallus aquaticus 
Gallínula chloropus 
Vanellus vanellus 
Numemus arquata 
Limosa limosa 
Gallinago gallmago 
Scolopax rusticóla 
Larus ndibundus 
Columba livia 
C. oenas 
C. palumbus 
Streptopeha turtur 
St. decaocto 
Cuculus canorus 
Athene noctua 
Strix aluco 
Asió otus 
2 
2 
7 
2 
1 
7 
8 
4 
1 
81 
170 
1 
4 
1 
26 
18 
1 
1 
1 
4 
19 
1 050 
85 
1 818 
55 
31 
5 
5 
11 
26 
0.04 Vo 
0 04 0/o 
0.16 % 
0.04 »/о 
0.02 0/o 
0.16% 
0.17 Ύο 
0.08 % 
0.02 "/о 
1.68 »/о 
3.52 0/Ό 
0.02 "/о 
0.08 °/ο 
0.02 η/ο 
0.54 »/ο 
0.37 0/ο 
0.02 »/ο 
0.02 "Ό 
0.02 0/ο 
0 08 0/ο 
0.39 »/ο 
21.76% 
1.76 "/ο 
37.68 "Ό 
1.14% 
0.64 Vo 
0.10 0/ο 
0 .10% 
0.23 »/ο 
0.54 % 
A flammeus 
Caprimulgus europaeus 
Ficus viridis 
Dendrocopos major 
D. minor 
Dryocopus martius 
Alauda arvensis 
Delichon urbica 
Anthus pratensis 
Lantus excubitor 
Prunella modulans 
Phoemcurus phocmcurus 
Turdus merula 
Τ pilaris 
T.ihacus 
T. philomelos 
T. VISCIVOÌUS 
Muscicapa striata 
Parus major 
Ρ caeruleus 
Sitta europaea 
Fringilla coelebs 
Carduelis chloris 
Acanthis cannabina 
Coccothraustes 
coccothraustes 
Sturnus vulgaris 
Garrulus glandanus 
Pica pica 
Corvus monedula 
1 
1 
13 
52 
3 
7 
7 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
219 
100 
11 
44 
31 
1 
7 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
170 
424 
51 
12 
0.02 % 
0.02 0/o 
0.27 % 
1.08% 
0.06 % 
0.16 »/o 
0.16 "Ό 
0.02 % 
0.02 % 
0.04 0/ο 
0.02 % 
0.02 "/η 
4.54 »/о 
2.07 »/о 
0.23 "/о 
0.91 % 
0.64 Vo 
0.02 % 
0.16% 
0.04 »'с 
0.04 % 
0.08 % 
0.04 % 
0.04 "/о 
0 04 % 
3.52 0/Ό 
8.79 "Ό 
1.06 «Ό 
0.25 % 
Heft 1 ] 
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Corvus frugilegus 
C. corone 
Cacatua triton 
Unidentified bird (pullus) 
Lepuseuropaeus 
Oryctolagus cumculus 
Sciurus vulgaris 
Oryctolagus spp. dom. 
1 
17 
1 
1 
13 
154 
8 
2 
0.02 »/о 
0.35 »/о 
0.02 "/о 
0.0?. % 
0.27 "/о 
3.19% 
0.17 »/о 
0.04 0/ο 
Anschrift der Verfasser: Institute for nature 
Niederlande 
Clethnonomys glareolus 
Apodemus agrestis 
Unidentified mouse 
Talpa europaea 
Lucanus cervus 
Carabas spp. 
0.02 »/о 
0.02 »/o 
0.04 0/o 
0.02 0/o 
0.02 °/o 
0.02 »Ό 
Total 4 825 
management, Kasteel Broekhuizen, Leersum, 
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I INTRODUCTION 
Sparrowhawk feeding habits have been widely studied Uttendorfer and 
his co-workers brought together an impressive collection of prey remains, 
mainly sampled in pre-war North-eastern Germany (Uttendorfer 1930, 1952) 
Their study animated a number of ornithologists in other parts of Europe 
Klaas (1943), Tinbergen (1946), Warncke (1961), Sulkava (1964) and Bruii 
(1964) reported on food use during the breeding season, whereas Tinbergen 
& Tinbergen (1932), Meissel (1935), Grössler (1964) and Fnemann (1967) 
published data on food during winter Only two studies covered the whole 
year Kramer (1972) presented an extensive prey list from his study area in 
the GDR, whereas Thiollay (1967) published a scanty one-year study in 
northern France 
This study is concerned with the food use of a Sparrowhawk population 
during a four-year period from autumn 1969 up to autumn 1973 The main 
Ardea66(1978) 137-155 
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purposes are to present data on the composition of the diet in a heavily 
cultivated landscape, to analyse its spatial and temporal variations, to throw 
some light on the factors governing prey selection of the Sparrowhawk and 
to discuss its impact on the populations of the prey animals. In a previous 
paper I analysed differential food preference of the sexes as well as the food-
niche relations with the Goshawk (Opdam 1975). For a description of feeding 
behaviour the reader is referred to Uttendörfer 1930, Tinbergen 1946, Mohr 
1960 and Newton & Blewitt 1973. 
2 METHODS 
Between the towns of Nijmegen, Kleve and Goch the study area extends 
over 240 km2 along both sides of the Dutch German frontier. Two extensive 
forests are enclosed by agricultural land in which thickets, orchards, 
woodlots and a number of small to medium-sized villages are scattered. 
Marshes are virtually absent. The cultivated land, covering 62% of the 
surface, consists for 60% of arable land and 40% of grassland. Both forest and 
agricultural land are intensively managed. 
The annual number of Sparrowhawk breeding pairs in this area was 
estimated at about 25. These birds had their nests in the forests and hunted in 
the agricultural zone, around human dwellings as well as in the forested 
areas. Outside the breeding season Sparrowhawks are difficult to census. A 
rough estimate, based on observations and distribution of prey remains, 
arrived at a minimum of 60-80 individuals in the research area. Some of them 
inhabited the forests (mainly males) but most hunted along the forest edges 
and in the agricultural zone. 
2 1 DATA ON PREY USE 
The remains of killed animals were used to identify both the predator and 
the prey (cf. Opdam et al. 1977). Sparrowhawks pluck their prey on a bare 
piece of the forest floor, on fallen logs, small stumps or broken trunks, 
sometimes also on thick branches low in trees. Unlike Goshawks, most 
Sparrowhawks pluck their prey completely in one place, so that all wing and 
tail feathers are found together. Bill and legs of birds from the size of 
thrushes upwards as well as the bill of seed-eaters are left as too bulky to 
swallow. Primaries and shoulder girdle from big prey are usually left intact. 
Other signs helpful with the identification of the predator are droppings, 
moulted feathers and pellets. 
All primaries, secondaries and rectrices at a plucking site were collected 
and identified, the species separated and, by counting the flight feathers, 
their number assessed. Time elapsed since killing was estimated. Iden-
tification of bird remains was generally possible with the help of study-skins 
and a collection of prepared sets of flight feathers. 
Remains of Willow Tit and Marsh Tit, Chiffchaff and Willow Warbler, and 
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Blackcap and Garden Warbler could only be distinguished if a well 
conserved set of flight feathers was available. Feathers of Goldcrest and 
Firecrest could not be separated. Identification of mammal prey, on the 
contrary, offered more problems. Except for the characteristically coloured 
Bank Vole, remains of voles and mice could only be identified by 
consideration of the jaws, which were not found very often. 
During the breeding season most of the prey remains were collected in the 
nesting area, whereas the majority of winter prey data was assembled at 
plucking sites that many Sparrowhawks used to frequent during the winter 
months. Additional kills were secured by chance in patches of forest, 
woodlots amidst the fields or along hedgerows and in coppice. The plucking 
sites were regularly scanned (weekly during the breeding season, monthly 
during winter), particularly near favourite plucking posts. Methodological 
errors have been discussed in a previous paper (Opdam 1975). 
2 2 DATA ON HOOD SUPPLY 
In 1975, two years since the closing date of our food study, Peerenboom 
(1976) censused breeding bird populations in an extensive part of the Dutch 
half of the research area, measuring 45 km2. Using the mapping method 
(Enemar 1959), he visited this area almost daily from mid-March to late June 
during morning hours and night. Although the number of counts is not 
sufficiently large to exclude inaccuracies in the number of breeding pairs per 
species (Opdam & Reijnen 1978), I consider the census data to be well-suited 
for roughly comparing Sparrowhawk diet with the composition of the avian 
community. An exception has to be made with respect to the Tree Sparrow, 
which seems to have been seriously underestimated. 
It is stressed that the census data refer to breeding pairs only and not to the 
absolute numbers of birds present. Non-territorial individuals as well as 
young fledged during the census period were not included. Unfortunately we 
have no quantitative data of the composition of the bird fauna during the 
other part of the year. 
3 RESULTS 
3 1 COMPOSITION OF THE FOOD 
A complete list of prey items found is presented in an Appendix. Out of the 
94 prey species listed only 19 exceed the 1% level; together these are 
responsible for 87% of the food. These species occur in numbers sufficiently 
large to allow further analysis. 
In the course of the year the composition of the bird fauna shows 
considerable changes. Quite a lot of species are migratory and gradually 
leave their breeding habitats between August and October. At the same time 
winter visitors arrive and other migrants pass through. On the basis of the 
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changing bird fauna the year is divided into the following periods: winter 
(November-March) and breeding season (April-July), which have a relatively 
stable bird community, and autumn (August-October) with its bird fauna 
continuously changing in numbers and composition. 
Table 1 Proportion of main prey species in the diet of the Sparrowhawk Data in percentage ol 
total prey number 
Total number ofprey Winter Breeding season Autumn 
5698 6024 399 
Passer гіотечіісач 
Passer montami s 
Turdus menila 
Fringilla coelehs 
Paru \ major 
Slurnus vulgaris 
Parus caeruleus 
Alauda arvensis 
Cardueli s cannahina 
Tardus pilaris 
Turdus philomelos 
Ernhacus rubecula 
Fringilla moniifrmgilla 
Turdus iliacus 
Cardueli s chlor ι s 
Prunella modulans 
Emberiza citrinella 
Hirundo rustica 
Parus ater 
Cleihnonomvs glareolus' 
Other species 
1
 Values corrected for unidentified vole prey 
Seasonal variation in food composition is shown in Table 1. As could be 
expected, the list is dominated by the Госаііу most abundant passerines, 
among which the House Sparrow ranks first. Species living in agricultural 
and suburban habitats are prevailing, whereas only few forest-dwelling 
species (like tits) are presented. Indeed, birds feeding on trees (like 
woodpeckers and Treecreeper) are completely lacking among the 20 most 
frequent prey species. Notwithstanding the richer bird fauna in spring, in the 
breeding season a very considerable fraction of the Sparrowhawk food is 
constituted of the same sedentary species that rank first among winter prey. 
About 60% of the birds caught during the breeding season are sedentary 
whereas the insectivorous summer visitors are captured relatively seldom. In 
the autumn food prey species that migrate by day are prominent (Chaffinch, 
Starling, Skylark, Song Thrush). 
3 2 TEMPORAL VARIATIONS IN FOOD COMPOSITION 
180 
74 
98 
84 
42 
5 3 
5 6 
67 
4 I 
5 4 
1 3 
1 6 
34 
3 3 
1 2 
20 
1 9 
-
1 8 
08 
78 
35 0 
132 
36 
34 
55 
3 1 
25 
09 
28 
02 
28 
25 
04 
04 
1 6 
1 0 
08 
25 
04 
20 
15 4 
150 
90 
48 
68 
28 
11 3 
08 
7 3 
6 5 
0 5 
65 
1 8 
1 8 
23 
3 3 
1 0 
20 
20 
-
0 3 
14 2 
To analyse temporal variations in food composition the prey data of Table 
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Fig I Proportion of some prey species in monlhly food of Sparrowhawks during four years 
Abcissa lime in months (black bar indícales nesting season) Ordinate percentage of to-
la! number of prey items (N) found per month 
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1 were arranged according to the month in which the kills were estimated to 
have been made. Thus, data on food composition in each of 48 months were 
obtained. In Fig. 1 percentages of monthly prey numbers are depicted for 
some species. 
The proportion of House Sparrow shows a fluctuating pattern with peaks 
in May. There are small second peaks in two winters (1970/71 and 1971/72). It 
is remarkable that the other winters 1969/70 and 1972/73, during which tits 
were abundant, show relatively high Blue Tit-peaks. As most tits stay in the 
forests and sparrows live in urban habitats and farmyards, this suggests that 
in winters of Blue Tit abundance Sparrowhawks hunted in the forests more 
often. This suggestion is supported by parallel trends in the prédation upon 
the Coal Tit (1969/70 and 1972/73: 5—6%, other winter: 2%). 
Fluctuations in the proportion of the Tree Sparrow largely followed those 
of its congener. Chaffinch, Starling and Skylark all showed maxima outside 
the breeding season, but at different times. The Chaffinch suffered high 
prédation during March-April, when the males conspicuously advertise their 
presence by singing in exposed places. However, although this behaviour 
continues until July, Sparrowhawk prédation upon this species dropped to a 
low level from May onwards. This may be attributed to shooting of 
deciduous forest, but this leaves unexplained why prédation in pine forests is 
then also hampered. Autumn migration by the Starling is reflected by distinct 
peaks in its proportion in Sparrowhawk food. Opdam et al. (1977) found an 
obvious maximum in the proportion of this species in Goshawk prey during 
May, attributable to the simultaneous fledging of most Starling broods. This 
peak is absent in the Sparrowhawk food. Skylarks sometimes occurred in 
large flocks on arable land during winter and were then hunted frequently. 
During spring Skylarks are solitary and the majority leaves the study area to 
breed elsewhere (cf. Fig. 1). 
The above examples show that the Sparrowhawks continuously switched 
from one prey species to the other according to the changes in abundance 
and vulnerability of their prey species. Several further examples illustrating 
this phenomenon are not depicted in Fig. 1. E.g. in the winter 1972/73 
Goldcrests invaded The Netherlands in exceptionally large numbers (Osieck 
1976). This species normally appeared in very small numbers in the 
Sparrowhawk food (less than 1%), but in the invasion year we registraled 
4.3% as prey. Being typical winter visitors, Redwing and Fieldfare were 
maximally preyed upon in December and January. Great Tit and Swallow 
showed peaks in June and July respectively, concurrently with the fledging of 
their broods. Prédation upon Robins was most intensive in April and May 
(max. 8%), which must be related to their conspicuous singing activities. 
Similarly there is a peak in the proportion of the Song Thrush in March and 
April. 
However, we must keep in mind the sexual differentiation with regard to 
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prey choice and parental tasks. While females incubate the eggs and care for 
the young until late nestling stage, the male provides food for the whole 
family. In other words, Sparrowhawk prédation from mid-April to late June 
is essentially on the account of the tiny males. Their body size is too small to 
be successful in hunting thrush-sized birds (Opdam 1975), which is reflected 
by the small proportion of Blackbird and Starling in the Sparrowhawk food 
during the breeding season (Fig. 1). This is in marked contrast to Goshawk 
prédation upon these species (Opdam et al. 1977). Blackbirds appeared most 
frequently in the menu in February/March, probably as a result of the 
declining numbers of Fieldfare and Redwing, thrush-species which were 
frequently captured especially by the female. 
In the foregoing, peaks in the prédation upon several prey species were 
attributed to the fledging of nestlings. As long as fledgings were not fully 
grown, their feathers can be distinguished from those of adults and 
Table 2 Changes in the proportion of juvenile (not fully grown) individuals among prey species 
of the Sparrowhawk during the breeding season Values in percentage of total number 
of prey remains found per species 
'liirdus menila 
Slur mi ^  vulgaris 
1 iirdus philonielos 
Punis та/иг 
Motaalla alba 
Passer iiHwianm 
С 'arditeli s chltiri s 
Car duetts cannabina 
Pdssei гіітіечііаіч 
Punis caeiuleiis 
1 нпціікі eiH'lebs 
Hirundn rusiiai 
Apri l 
% 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
May 
% 
69 
58 
36 
20 
25 
37 
10 
0 
36 
0 
8 
0 
June 
% 
72 
83 
68 
70 
67 
66 
50 
52 
48 
52 
45 
29 
July 
% 
75 
47 
63 
57 
67 
52 
49 
48 
65 
13 
33 
47 
immatures. Table 2 shows that not fully grown individuals may constitute a 
very considerable part of the kills in a species. Since it is plausible that many, 
sometimes even the majority, of the fully grown prey in constituted by 
recently fledged birds loo, we concluded that in several prey species almost 
all individuals caught in June and July are recently fledged offspring. Hence 
the adult populations of such species suffer few losses due to Sparrowhawk 
prédation, probably even less than during the incubation period. It is 
temptative to speculate on the adaptiveness of the simultaneous growing-up 
of the young of the Sparrowhawks and their prey species. 
As a matter of fact food composition and habrtat selection are closely 
linked, and changes in the habitat selection by hunting Sparrowhawks can 
result in temporal variations in the food. This is illustrated in the following. 
Many prey species are largely restricted to one of the landscape types in the 
study area, though habitat selection may change from breeding season to 
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winter. Their proportions in the Sparrowhawk's food indicate habitat 
selection of the hunting predator. These species were listed according to 
their preference for forests, fields and human habitations. 
Fig. 2. Changes in habitat choice by Sparrowhawks in the course of the year as shown by the 
summed proportions of prey species restricted either to field, village or forest habitats. N 
is number of prey items. 
Changes in the predator's habitat selection in the course of the year are 
depicted in Fig. 2. From winter to autumn there is a gradual decrease in the 
proportion of forest species'. Field species preponderate during winter and 
autumn, but much field hunting is substituted by village hunting during the 
breeding season. 
3.3 LOCAL VARIATION IN FOOD COMPOSITION 
The general prey list (Table 1) was generated by linking up all individual 
prey lists from the plucking sites. These lists differ considerably, which may 
be due either to local differences in prey supply or to individual differences 
in the preference for certain prey. The latter would imply specialization, for 
which we have no evidence. Extreme cases of local differences in prey as a 
result of habitat differences in the hunting area is illustrated in Fig. 3. It 
shows that during winter the habitat of the species captured is in general 
agreement with the habitats surrounding the plucking sites. Hence 
Sparrowhawks have their plucking sites close to their food resources, e.g. 
near villages. In the breeding season the hawks are tied to their nesting area. 
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Winter 
Arable land Modern garden -
along forest edge village 
Skylark 2 5 % 
Lrnnel 21 % 
House Sparrow 
5 6 % 
Mixed forest 
Blue Tit 3 3 % Fieldfare 25 % 
Redwing 2 3 % 
Breeding season 
House Sparrow 
57% 
Field species D 
Mixed forest 
Blackcap 8 % 
Great Tit 9 % 
Village species Forest species 
Fig. 3. Local variation in food composition, shown by the proportion of species typical for ei-
ther field, village or forest habitats, among food lists from selected plucking sites. The 
type of landscape surrounding the plucking sites as well as the most frequently captured 
prey species are indicated. 
Some pairs hunt in the forest around their nests for most of the time, but the 
majority flies to the forest edge, sometimes over considerable distances, to 
hunt in the villages and around farms (Fig. 3). There is no example of a 
breeding pair hunting for most of the time over agricultural habitats during 
the breeding season. 
Breeding bird densities are considerable lower in pine forests than in 
mixed or deciduous forest stands (Tinbergen 1967). Hence one could expect 
that Sparrowhawk pairs nesting in pine forest areas are forced to hunt farther 
from their nests (e.g. in villages) than pairs breeding in mixed forest areas. 
In Fig. 4 the proportion of the House Sparrow in the diet is plotted against 
distance from the nest to nearest-by human habitations. It shows a negative 
regression for both pine forest and mixed forest pairs (P= 0.04). The 
common regression coefficient (b = —0.017) was used to correct the House 
Sparrow percentages for differences in distance to human habitations. This 
resulted in Table 3, showing the corrected proportions of the sparrow in the 
food of pine-forest and mixed-forest pairs. In all years pairs in pine-forest 
areas have the highest percentages of House Sparrows in their food, although 
the difference is not significant (P = 0.06). I hypothesize that Sparrowhawk 
pairs breeding in pine-forest areas, which offer them a small prey supply, fly 
over longer distances to reach habitats rich in passerines than do pairs 
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ι ш Pine forest area 
г · Mixed forest area 
Fig 4 Relation of mean nearest distance Trom nest to human settlements and proportion of 
House Sparrows in Sparrowhawk food during the breeding season Regression lines refer 
lo nesls in pine foresi areas and mixed forest areas, respectively. 
nesting in mixed-forest areas. This would mean that in many Dutch pine 
plantations the Sparrowhawk largely depends on the availability of House 
Table 3 Mean percentages of House Sparrows in the food of Sparrowhawks nesting in pine for­
es! and mixed forest areas. Values corrected for differences in distance of nest to hu-
m.in habitations, using the common regression-coefficient oflhc regressions of percen­
tage House Sparrow upon distance given in Fig 4 (b = —0 017) 
1970 1971 1972 1973 
Pine forest area 
Mixed forest area 
38 6 
24 5 
42 8 
24 9 
44 7 
34 3 
38 4 
38 1 
Sparrow habitats. Tinbergen (1946) also found that Sparrowhawks hunted 
proportionally less sparrows in areas containing rich deciduous forests as 
compared to pine-forest areas. 
No differences could be demonstrated between the food selection of first-
year and adult males. 
3 4 FOOD COMPOSITION AND PREY SUPPLY 
The bird census of Peerenboom (1976) enabled us to compare relative 
abundances of species in the bird communities and in the food of 
Sparrowhawks feeding in the area censused. Abundance values are 
expressed as percentages of prey remains found during the breeding season 
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and percentages of total number of birds censused. The quotient of these 
percentages is called catch-supply-ratio for prey species i (CSRi). 
CSRi values should be interpreted as follows: If CSRi > 1, i occurs in the 
diet more frequently than expected from its abundance in the supply, 
whereas 0 < CSRi <l the reverse is true. Prey species were grouped 
according to their CSR values and habitats they frequent during the 
Table 4 Matrix showing vulnerability of Sparrowhawk prey species during the breeding season 
Species are grouped according to habitat and value of catch-supply-ratio (CSR), which 
is the quotient of proportion in Sparrowhawk diet and proportion in food supply 
CSR 
0—0 5 0 5—10 1.0—2 0 > 2 0 
Habitat 
harmyard. 
garden village 
Farmland. 
meadow 
Scrub, young 
plantation. 
dense foliage 
Mature forest 
Blackbird 
House Martin 
Spotted Flycatcher 
Magpie 
Partridge 
Marsh Warbler 
Iclenne Warbler 
Hrecresl/ 
Goldcrest 
Wren 
Willow Warbler 
Hedgcsparrow 
Lesser Whitelhroat 
Chiffchafr 
Hawfinch 
Willow Tit 
Marsh Tit 
Blackbird 
Coal Til 
Crested Tit 
Song Thrush 
Starling 
Swift 
Swallow 
1 ong-lailed Til 
Whitelhroat 
Blackcap 
Garden Warbler 
Robin 
Jay 
Song Thrush 
Nuthatch 
Starling 
Treecreeper 
Chaffinch 
Blue Tit 
Black Redstart 
Great Til 
Greenfinch 
Skylark 
Yellowhammer 
Bullfinch 
Woodwarbler 
Great Til 
Blue Tit 
House Sp; 
Redstart 
While Wa 
Linnet 
Tree Pipit 
breeding season (Table 4). Species inhabiting scrub or the tops of deciduous 
trees have CSR values less than 1, the majority even less than 0.5. These 
species are difficult to observe for the bird watcher, and presumably for a 
fast-hunting Sparrowhawk as well. When singing most species remain under 
cover. Most common forest species have values less than 1. A striking 
exception is the Tree Pipit (CSR = 4), which is concurrent with its 
conspicuous behaviour and its preference for forest edges and open 
woodland. Forest species of a size too large for the male Sparrowhawk, have 
CSR values less than 1, whether or not they behave conspicuously. Great Til 
and Blue Til are also caught in suburban habitats, which probably make their 
position in the bottom row of the matrix somewhat biased. 
Except fore the large sized Magpie and Partridge, farmland species are 
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overrepresented (CSR >1). Sparrows, redstarts. Greenfinch, Great and Blue 
Tit belong to the most eye-catching bird species in suburban habitats (CSR 
>1). Although the behaviour of Starling, Blackbird and Song Thrush may be 
characterized likewise, they are under-represented in the food, apparently 
because of their larger size. Swallow, Swift, and House Martin obviously owe 
their low vulnerability to their flight capacities and their life in open air. The 
Spotted Flycatcher may be underrepresented simply because of its late 
return from winter quarters, but also as a result of its habit to sit and watch 
motionless for prey. I conclude that during the breeding season sparrow-
sized species that behave conspicuously in open woodland, around human 
habitations and in farmland are most vulnerable to Sparrowhawk prédation. 
3 5 PREDATION PRESSURE 
The proportion of prey populations consumed by the Sparrowhawk can be 
roughly estimated on the basis of Peerenboom's (1976) census of breeding 
birds. It is supposed that the number of individuals in the prey slock is 
approached by two times the estimated number of breeding territories. The 
number of individuals not occupying a territory is completely unknown and 
is disregarded here. However, this might be a critical point, since it is 
possible that non-territorial individuals suffer a higher degree of prédation 
than do territory-owners (Errington 1967). From late May on, an unknown 
number of fledglings is added to the food supply, so that it becomes 
impossible to estimate the food stock adequately. Mammals, constituting 
only a small fraction of the food, are omitted from the calculation. Food 
consumption per unit time by the Sparrowhawk was approximated on the 
basis of literature (cf. Opdam 1975). 
Table 5 shows, for some common prey species, which proportion of the 
Table 5 Proportion of breeding population of some common passerines consumed by Sparrow-
hawks in April and May N is number ol pre> items 
Apri l May 
% i n 
food 
28 4 
74 
54 
67 
7.4 
0 7 
47 
54 
27 
— 
N = 149 
_ — 
% 
consumed 
1 1 
OS 
1 8 
09 
1 3 
0 2 
1 4 
0 8 
07 
— 
% i n 
food 
49 3 
0 8 
1 5 
73 
27 
3 1 
1 9 
6S 
1 9 
1 5 
N = 262 
% 
consumed 
1 9 
0 1 
06 
1 1 
0 5 
1 2 
0 6 
1 0 
05 
0 8 
House Sparrow 
Blackbird 
Chaffinch 
Great Til 
Starling 
Blue Tit 
Song Thrush 
Robin 
Hedgesparrow 
Swallow 
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population is killed during April and May by Sparrowhawks. The degrees of 
prédation are small and do not vary considerably. The losses are small 
enough (not exceeding 3% for the whole period) to be outnumbered 
manifoldly by the offspring fledging in June and July. Nothing is known 
about the prédation percentages of the adult populations in these months, 
but they are likely to be even smaller than in April and May (see section 3.2.). 
Prédation pressure by Sparrowhawks on some passerines during May was 
also calculated by Tinbergen (1946). However, the values he estimated are 3-
4 times as high as those presented in Table 5 (e.g. House Sparrow 8%, Great 
Tit 6%, Chaffinch 3%). These differences correspond with the much lower 
densities of breeding populations of the prey species registrated by 
Tinbergen. 
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1. THESPARROWHAWK INA MAN-MADE ENVIRONMENT 
In broad outline the data on winter food presented in this paper are in 
agreement with former studies in western and central Europe (Tinbergen & 
Tinbergen 1932, Meissel 1935, Eygenraam 1944, Grössler 1964, Friemann 
1967, Thiollay 1967, Kramer 1972). In this part of Europe many 
Sparrowhawks winter in urban and agricultural habitats provided that some 
scattered forests or woodlots offer some shelter to handle prey. Main prey 
species are House Sparrow, Chaffinch and Blackbird, locally also Tree 
Sparrow, Linnet, Skylark, Starling, Fieldfare and Redwing. Forests are less 
often used as hunting grounds, presumably because the bird stocks there are 
relatively small in winter. However, this study shows that in years when tits 
were abundant in the forests, flocks of these species were often hunted by 
male Sparrowhawks. A comparison of summer food data from the study area 
with dala from other parts of Europe once more stresses the extreme man-
made character of the landscape in the study area. Only two other Dutch 
studies (Tinbergen 1946 and Van Beusekom 1971) revealed House Sparrow 
percentages exceeding 20%. In the present study even 35% has been 
registrated. Yet, there is some evidence that the immediate neighbourhood 
of man is by no meand preferred as a hunting habitat. House Sparrows were 
less predated in winters when tits were relatively common in the forests. In 
spring, when the flocks of finches and Skylarks had left the fields, prédation 
upon the House Sparrow increased, although a concurrent increase in House 
Sparrow numbers was not likely, as reproduction had not yet started. Later, 
when young passerines in the forests provided an abundant food resource, 
House Sparrows were less often hunted in spite of their own reproductive 
increase. Furthermore, there are some indications that hawk pairs breeding 
in bird-poor pine forest more often visited House Sparrow habitats than did 
hawks nesting in mixed-forest areas. 
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Apparently House Sparrows constitute a resource easily to harvest which, 
however, has the disadvantage of being situated far from the Sparrowhawk's 
nest They might serve as a constantly available food buffer in times of small 
supply of forest and field birds House Sparrows are prospering under the 
influence of modern civilization, whereas several other species, formerly 
numerous in agricultural landscape, have seriously declined The study by 
Kramer (1972) provided an example of Sparrowhawk food in a less 
intensively managed agricultural landscape with many hedgerows and 
woodlots Here Sparrowhawks captured many Yellowhammers (6%), 
Whitethroats (5%) and even 3% Red-backed Shrikes, but only 10% House 
Sparrows It is suggested that Sparrowhawks are able to adapt their feeding 
habits to the changes in food supply due to the altered landscape In the 
study area they might have become dependent on the House Sparrow 
population to a large extent. 
4 2 PREY SELECTION AND FORAGING STRATEGY 
From the animal groups occurring in the study area only the birds are 
regularly captured by Sparrowhawks Only 1 86% of the prey remains found 
were mammals (Appendix) and only once a kill of a beetle could be 
recovered However, locally and at times voles may constitute a considerable 
proportion of total food (Kramer 1955 21% during winter and Sulkava 1964 
23% of annual total) Mohr (1960) observed that his caged hawks refused to 
hunt animals other than birds and small mammals, and even feared a leaping 
frog Dead frogs were sometimes eaten, though reluctantly, but insects were 
absolutely scorned In 1974 a killed but otherwise undamaged newt Tnturus 
alpestns was found on a Sparrowhawk's plucking post and likewise 
Tinbergen (1946) collected 8 lizards Laceria spp killed but scarcely eaten 
Hence, the absence of reptiles and amphibians in the diet might be simply a 
matter of taste 
The scarcity of mammal kills, on the other hand, must be the consequence 
of the Sparrowhawk's hunting technique It is conceivable that a fast-flying 
hawk is not capable of discerning small mammals among dense vegetation A 
similar explanation is offered for the low degree of prédation in bird species 
living in scrub or the canopy of deciduous trees (Table 4) This is not a matter 
of negative selection the hawk does not avoid these species, but simply does 
not notice them Moreover, its long thin legs are not well-suited for capturing 
animals on the ground 
Apparently, most species of animals are hardly but ever killed by hunting 
Sparrowhawks Highly vulnerable are the birds of half open habitats garden 
villages, agricultural landscape with woodlots, hedges and human habitations 
as well as open forests and forest edges From these species the Sparrow-
hawk has to select its daily food From optimal foraging theory (Krebs & 
Cowie 1976, Руке, Pulliam & Charnov 1977) can be deduced that hunting 
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Sparrowhawks are confrontateci with three main problems: which species to 
select (since species differ in body size and defensive behaviour), where to 
look for them (since the prey species are palchily distributed) and how to 
allocate hunting time to feeding patches (taking into account the dynamics of 
bird numbers). 
Prey species differ in size. From small to large there is an increase in 
metabolic value, handling time and predatory power required for mastering 
the prey. In order to maximize net energy intake Sparrowhawks have to 
balance these factors. So they have to select a mean prey size large enough to 
compensate energetically for their standard food requirements and hunting 
efforts. In a previous paper I showed that average prey weight and predator 
weight are closely related in both Sparrowhawk and Goshawk. In other 
words, Sparrowhawk males take on the average smaller prey than do 
females. Even size differences among males are reflected in their mean prey 
size (Opdam 1975). Experiments with Sharp-Shinned Hawks suggest that 
young hawks have to learn which size of prey fits their predatory capacities 
best (Mueller & Berger 1970). 
As a matter of fact, prey selection is strongly influenced by the different 
abundances of the prey species. It may be a less optimal strategy to prefer an 
optimally sized but scarce species to an abundant species which is not so 
profitable. Prey choice is also affected by changes in the catchabilily of prey, 
which alter the energy expenditure of a catch. Thus, fledglings could be more 
attractive than equally sized adults (this paper), whereas group behaviour 
during winter may lower the profitability of a species (Page & Whitacre 
1975). Hence, the study of prey selection in a polyphagous predator like the 
Sparrowhawk under natural conditions is very complicated. 
Some data (section 3.3 and 3.4) throw some light on patch choice of 
Sparrowhawks in relation to prey abundance. Fig. 3 indicates that during 
winter agricultural land is more often frequented by hunting Sparrowhawks 
than in the breeding season, which closely corresponds to the different 
abundances of field dwelling passerines, most of which are winter visitors. 
Furthermore, the data suggest that prédation on the House Sparrow is 
inversely proportional to prédation on forest birds. Hawks in bird-poor pine 
forests hunt more Sparrows in villages than those breeding in mixed-forest 
areas, which support a relatively rich prey stock. Similary, in winters with 
relatively few tits in the forests more Sparrows contributed to the 
Sparrowhawk's diet than in winters in which tits were abundant. From April 
to May there are no important numerical changes in the bird stock. 
However, by the end of April male Sparrowhawks are faced with the task to 
provide at least two times as much food as before. Prédation on House 
Sparrows considerably increases. With the growing up of the chicks the 
male's task becomes even harder, but at the same lime the prey stock is 
replenished by numerous fledglings. Apparently this provides good hunting 
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conditions in the forests and forests edges House Sparrows are less often 
hunted whereas prédation on Great Tit and Blue Tit increases Therefore, 
we hypothesize that Sparrowhawks prefer to hunt in the forest close to their 
nesting areas (which seems advantageous in terms of optimal foraging) 
However, the prey stock in the forest is not large enough to make hunting 
always profitable, so that food resources in villages have to be exploited too 
(in spite of the increase in energy expenditure per catch) I suppose that 
Sparrowhawks counterbalance the costs and benefits of village hunting and 
forest hunting 
5 SUMMARY 
Sparrowhdwk food was studied during 4 years conlmouslj in an area of 240 km1 Remains of 
prey were used lo reconstruct composition of diet whereas bird census results were available to 
estimate composition and amount of food stock during the breeding season 
Bird species of half open habitats were most vulnerable to Sparrowhawk prédation, whereas 
mammals and birds inhabiting dense forest, scrub and tree foliage were underrepresented in the 
food Temporal and local variations in the food composition are illustrated The significance ol 
ihe reproductive increase of prey species for ihe Sparrowhawk is demonstrated House 
Sparrows appeared to be most often predated in limes that prey species in foresi and field 
habitats were relalively scarce There is some evidence lhal Sparrowhawks breeding in bird 
poor pine forests more often hunted in villages lhan do hawks nesting in mixed-forest areas 
Prédation pressure m April and May did not exceed 3% of the prey population Food 
composition is discussed in relation to man-made changes in the environment The mechanisms 
of prey selection by Sparrowhawks are discussed on the basis of the data from this study 
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8 SAMENVATTING 
De samenstelling van Sperwervoedsel werd gedurende 4 jaren zonder onderbreking in een ge 
bied van 240 km ! bij Nijmegen onderzocht Hel voedsel werd gereconstrueerd aan de hand van 
prooireslen Tellingen van broedvogelterrilorid werden gebruikt om het voedselaanbod te bepa 
len 
Hoewel een grool aantal soorten als prooi werd geregistreerd (Appendix) maakte slechts een 
klem aantal van hen hel leeuwedeel van hel voedsel uit (Tabel I) In de loop van het jaar veran­
derde de voedselsamenstelling aanzienlijk (Fig I) In herfst en winter werden veel veldvogels 
gejaagd (Fig 2) maar in de zomer kwamen de meeste prooien uit dorpen en gehuchten Van 
plaats tot plaats verschilde het voedsel sterk (Fig 1) 
Vogels van half open terreintypen (zoals open bosland bosranden dorpen en houtwallenland 
schap) liepen het meeste risico door Sperwers te worden geslagen (Tabel 4) terwijl vogels die 
struikgewas dichte bossen en boomkronen bewonen minder risico liepen Waarschijnlijk wer 
den Huismussen meer bejaagd naarmate de hoeveelheid voedsel m bossen en op het veld kleiner 
is 
Hiermee in overeenstemming is dat Sperwers in naaldbos waar weinig vogels huizen vaker 
en over grolere afstanden naar dorpen vlogen om Huismussen (e bejagen dan Sperwers die 
broedden in gemengde bossen waar dicht bij het nest meer Ie halen is (Tabel 3 Fig 4) Het hjkl 
erop dal huismussen een reserve voedselvoorraad vormden Tenslotte bleek dal er in de maan 
den april en mei de Sperwers van geen enkele prooisoorl meer dan 3% van de broedpopulalie 
bcmachligden (Tabel 2) en dal in juni en juli er zoveel pas uitgevlogen vogels werden gevangen 
dat m die maanden dit percentage waarschijnlijk nog belangrijk minder was 
In de discussie wordl ingegaan op de wijze waarop Sperwers hun prooien selecteren 
Ρ Opdam 
Research Institute for Nature Management Kasteel Broekhuizen Leersum I he Netherlands 
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9 APPENDIX 
LIST Oh SPARROWHAWK PREY AUGUST 1969 —JULY 1973 
Spjrrowhawk 
Kesirel 
Pdrtndgc 
Pheasant 
Common Snipe 
Domestic Pigeon 
Wood Pigeon 
Stock Dove 
Turtle Dove 
Collared Turtle Dove 
Cuckoo 
Swift 
Green Woodpecker 
Great Spotted Woodpecker 
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker 
Black Woodpecker 
Wryneck 
CresledLark 
Skylark 
Woodlark 
Swallow 
House Martin 
Sand Martin 
Tree Pipit 
Meadow Pipit 
Yellow Wagtail 
White Wagtail 
Wren 
Hedgesparrow 
Mistle Thrush 
Fieldfare 
Song Thrush 
Redwing 
Blackbird 
Stonechat 
Whmchat 
Redstart 
Black Redstart 
Nightingale 
Robin 
Marsh Warbler 
Ictenne Warbler 
Blackcap 
Garden Warbler 
Blackcap/Garden Warbler 
Lesser Whitethroat 
Whitethroat 
Willow Warbler 
Chiffcharr 
Wood Warbler 
Warbler 
Goldcresl/brecrest 
Spotted Flycatcher 
Acapifer msus 
Falco imnunculw* 
Perdix perdix 
РИачапич Colchicum 
Gallinago galimago 
Columba Ima 
Columba palumbus 
С olumha nenas 
Slreptopelia lurlur 
Slrepiopcha decaocto 
Cuculu\ canorus 
Apus apuî 
Pwus uridis 
Dendrocopo·: major 
Dendrocopos minor 
Dr\ ocopus marnus 
J\nx torqmlla 
Calenda enflata 
Alauda anensis 
Lullula arborea 
Hirundo ru siica 
Delichon urbica 
Riparia riparia 
Anlhus irmalis 
Anlhus pratensis 
Mi)tatillafla\a 
Motaalla alba 
Troglod\ tes iroglod\ tes 
Prunella modulari', 
Turdus \iscivorus 
Turdus pilaris 
Tur du t philomelo s 
Turdu\ iliacus 
Turdur merula 
Saxícola lorquata 
Su xicola ruhetra 
Phoenicuru ( phoenicuru s 
Phoemcurus ochruros 
Luscima megarh\nLho\ 
Enthacus rubecula 
Acrocephalus palustris 
Htppolais ictenna 
Si hta atncapilla 
S\ ¡via honn 
S\hia curruca 
S\hia tommums 
Ph\lloscopus troihilus 
Pfulloscopus colhbila 
Ph\lloscopus sibilatrn 
Ph\ll()\copusspp 
Regulin spp 
Muscicapa anata 
Numbers 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
2 
37 
5 
18 
8 
2 
i 
2 
50 
6 
I 
I 
2 
465 
4 
157 
36 
2 
40 
64 
5 
62 
50 
175 
35 
322 
275 
220 
795 
1 
2 
47 
8 
I 
247 
1 
3 
49 
44 
35 
12 
24 
18 
9 
9 
22 
88 
13 
Proportions 
001 
001 
0 03 
001 
001 
0 02 
031 
0 04 
0 15 
0 07 
0 02 
0 04 
0 02 
041 
0 05 
001 
001 
0 02 
3 84 
0 03 
1 30 
0 30 
0 02 
031 
0 53 
0 04 
051 
041 
1 44 
0 29 
2 66 
2 27 
1 82 
6 56 
001 
0 02 
0 39 
0 07 
001 
2 04 
0 01 
0 02 
0 40 
0 36 
0 29 
0 10 
0 20 
0 15 
0 07 
0 07 
0 18 
0 73 
0 11 
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Pied Flycdlcher 
Great Til 
Blue Til 
Coal Tit 
Crested Til 
Marsh Tit 
Willow Til 
Marsh/Willow Til 
Long-lailed Til 
Nuthatch 
Short-toed Treecreeper 
Corn Bunting 
Yellowhammer 
Reed Bunting 
Snow Bunting 
Hawfinch 
Greenfinch 
Goldfinch 
Siskin 
Linnet 
Redpoll 
Bullfinch 
Crossbill 
Chaffinch 
Bramblmg 
House Sparrow 
Tree Sparrow 
Sparrow 
Starling 
Carrion Crow 
Jackdaw 
Magpie 
Jay 
Domestic Canary 
Parrot 
Zebra Finch 
unidentified birds 
Bat unidentified 
Bicoloured Shrew 
Shrew 
Rabbit 
Red Squirrel 
Bank Vole 
Common Vole 
Shorl-lailed Vole 
Wood Mouse 
House Mouse 
Mouse unidentified 
Carabus spp 
Ficedula hypoleuca 
Parus major 
Parus caeruleus 
Parui al er 
Parus cnstalus 
Parus palustris 
Parus montanus 
Aegilhalos caudatus 
Siila europaea 
Certhia brachvdaclyla 
Emberiza calandra 
Emberiza citrinella 
Emberiza schoeniclus 
Plectrophenax nivalis 
Coccothraustes coccothraustes 
Car duelli chlor is 
Carduehs carduelts 
Carduelis spmus 
Carduehs cannabina 
Carduelis flammea 
Pyrrhula ρ vrrhula 
Loxia curvirostra 
Fnngilla coelebs 
Fnngilla montifnngilla 
Passer domesticus 
Passer montanus 
Passer spp 
Sturnus vulgaris 
Corvus corone 
Corvus monedula 
Pica pica 
Garrulu s glandanus 
Sennus canaria 
Melopsittacus undulatus 
Taenopvgia castanotis 
Crocidura leucodon 
Sorex/Crocidura spp 
Oryctolagus cumculus 
Sciurus vulgaris 
Clethnonomys glareolus 
Microlus arvalis 
Microtus agreslis 
Sylvaemus sylvaticus 
Mus musculus 
5 
581 
466 
124 
29 
37 
18 
10 
29 
75 
31 
1 
170 
80 
2 
9 
174 
1 
18 
428 
13 
21 
13 
712 
220 
3191 
1255 
55 
540 
1 
1 
6 
49 
8 
2 
1 
26 
1 
1 
4 
12 
1 
84 
7 
4 
3 
1 
108 
1 
004 
4 80 
3 85 
102 
0 24 
031 
015 
0 08 
0 24 
0 62 
0 26 
001 
1 40 
066 
0 02 
0 07 
1 44 
001 
0 15 
3 53 
0 II 
0 17 
Oli 
5 88 
1 82 
26 34 
10 36 
0 45 
4 46 
001 
001 
0 05 
0 40 
0 07 
0 02 
001 
0 22 
001 
001 
0 03 
0 10 
001 
0 69 
006 
0 03 
0 02 
001 
090 
001 
Total 12116 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In large parts of Europe two sympatric species of the genus Accipiter oc-
cur in the same habitat: the Goshawk Accipiter gentilis and the much smaller 
Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus. Both species hunt smal and medium-sized 
birds and mammals, which aire caught by surprise after a short rapid aittack. 
To give this mode of himting an optimal efficiency, the birds need foraging 
grounds with sufficient coverage like forests and forest edges, hedgerows, 
groups of trees or houses; even a single bush may be enough (see Tinbergen 
1946, Rudebeck 1950 and Brüll 1964). The structure of their wings and tail 
enables these hawks to dhange rapidly the velocity and direction of the hun-
ting flight. As a rule the prey is captured alive. 
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Table 1. General dimensions of Sparrowhawk and Goshawk in Western Europe 
Sparrowhawk Goshawk 
s $ $ я 
Body-weight (g)1 149 258 716 1127 
Range 134—162 220—310 650—920 900—1396 
Wing-length (mmP 200.6 237.8 314.0 351.3 
s 3.97 4.80 5.92 9.01 
Foot-surface (mm2)a 1700 3800 5200 8000 
1
 Data from Glutz von Blotzheim, Bauer & Bezzel (1971) and Bährmann (1950). 
2
 Data from Wattel (1973). 
3
 Calculated after data from Brüll (1964). 
The two species as well as the sexes of each species differ considerably in 
size (Table 1), resulting in the presence of four weight-groups of the Accipi-
(er type, which not only hunt in the same way, but locally and at times 
even alongside each other in the same habitat. The present study tries to 
show how in our study area these four groups divide the prey supply among 
each other throughout the year. 
Inter-group differences may exist in: 
a) Divergent habitat selection 
b) Differences in choice of prey 
c) Differences in mode of hunting 
Although Wattel (1973) described divergence in the structure of the foot in 
Goshawk and Sparrowhawk correlated with body-size, there is no reason 
to expect a corresponding differentiation in the mode of hunting, as wings 
and tail are similarly structured. Thus we have restricted our study to habitat 
and prey selection. 
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3 T H E RESEARCH AREA 
The study was carried out from late 1969 up (o late summer 1973 in an area of 
about 240 km- (90 square miles), situated near the town of Nijmegen In the centre of 
this area a chain of moraine hills rises as high as 94 m above sea level The landscape 
can be roughly subdivided into forest (35%), arable land (36%), grassland (26%) and 
built up area (3%) Orchards, groups of trees and hedgerows are scattered in the cul­
tivated part Lakes are not piesent, a large and a small river flow along the southern 
border and some brooks run in the centre of the area 
As the woodland is mainly managed for foicstiy purposes, the tree layer is almost 
entirely artificial, the main tree species being Pinus sylvestus, Lanx leptolepis, Fagus 
sylvatica and Quercus spp As a rule, there is a dense herb layer, in which Bracken 
Hieriduun aquilmum is generally dominating The forest can be typified phytocoeno-
logiially as an acidophilous oak woodland 
4 METHODS 
4 1 IDENTIFICATION OF T H E PREY 
The method is based on the habit of Accipner hawks to remove feathers or hans 
before consuming a prey As a plucking post they prefer bare spots on the forest 
ground, trunks of fallen trees, stumps or small hillocks A bare horizontal branch is 
sometimes accepted, especially in the vicinity of the nest site Near places where food 
is plentiful and also in the nesting area accumulations of prey lemnants aie to be found 
Bird prey were identified and counted by the flight featheis and tail feathers Hair 
of killed mammals, although allowing identification, give no opportunity to establish 
the number of victims, for that purpose remains of the skeleton may be helpful This 
method has been used by many field workers, following Uttendorfcr (1939) 
From each prey remain found, date, locality, species щиі age (whenever possible) 
were noted, whereas the actual date of killing was estimated 
4 2 IDENTIFICATION O F T H E PREDATOR SPECIES 
Roughly speaking, the plucking habits of birds of prey arc specific Sparrowhawk 
and Goshawk remove almost all feathers according to a rather fixed pattern Prey 
remnants of these species can be distinguished on the basis of the following charac­
teristics 
The Goshawk generally shifts place when plucking its prey It prefers a piece of bare 
ground, a big stump or a horizontal branch high up in a big tree The birds act 
voraciously and the feathers are pulled out in tufts rather than as single ones Con­
sequently, they are scattered over a large surface From big animals breastbones are 
not swallowed but cut out deeply, and the bill and legs are left behind 
The Sparrowhawk generally treats its prey in one place The feathers or hairs are 
concentrated aiound one point and are not much scattered They can be found on small 
stumps, hillocks or under a small tree, usually in rather dense forest patches Bills 
of seed eaters and thrushes are left behind, and regularly one finds the legs of the 
prey This hawk is unable to manage the shoulder girdle of rather big animals, so 
these are left complete 
To identify the predator, shed feathers, pellets and excrements may be helpful 
In a few cases in which the identity of the predator could not be established in a 
satisfactory way, the prey has not been included in our data 
4 3 IDENTIFICATION O F T H E PREDATOR SEXES 
Males pluck their prey in the same way as do females Hence, in order to obtain 
food data of the sexes separately, indirect procedures had to be followed 
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4 3 1 P l u c k i n g s i t e s in w i n t e r 
Observing the b.rds near their plucking sites piovides good opportunities to dcteimine 
their sex This method had to be applied with some caution as particularly in severe 
winters, when small b'rds are concentrated around a few food resources more than one 
Spairowhawk have been observed hunting and plucking in the same aiea Fortunately, 
this did not happen in the mild winteis of 1971/72 and 1972/73 
Meissel (1935) and Marz (1969) have also leported concentrations of Sparrowhawks 
ana their prey animals during hard winter conditions Some observations (Schnurre 
1932, Berndt 1970) might indicate that male and female (presumably mates) spend the 
winter together Mohr (1960) considered this exceptional as the behaviour of his caged 
Sparrowhawks provded evidence for mainly solitary habits of this species outside the 
reproductive period Schnurre (1937) and Fnemann (1967) noticed that some Sparrow 
hawks had their own hunting grounds in winter 
We conclude that it appears to be justified to use food data of Spairowhawks ob 
tamed at plucking sites during mild winteis and to discriminate them according to the 
sex of the hawks that were identified in the field 
Unfortunately, Goshawks do not regularly visit fixed plucking sites so that we had 
to resort to another technique to be dealt with in the next section 
4 3 2 N o n - h u n t i n g p e r i o d s of t h e f e m a l e 
Within the genus Actipiter as in most birds of prey, the paienlal tasks arc distinctly 
divided (see among others Tinbergen 1946 Holstein cit Uttendoifer 1952, Mohr 1960 
and Bruii 1964) Reportedly the female is fed by the male during most of the time of 
reproduction, but there is some disagreement with regards to the extent of the period 
during which the female is not involved in hunting For the purpose of this study it is 
assumed that the non hunting period of the female Spanowhawk continues from one 
week before incubât on until the fourth week of the nestling pcnod whereas the female 
Goshawk is supposed to be inactive from a few days before breeding until fledging 
of the young When individual deviations from this pattern were noticed the extent 
of these periods were adapted 
Within certain restrictions it is permitted to compare the diet of the male during 
incubation and nestling time with that of male and fern ile combined Of course, the 
composition of the food supply in the periods compared should be more or less similar 
(condition 1) If the sexes, when they both hunt have an equal share in total predatory 
activity (condition 2) then the proportion of a prey species in the food of the female 
hawk can be computed according to 
N = 2N — N 
ι Я ι $ + 9 i,3 
in which N and N are the proportions of species ι in the prey samples 
ι S+ 9 l î 
of respectively male and female combined, and male separately 
Complying with condition (1) we are only comparing data within a period of one 
month, supposing that no great changes in the food supply occur within this time span 
in the breeding season 
Whenever possible, differences in the predatory activity of the sexes (condition 2) 
have been compensated for Unfortunately, there are few data concerning the frequency 
of the female's hunting activity in the fledgling period Observations by Siewert (1933) 
and Tinbergen (1946) suggest no great differences in hunting frequency of the sexes 
In addition, our observations do not show that in the fledgling period the female usually 
stays more frequently in the vicinity of the nest than her mate However further in 
formation is required Different hunting frequency of the sexes may cause only minor 
changes in the results of this study, if any at all 
4 4 BODY-WEIGHT OF THE PREY ANIMALS 
For estimating the mean body-weight of prey species, data from Niethammer (1938), 
Usseling & Scheygrond (1962) and Van den Brink (1968) were used Young and not 
fully grown birds were estimated at 2/3 of the adult's weight As it was not possible 
to decide whether or not a mammal was fully grown by only examining the plucked 
hair, a rough estimate for Rabbit and Hare body weight was used, being mean body 
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weights foi adults and young Obviously this method can be used only when the samples 
are sufficiently large 
The prey spec.es have been arranged into groups according to then body weight (see 
Appendix) As this classification is based on a cube function, it reflects the actual 
distribution of the body weights much belter than a linear or a square function (Storer 
1966) 
4 5 METHODOLOGICAL ERRORS 
Before presenting the results of our study, three potential errors in our sampling 
method will be discussed below 
(1) Without doubt a number of prey remains have been overlooked however care 
fully the study area has been scanned The plucked feathers of big light-coloured birds 
will have attracted attention much sooner than those of small dark coloured birds or 
than mammal hair We got the impression that this type of error has been made 
mainly when sampling Goshawk prey remains outside the plucking sites, and we sup-
pose that it has led to some over-estimation of the number of pigeons in the winter 
food of this raptor However, field experience and intimate knowledge of the terrain 
and of the favoured and potential plucking posts certainly have reduced the influence 
of this source of error 
(2) Mistakes may have been made in identifying the species of the raptor that has left 
the piey lemnanls Mainly confusion w.th owls and buzzards Buteo spp have to be 
considered 
Owls, unlike Acapiter hawks, pluck their prey incompletely and usually high up in 
trees (cf Tinbergen & Tinbergen 1931 März 1969) It is believed that the erroneous 
inclusions of owl prey has not seriously biased our data 
Similarly some confusion of prey killed by the Common Buzzard Buteo buteo with 
those of the Goshawk may have occurred, particularly during the breeding season, as it 
was not always possible to distinguish between them However, as the Buzzard strikes 
few birds and plucks them in a somewhat different habitat, this error is considered 
to be negligible 
Confusing prey remains of Sparrowhawk and Goshawk may have led to another bias 
of similar proportion 
(3) Several authors (eg Von Bittera 1915, Sladek 1963, Hoglund 1964) have found 
a discrepancy between prey lists obtained by collecting prey remains and those acquired 
from stomach analysis The latter technique revealed a considerable number of small 
rodents in the food of the Goshawk, suggesting an inadequacy in the other method 
Unfortunately, differences in location and time of the year do not permit any com 
panson of the results of the two techniques It seems, however, plausible that the f re 
quency of small rodents among Goshawk prey, as revealed by the analysis of prey 
remains, does not equal the actual number 
There are no observations indicating that heavy prey would be plucked more fre-
quently outside the nest area than small prey (Tinbergen 1946) 
5 RESULTS 
5 1 THE OCCURRENCE OF POTENTIAL PREY SPECIES 
As the composition of the prey supply shows rather dramatic changes in 
early spring, the results of this study will be presented in two parts We 
shall distinguish "winter" (November-March) from "breeding season" (April-
July) In the part of the year not included (August-October) the number 
of prey remains coUeoted does not permit reliable conclusions 
During the mild snowless winters of 1971/72 and 1972/73 the composition of the 
food supply did not show any important change from November until late March 
Dominating bird species on the arable lands were Wood Pigeons Columba palumbus 
Tree Sparrows Passer montanus and fnngilhd and carduelme finches, while thrushes 
Turdus spp and the Starling Sturnus vulgaris were numerous on pastures Numbers of 
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Regulus spp and tits Parus spp foraged in the wooded areas, and the House Sparrow 
Passer domesticus ranked first among the birds living around human settlements In 
The Netherlands results of counts by De Vries & De Vnes-Smeenk (1972) revealed a 
similar bird fauna on fields and meadows 
In late March/early April this pattern lapidly changes Winter visitors, like the Field-
fare Turdits pilaris and the Redwing Tuidus iltacus, migrate to their breeding grounds 
in the northern Palearctic, whereas Wood Pigeons, thrushes. Starlings and Chaffinches 
Fnngilla coelebs repopulate their forest habitats, and the summer residents (Hirundim-
dae, most Sylviidae) return from their winter quarters Furtheimore pigeon fanciers 
start to train their young pigeons and organize the first competitions From April on-
wards a rapid growth of the population of the Rabbit Oryclo'agus cumculus occurs 
This change in the composition of the fauna coincides with the start of the hawks 
reproductive activities As a rule the Goshawk lays its eggs about late March/early 
April and the Sparrowhawk docs this one ironth later Hence, the period of display 
and the first breeding days of some early breeding pairs of the Goshawk have been 
placed in the winter" category 
5 2 DIET SEGREGATION IN WINTER 
In winter the Accipiler hawks are scattered more or less homogeneously 
over the research area. They hunt in the forests as well as in the cultivated 
parts, provided there is enough coverage In addition, the Sparrowhawk fre-
quents farmyards and small vidages on its hunting flights, but the Goshawk 
was rarely observed there. 
5 2.1 C o m p o s i t i o n of t h e f o o d in w i n t e r 
The food data presented in Table 2 (columns 1-2) have been collected 
in four winters, two of them being rather severe (with some snow periods), 
the others extremely mild As discussed in 4.3 1. the data collected in the 
more severe winters are not very well suited to establish differences in the 
food of the sexes of the Sparrowhawk As these food lists have been compiled 
from numerous prey remains over several years, they are supposed to pres-
ent a general picture of the winter food of the hawks in the area of research 
The data provide strong evidence for interspecific food segregation. Prey 
species larger than thrushes constitute only 1% of the Sparrowhawk's diet, 
but not less than about 90% of the Goshawk's food 
The food data in Table 2, columns 3-6 have been arranged according to 
sex The data in columns 3-4 were obtained at 22 plucking sites of the Spar-
rowhawk. Near 12 of them only males were observed, while the mean weight 
of 'the prey collected there ranged from 13.9 - 32 9 g At the 10 other pluck-
ing sites, only females were seen, and mean prey-weights varied from 
40 5 - 80 1 g Only near one additional site both male and female could 
be identified, the mean weight of their prey being 34.8 g. Hence it seems jus-
tified to discriminate the prey remains of the Sparrowhawk according to the 
sex of the birds observed 
The distribution of the prey species appears to be sex-charactenstic (Table 
2, columns 3-4). Paridae, Fnngillidae and Ploceidae have been caught mainly 
by the male, while Turdidae and Sturnidae have been killed mainly by the 
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Table 2. Diet of Sparrowhawk and Goshawk, and of the sexes separately during winter 
Values in percentage of total number 
Number of prey collected 
PHASIANIDAE 
Partridge Perdix perdix 
Pheasant Phasianus colchicus 
COLUMBIDAE 
Wood Pigeon Columba palumbus 
Domestic Pigeon Columba livia 
ALAUDIDAE 
Skylark Alauda arvensis 
TURDIDAE 
Fieldfare Turdus pilaris 
Redwing Turdus Hiatus 
Blackbird Turdus merula 
PARID AE 
Great Tit Parus major 
Blue Tit Parus caeruleus 
EMBERIZIDAE 
FRINGILLIDAE 
Linnet Carduelis cannabina 
Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs 
Brambling F. monitfringilla 
PLOCE1DAE 
House Sparrow Passer domeslicus 
Tree Sparrow Passer montanus 
STURNIDAE 
CORVIDAE 
Jay Garrulus glandarius 
DIV. AVES 
DIV. MAMMALIA 
Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus 
S 
5 9 
1 
5569 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
7.0 
6.9 
22.4 
5.5 
3.4 
10.0 
13.1 
4.3 
5.7 
3.2 
18.1 
4.2 
8.6 
3.5 
23.7 
18.4 
5.3 
5.4 
0.2 
0.1 
5.7 
1.2 
G 
$9 
2 
2170 
6.2 
1.2 
4 8 
70.9 
54.2 
13.2 
02 
0.2 
7.7 
4.1 
0.3 
2.5 
0.0 
0.0 
— 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
— 
1.4 
7.1 
5.7 
4.0 
2.3 
1.7 
S 
á 
3 
487 
ζ 
— 
4.1 
4.1 
5.S 
0.4 
0.4 
2.1 
13.7 
3.5 
6.6 
4.7 
27.5 
10.3 
7.0 
6.4 
37.2 
23.0 
14.2 
— 
6.6 
0.4 
S 
9 
4 
504 
0.2 
0.2 
06 
0.4 
6.3 
6.0 
50.7 
14.3 
12.1 
19.0 
4.6 
1.2 
3.0 
0.8 
7.0 
12 
2.8 
1.4 
17.5 
12.5 
5.0 
10.0 
0.6 
0.4 
1.6 
02 
G 1 
3 
5 
50 
10 
8 
2 
52 
4 
40 
— 
10 
2 
2 
6 
— 
2 
2 
— 
10 
12 
10 
2 
2 
2 
G 1 
3 9 
6 
329 
7.3 
1.8 
5.5 
63.0 
38.6 
21.2 
— 
6.1 
2.7 
2.1 
Ξ 
— 
0.3 
— 
2.4 
10.6 
7.6 
4.2 
5.8 
4.3 
1
 Data from March only. 
female, although either sex captured animals from the whole range of prey-
size. 
In Table 2, columns 5-6 only the prey remains of the Goshawk found 
in March have been used. They are supposed to be representative for the diet 
during the whole winter, although they indicate a somewhat more diverse 
species composition. The prey presented in column 5 have been furnished by 
the male Goshawk to his mate in the last decade of March. Unfortunately, 
their number is rather small. When we compare them with the diet of male 
and female combined in March (as presented in column 6), we notice that the 
males struck more Jays Garrulus glandarius, thrush-sized birds and Domestic 
Pigeons Columba livia, whereas the females directed their hunting flights 
more to Wood Pigeons and larger rodents. 
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5.2.2 A v e r a g e p r e y - w e i g h t 
As prey-weight is supposed to reflect the predator's physical power, for 
each Accipiter group mean prey-weight has been calculated from the food 
data presented in Table 2 (see Table 3). Furthermore, in order to establish a 
relation between predator-size and prey-sdze, the cube roots of mean body-
waight of the predator and of the average prey-weight have been plotted 
(Fig. 1). They appear to increase proportionaily to each other. This linear 
relation is induced, however, by the application of the cube roots of the 
values. In fact, the larger Accipiter hawk captured heavier prey relative to its 
body-weight (see Table 3). 
Table 3. Mean weight of prey among the sexes of Sparrowhawk and Goshawk in winter 
Sparrowhawk Goshawk 
S 9 $ Я 
149 258 716 1127 
24.7 65.7 277 605 
17 25 39 54 
1
 Data from Glutz von Blolzheim, Bauer & Bezzel (1971) and Bährmann (1950) 
For the sake of clarity it has to be stressed that, due to the discontinuity of 
the body-weight values, the principles of regression would not be correctly 
used here. Thus, the line drawn in Figure 1 only serves the purpose of com-
paring its slope with that of the lines shown in Figure 3, which pertains 
to the reproductive period. 
3 
9 
10 
θ 
6 
/. 
2 
0 
2 Í 6 8 10 q 
"Vtnean predator weight 
Fig. 1. Relation of mean prey-weight and body-weight among 4 size-groups of Accipiter 
in winter. S = Accipiter nisus; G — A. gentilis. 
Body-weight (g)1 
Prey-weight (g) 
Prey-weight
 χ 1 0 0 
Body-weight 
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5.2.3 D i s t r i b u t i o n of p r e y - s i z e a m o n g t h e d i e t s 
In order to analyse prey-size preference among the Accipiter groups, in 
Table 4 the range of prey-size has been divided into weight-groups (see ap-
pendix). The data concerning the female Goshawk were extrapolated (see 
4.3). From the distribution of the relative prey number over the weight-
groups it appears that each Accipiter hawk makes a choice out of the size 
range of potential prey, although there is a considerable overlap between 
the diets. 
Table 4. Distribution of prey number over groups of prey-weight in Sparrowhawk and 
Goshawk in winter. Values in percentage of total prey number 
Group of 
prey-weight 
Total prey number 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
XIV/XVIII 
XIX 
Sparrowhawk 
S 
487 
2.9 
12.7 
49.7 
31.2 
0.4 
0.6 
2.5 
— 
— 
— 
— 
9 
504 
0.2 
3.4 
13.9 
20.4 
12.1 
13.7 
35.0 
— 
0.8 
— 
0.4 
0.2 
— 
— 
Goshawk 
â 
50 
— 
—. 
2 
— 
2 
10 
14 
— 
12 
2 
42 
8 
4 
4 
— 
¡ 
9 
1 
— 
— 
1.4 
6.0 
4.8 
68.8 
13.6 
5.4 
1
 Values extrapolated, see text. 
However, a representation of food relations as shown in Table 4 is confus-
ed by two factors. Firstly, when reading the table in verticaJ direction, the 
distribution of the prey among the weight-groups is greatly influenced by the 
supply of each group, which is anything but constant. Thus, animals classed 
under group VIII are scarce in winter and consequently do not occur in 
Table 4. Secondly, the Sparrowhawk needs more prey items per unit of time 
and has a population density much higher than the Goshawk. Hence, in the 
same area the total amount of prey of Sparrowhawks is considerably larger 
than that of Goshawks. In order to evaluate inter- and intraspecific food rela-
tions (considering the table in horizontal direction), we shall have to correct 
for differences in over-aill food consumption. Hence, we have to estimate 
food consumption of each predator group in an area of comparable size, say 
a Sparrowhawk's hunting area. The essence of this calculation has been de-
scribed in detail by Van Beusekom (1972). 
The mean size of a foraging area of the Sparrowhawk in the area of inves-
tigation approaches 325 ha, whereas a Goshawk extends its foraging activity 
over 750 ha. Hence, assuming the density of the Sparrowhawk population a¿ 
1, the density for the Goshawk is 0.4, which is the first correction factor. 
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Subsequently the food consumption will be calculated from literature data. 
Brüll (1956) and Friemann (1967) estimated the number of prey items con-
sumed in a given time by the hawks in the course of field studies, whereas 
Heinroth & Heinroth (1928), Meissel in Uttendörfer (1939), Fevold & Craig-
head (1958), Brüll (1964) and Höglund (1964) measured the daily food con-
sumption of caged hawks. As the results from field work and experiments 
agree surprisingly well, it seems permitted to calculate the monthly food con-
sumption of 10 birds of each predator group per standard area of 325 ha 
from these data and the average prey-weights (Table 3) combined. The re-
sults are: 
Sparrowhawk cT 500 prey items 
Sparrowhawk Ç 300 prey items 
Goshawk cf 96 prey items 
Goshawk ? 53 prey items 
Projecting the distribution of prey weight-classes (Table 4) on these values 
resulted in Figure 2. It shows the relative number of kills by each Accipiter 
group, and reveals striking differences in prey-size preference. Each group 
selects a range of prey-sizes that fits its own body-size best. 
'1. 
ы 
-
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О ? * ™»ь Ш Î Δ ^entllls 
Fig 2. Relative share of the sexes of Accipiter nisus and A. gentilis in total Accipiter 
prédation per standard area in winter. Abscissa: Prey items arranged according 
to weight-group. Ordinate: Share in total Accipiter prédation. N = Number of 
prey captured by Accipiter in standard area. 
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5 3 DIET SEGREGATION IN THE REPRODUCTIVE SEASON 
In the course of the reproductive period the interrelations among the Acci-
piter groups become rather complicated. Hunting activity by the female Gos-
hawk ceases not later than early April, and that by the female Sparrowhawk 
as a rule in early May. They become active again at the end of the nestling 
stage of the young (mid-June and early July respectively). Hence interspecific 
interference may diminish because of the elimination of two elements out of 
the sequence of Accipiter sizes. On the other hand, time available for loca-
ting a potential prey becomes lessened, because just one bird has to nourish 
the pair or even the whole family. 
During the reproductive period the activity of the birds is more converged 
to the nesting area. The forest contains a much higher food supply and has 
become a considerable part of the hunting grounds visited, although the 
cultivated land still offers the major food resources (sparrows. Domestic Pi-
geons, Swallows). 
The population of the Sparrowhawk has become scattered homogeneously 
over the forested area, but only one part of this region supports a dense Gos-
hawk population, whereas the other part lodges just a few non-breeding Gos-
hawks. Diet composition of the Sparrowhawk in these two regions did not 
show considerable differences. The two raptor species have regularly been 
found breeding close together, the shortest distance between occupied nests 
being 150 m. Only once a confrontation between males of the two species 
was observed, during which the Sparrowhawk attacked the much larger Gos-
hawk. As in view of its body-size the Sparrowhawk is a potential prey of the 
Goshawk (see e.g. Uttendörfer 1952 and Brüll 1964), it was no surprise to 
find occasionally plucked remains of the smaller predator. 
5.3.1 C o m p o s i t i o n of t h e f o o d in t h e r e p r o d u c t i v e 
p e r i o d 
The diet of males and of the sexes combined in the period April-July 
is summarized in Table 5. Some diispairity attraots the attention when compar-
ing summer and winter food daita. The Sparrowhawk captured fewer Star-
lings and thrushes in summer, but sparrows have become even more frequent 
prey animals. In the food list of the Goshawk the Wood Pigeon has changed 
its top position with the Domestic Pigeon, and the Jay has become the next 
frequent prey. 
Although the differences between the diets have become less distinct, each 
raptor group still selects particular prey species. However, changes in the 
food supply in the course of the reproductive season somewhat confuse the 
intergroup differences. This is illustrated by the following examples. 
The columns of Table 5 concerning the diet of pairs were assembled from 
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Table 5. Diet of the sexes of Sparrowhawk and Goshawk during the breeding season 
Values in percentage of total number 
Total prey number 
COLUMBIO AE 
Wood Pigeon Columba palumbus 
Domestic Pigeon Columba livia 
HIRUNDINIDAE 
Swallow Hirundo rustica 
MOTACILLIDAE 
TURDIDAE 
Song Thrush Turdus ркііотеіоч 
Blackbird Turdus merula 
Robin Erithacus rubecula 
SYLVIIDAE 
PARIDAE 
Great Tit Parus major 
Blue Tit Parus caeruleus 
FRINGILLIDAE 
Greenfinch Carduelis chloris 
Linnet Carduelis cannabina 
Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs 
PLOCEIDAE 
House Sparrow Passer domesticus 
Tree Sparrow Passer montanus 
STURNIDAE 
CORVIDAE 
Jay Garrulus glandarius 
DIV. AVES 
MAMMALIA 
Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus 
Bank Vole Clethrionomys glareolus 
Sparrowhawk 
á 3 9 
3235 
0.2 
2.4 
2.0 
2.3 
7.4 
2.1 
1.7 
2.4 
4.2 
9.9 
5.9 
2.8 
6.4 
1.8 
2.6 
1.7 
55.S 
40 4 
11.7 
2.0 
0.4 
0.4 
5.5 
3.4 
0.0 
1.9 
1692 
1.5 
0.6 
3.2 
2.4 
2.4 
15.1 
3.7 
6.7 
2.4 
4.3 
7.7 
5.0 
1.6 
11.7 
18 
2.7 
5.9 
41.3 
29.2 
11.1 
5.5 
1.2 
0.9 
5.5 
2.4 
0.4 
0.7 
Goshawk 
S $9 
685 
45.0 
7.7 
34.4 
0.2 
— 
72.7 
2.3 
8.0 
— 
0.9 
0.9 
— 
— 
70.9 
75./ 
13.2 
8.0 
7.3 
6.4 
0.2 
629 
54.3 
16.6 
33.1 
— 
0.2 
8.1 
1.0 
6.9 
— 
Ξ 
— 
— 
3.8 
19.6 
17.7 
10.3 
3.8 
3.0 
data collected in April and July (Sparrowhawk) and June and July (Gos­
hawk). As the Ohaffinöh and the Robin Erithacus rubecula are frequent 
prey animals of the Sparrowhawk in April, but are less captured in the re-
maining of the breeding season, a comparison of the diet of the males with 
that of the sexes combined suggests a high contribution of the females to the 
prédation on these prey species. Similariy the data seem to imply that the 
male Goshawk would select even more Rabbits than the female. However, 
though this rather heavy prey becomes numerous in the course of the hawk's 
breeding period, at the same time it becomes less vulnerable the more the 
protective layer of Bracken is growing. As a consequence the female Gos-
hawk, when she resumes hunting in June, has less chance to capture Rabbits 
:han the male had when hunting earlier in the season. In addition the supply 
of Jays reaches a maximum about late June, which leads to more intensive 
Goshawk prédation than in April and May. 
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Hence, as it is not possible to make detailed conclusions from Table 5, it is 
necessary to compare the data month by month. 
5 3 2 A v e r a g e p r e y - w e i g h t 
The mean weights of Accipiier prey in each month of the reproductive pe-
riod are compared in Table 6 The decrease m the values can be ascribed 
partly to the increasing number of young (not fully grown) birds, which are 
lighter than adult birds (for convenience sake taken as an overall weight 
of 2/3 that of adults). Another factor contributing to this decline is the 
increase in the supply of small animalis (Jays and thrushes), whereas Rabbits 
and Pheasants Phasmnus colchicus become less vulnerable through hiding in 
dense foliage 
Table 6 Mean weight of prey among the sexes of Sparrowhawk and Goshawk in the 
breeding season 
Body-weight (g)1 
Prey-weight (g) 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Sparrowhawk 
S 
149 
26 8 
28 4 
23 0 
212 
? 
258 
67 5 
— 
— 
47 2 
5 
716 
353 
266 
204 
? 
Goshawk 
9 
1127 
.— 
— 
330 
•> 
И(а + 9) 
(922) 
.— 
— 
267 
270 
1
 Data from Glutz von Blotzheim, Bauer & Bezzel (1971) and Bahrmann (1950) 
The decrease of the mean prey-weights on the course of the reproductive 
season is illustrated by the decreasing slope of the lines drawn in Figure 3 
' ... 
V prey weight 
9 
10 
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6 
I 
2 
η 
-
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A' 
л* 
/у 
АЛ 
I I 
/ / 
гъ jG 
• • / / 
J 1 
2 (. 6 8 10 g 
"Vornean predator weight 
Fig 3 Relation of mean prey-weight and body-weight among 4 size groups of Accipiter 
in the breeding season 
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Because of their relative constancy, the values pertaining to June and July 
have been averaged, thus providing a picture comparable to Figure 1. Despite 
of the changes in the values, the linear relationship between the cube roots 
of predator- and prey-weight (Fig. 1) has remained. 
As body-weights are variable, we shall try to analyse the relation between 
individual body-size and prey-weight within a single Accipiter group. The 
length of the second primaries of the male Sparrowhawks (found regularly 
when shed) has been laken as a measure for body-size and related to the 
prey-weights found for the corresponding individuals of this hawk group 
Э/mean 
Vorev wel1 
9 
3 2 
31 
3 0 
29 
26 
27 
26 
2 5 .. 
118 120 122 Ш 126 128 mm 
length 2nd primary 
Fig. 4. Relation of mean prey-weight and length of second primary in 37 male Spar­
rowhawks. r = 0.446, Ρ = 0.005. 
(Fig. 4). Although a significant correlation was found (r = 0.446, Ρ = 0.005), 
the relation is veiled by local food supply. Transforming the length of the 
primary into the predator's body-weight, which would have given an oppor­
tunity to compare Figures 3 and 4, was not possible. 
5.3.3 D i s t r i b u t i o n of p r e y - s i z e a m o n g t h e d i e t s 
The prey species captured by each Accipiter group have been distributed 
according to the groups of prey-weight in Table 7. Comparing the positions 
of the maxima in the equivalent distributions in the Tables 4 and 7, some 
1
 ' · L 
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Table 7 Distribution of prey number over groups of prey-weight in Sparrowhawk and 
Goshawk during the breeding season Values in percentage of total prey 
number 
up of 
-weight 
îl prey number 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
XIII 
ХІ /Х ІП 
XIX 
Sparrowhawk 
ê 
1938 
3 0 
17 8 
53 3 
210 
3 1 
0 5 
0 9 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
— 
— 
— 
— 
Я 
1 
[ 7 8 
40 9 
23 9 
10 8 
6 9 
5 3 
0 7 
1 1 
0 1 
1 7 
— 
0 8 
— 
— 
Gosh 
$ 
179 
1 7 
0 5 
— 
26 3 
7 8 
17 8 
2 8 
6 2 
1 1 
27 4 
1 7
 \ 
22 Í 4 5 
— 
iwk 
9 
1 
— 
4 0 
4 6 
86 
13 
691 
8 7 
2 7 
10 
1
 Values extrapolated, see text 
shifting can be noticed. Although ecological segregation is still obvious, it has 
decreased considerably since winter. 
As worked out for winter conditions, we have estimated the actual propor-
tions of inter- and intraspecific food relations in summer by correcting for 
differences in consumption and density among the hawk groups (cf. Van 
Beusekom 1972). Data from Heinroth & Heinroth (1928), Meissel in 
Uttendorfer (1939), Brüll {1956), Fevold & Craighead (1958), Hóglund (1964), 
and Fnemann (1967) have been used to define consumption in April For the 
other months data from Tinbergen (1946) and Bruii (1956) proved to be 
more valuable. 
Population densities in our research area have been estimated by taking 
into account all habitat types visited by the hawks. Thus, an average hunting 
range of a pair of Goshawks was judged at about 1000 ha, of Sparrowhawks 
at about 400 ha. 
Although distinct differences in choice of prey between each Acciplter 
group still exist in the breeding season (Fig. 5), they have faded to some ex-
tent as compared with the winter food. The remarkable increase in the range 
of prey-size of the male Sparrowhawk during May and June probably has 
been induced by the pause in the female's hunting activity. The sudden de-
crease in range of male prey-size in July {when the female has resumed hunt-
ing) may re-inforce this supposition. 
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Fig 5 Relative share of the sexes of Acciptter nisus and A. genlilis in total Accipiter 
prédation per standard area in the breeding season Explanation see Figure 2. 
5 4 THE AMOUNT OF FOOD INTERACTION DURING THE YEAR 
The data underlying the Figures 2 and 5 can be plotted in a graph which 
represents the frequency of each prey weight-class in the food of a particular 
predator size-group. When, subsequently, the curves pertaining to two Acci-
piter groups are combined into one figure, there may be some overlap. The 
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21 
19 
29 
34 
55 
4 
5 
10 
5 
4 
+ 
+ 
— 
— 
+ 
+ 
— 
— 
+ 
+ 
Table 8 Indices of interspecific food overlap (based on prey numbers) among Sparrow-
hawk and Goshawk in winter and in the breeding season The arrow indicates 
the direct'on of interaction (see text) 
ι Sparrowhawk Goshawk Female hunting activity 
Goshawk Sparrowhawk S 5 G 9 
Winter 
April 
May 
June 
July 
common area of two overlapping curves has been used to measure food 
overlap by calculating the size of its surface relative to the surfaces outlined 
by each of the curves under consideration. In this way two values of an in­
dex of food overlap are obtained, one of them indicating to what extent the 
smaller hawk takes prey animals which are also hunted by the larger hawk, 
whereas the other vaOue is a measure for the reverse. The indices are com­
piled in Tables 8 and 9. 
Table 9 Indices of food overlap among 4 groups of Accipiter size during most of the 
year The arrows indicate the direction of interaction (see text) 
Sparrowhawk 
Winter/March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Goshawk 
Winter/March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
—» 
s$ 
Sá 
ss 
ss 
ss 
—> 
O í 
G ì 
GS 
GS 
GS 
S? 
44 
43 
— 
— 
70 
ss 
4 
5 
10 
4 
? 
GS 
21 
13 
29 
57 
? 
S9 
10 
12 
— 
— 
? 
G9 
0 
— 
— 
24 
? 
G9 
41 
— 
— 
57 
? 
—» 
S9 
S9 
S9 
S9 
S9 
-> 
G9 
GS 
G9 
G9 
G9 
SÄ 
26 
27 
— 
— 
70 
s« 
0 
— 
— 
2 
? 
G ì 
32 
19 
— 
— 
? 
S9 
1 
— 
— 
— 
7 
G9 
6 
— 
— 
.— 
? 
GS 
23 
— 
— 
57 
7 
As each of the predator groups does not consume an equal number of prey 
items per unit of time, it is obvious that the surfaces outlined by two over-
lapping curves differ considerably in size. Thus, when the diets of a smaller 
and a larger predator overlap, the larger bird has to share proportionally 
more prey items with the smaller hawk than in the reverse. 
From the Tables 8 and 9 the following was deduced: 
1 — Overlap in diet between species was less extensive than within species; 
the indices calculated for intraspecific overlap in food show an equal 
value for both raptor species during winter. This is in agreement with 
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the equal amount of sexual dimorphism in size of the two species, as 
measured by the ratio female weight/male weight (Sparrowhawk 1.7, 
Goshawk 1.6). 
2 — Overlap in food increased in the course of the reproductive season. 
3 — The come-back of the female Sparrowhawk at the hunting grounds in 
July coincided with a sudden increase of the interspecific food overlap 
in one direction (Table 8). 
4 — The Goshawk interfered hardly if any with Sparrowhawk; only in May 
some influence on the Sparrowhawk's food composition may have exist­
ed as a consequence of the common prédation on young thrushes and 
Starlings. 
5 5 DIFFERENCES IN HABITAT CHOICE 
Ecological diifferentiatnon between species may also be effected by a sepa-
ration in space. The only indication suggesting a different habitat choice 
among the species studiied pertaiined to a more frequenHly hunting in villages 
of the Sparrowhawk when compared with the Goshawk. This poor differen-
tiation is in contrast with Thiollay (1967), who found that the Goshawk pre-
ferred densely forested habitats, whereas the Sparrowhawk rather frequented 
edges of forest and open woodland. 
Observations of Sparrowhawks in winter have been analysed as to whether 
or not there were any differences in choice of habitat among the sexes. Un-
fonunately, their number is too small to draw statistical conclusions. Never-
theless the following deductions seem permitted (Table 10): 
Table 10. Habitat choice of the sexes of the Sparrowhawk in winter 
All habitats combined 
Forest 
Coppice & Scattered trees 
Grassland 
Arable land 
Forest edge > 0 5 km. 
Forest edge < 0 5 km. 
Number of $ $ 
observed 
21 
9 
12 
2 
6 
1 
11 
Number of 9 9 
observed 
26 
5 
21 
12 
4 
7 
14 
Sex 
rallo 
0 8 
1 8 
0 6 
0 2 
1 5 
0 1 
0 8 
— Males hunted more frequently in densely forested areas than females. 
— Females preferred open country and did not seem to be dependent on 
forest, whereas males did not leave the vicinity of the woods. 
— Males frequented particularly open country in which fields predominated, 
whereas females showed preferences for meadows. 
This somewhat different habitat choice is correlated with prey selection. 
According to De Vries & De Vries-Smeenk (1972) and in agreement with our 
observations, typical prey species of the male (like Linnet Carduelis cannabi-
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na, Ydlowhammer Emberiza citrinella, and temporarily also fringillid fin-
ches) occur almost only on fields in winter. On the contrary. Redwing, Field-
fare and Starling, vhich are frequently captured by the female, particularly 
occur on grasslands. 
6 DISCUSSION 
The data presented demonstrate a differentiation in prey choice with re-
spect to sex and species in Sparrowhawk and Goshawk. 
Interspecific segregation among Accipiter hawks has previously been de-
scribed by Lack (1944). Moreover, the generai! food data from Uttendörfer 
(1939, 1952) and Tinbergen (1946) have been used by Van Beusekom (1972) 
to establish the actual prey consumption of these hawks in several groups of 
prey-weight. He found just a small interspecific food overlap. Although our 
data have been collected in a much more limited region than those from Ut-
tendörfer, the results found in this study confirm Van Beusekom's conclu-
sion. 
Intraspecific differentiation has regularly been supposed. Brüll (1964) ar-
gued without giving supporting data that the male Sparrowhawk could man-
age only prey from the size of a Goldcrest Regulas regulus up to thrushes, 
while the female would select prey from the size of thrushes up to pigeons. 
This sharp separation of niche components does not seem realistic. Tinber-
gen (1946) and Höglund (1964) have presented some evidence for the exist-
ence of differential prey utilization among the sexes of European Accipiter 
hawks and Storer (1966) described the same for three North American Acci-
piter species. 
Very few data on mean weight of Accipiter prey have been published as 
yet. It was possible to compute a mean value of 55.4 g from data on winter 
food of a female Sparrowhawk in East Germany (Grossier 1961). Although 
few thrusiies were killed by this hawk, this value fits that in Table 3 rather 
well, which can be attributed to the inclusion of 9% prey animals heavier 
than weight-group VII. The study of 484 kills from female Sparrowhawks in 
central Germany (Friemann 1967) revealed a mean prey-weight of 42.7 g. 
Again thrushes formed just a small part of the diet. However, its not clear to 
what extent male hawks have been overlooked by these authors. 
Hóglund (1964) published mean prey-weights of the sexes of the Goshawk, 
which had been calculated from stomach contents of Swedish birds. The 
rather high values found (cf 462 g, $ 767 g) may have been caused by the 
minor number of small prey animals present in winter in Sweden, whereas 
heavy-bodied Lagomorphs and Tetraonids were available. 
6.1 ECOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIATION IN RELATION TO FOOD RESOURCES 
From a general point of view ecological differentiation can be assumed to 
be a function of prey-species diversity. Therefore the niche segregation de-
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monstrated in this study has to be interpreted against the background of 
a heavily cultivated environment. Conditions which are rather similar to those 
described in this paper may be found in other man-influenced regions in 
western and central Europe. Indeed, among the numerous food studies of 
Accipiter hawks, those of German and Dutch workers (e.g. Meissel 1935, 
Tinbergen 1936 and 1946, Bal 1951, Uttendörfer 1952, Grössler 1961, Brüll 
1964 and Kramer 1972) have revealed prey utilization generally resembling 
the one summarized in this paper. 
Areas with a more differentiated environmental structure generally show a 
much higher species diversity and a correspondingly higher diversity in the 
food of Accipiter hawks. See, for example, food data gathered by Schnurre 
(1955, 1958) on the Darss peninsula at the coast of the Baltic Sea, and those 
reported by Thiollay (1967) from northern France. Both lists show a remark-
able proportion of water-birds in the diet of the Goshawk, a category vir-
tually missing in the area of this study. In such diversified ecosystems intra-
specific differentiation is probably much more manifested than is suggested in 
this study. 
In very simply organized ecosystems the predators may have to focus upon 
one or a few prey species. In northern Norway the Ptarmigan Lagopus lago-
pus constituted 98% of the diet of a pair of Goshawks in summer (Myrberget 
1970). But also in more temperate environments, a considerable uniformity in 
the prey composition of Goshawks may occur, as was shown by Opdam 
(1971) in a recent winter in The Netherlands, when 72% of Goshawk kills 
appeared to be Wood Pigeons. Under such conditions diet segregation among 
the sexes does not seem plausible. Having much more prey species at its dis-
position, the Sparrowhawk would have to deal less often with such circum-
stances than the Goshawk. 
6.2 FACTORS DETERMINING INTRA- AND INTERSPECIFIC DIFFERENCES 
IN SIZE 
At least two processes seem to have caused the differentiation between 
and within the Accipiter species. Firstly, within the genus Accipiter the ten-
dency of two congeneric species to differ in at least one aspect of their niche 
or habitat (Whittaker et all. 1973) has resulted in a segregatiion in food accor-
ding to prey-weight. Tending to a mean prey-weight as favourable as possible 
in relation to the oompetiitor(s), each species has evolved towards body-
proportions enabling the birds to satisfy their energetic requirements in the 
easiest way. 
Secondly, a tendency within the species to use the ecological resources 
as efficiently as possible may have led to inlraspeoific divergence, a pheno-
menon well known in ornithology. Numerous examples have been reported 
in which sexual dimorphism in size or structure of the feeding apparatus 
could be correlated with differences in diet or feeding habits. See Selander 
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(1966) for a valuable discussion of the problem, and Newton (1967), Ligon 
(1968) and Holyoak (1970) for some examples reported recently. This kind 
of dimorphism serves to bring about a partitioning and consequently a better 
exploitation of the species' niche. According to Selander (1966) this process is 
particularly acting in periods of diminishing food supply, which might have 
occurred when species of Acci piler came into contact during processes of 
geographical species formation. 
Schoener (1969) has presented a model of optimal prey-size for predators 
pursuing their prey. He plotted graphically the time needed to find prey (or-
dinate) as a function of body-weight of the predator species (abscissa) and 
found a curve with two minima. Hence, as there are two favourable body-
weights among Accipiters, evolution towards sexual dimorphism in size 
would have been of survival value for these raptor species. 
Since the sexes have somewhat different niches, the factors regulating their 
number may be slightly different. Owing to the fact that more or less similar 
conditions for life of the sexes will have survival value for the species, the 
extent of dimorphism may have been limited. 
Segregation in winter was found to be more distinct than in the breeding 
ssason. A comparable phenomenon has previously been reported to exist 
among other bird species, like some North American shorebirds (Baker & Mil-
ler Baker 1973), European tits (Hartley 1953, Betts 1955) and the Blue-grey 
Gnatcatcher Polioptila caerulea (Root 1967). Baker & Miller Baker (1973) 
have supposed that niche overlap increases with growing food abundance, 
but that under poor food conditions the birds exploit environmental resour-
ces with optimal efficiency resulting in a decreasing niche-breadth. The re-
sults reported in this paper seem to affirm this statement. It was outside 
the scope of this study to find evidence for the supposition that relative to the 
hawk's needs the prey supply is more abundant in summer than in winter. 
However, it seems obvious that in winter most prey species are rather diffi-
cult to capture owing to their gregarious habits, whereas in summer numer-
ous highly vulnerable young birds can be acquired easily. 
6.3 THE REALIZATION OF DIFFERENTIAL PREY SELECTION 
We have seen that each of the four similarly shaped, but differently sized 
hawk groups selects a characteristic prey-size. Let us consider how this is 
realized. 
It is plausible that the prédation capacity of a hawk sets limits to the 
weight of its prey. Pigeons apparently are too heavy to be managed by a 
male Sparrowhawk. Mueller & Berger (1970) found that first-year and there-
fore inexperienced Sharp-shinned Hawks Accipiter striatus attacked more pi-
geon-sized prey than adults. This suggests that the birds have to learn to 
select the prey-weights best fitting their prédation capacity. 
On the other hand, though the large-sized female Goshawk should be able 
to capture a House Sparrow, she generally does not do it, notwithstanding 
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that the House Sparrow is very abundant. It is suggested that the sparrows 
are too agile to be an easy prey for the Goshawk, so that the energy gained 
by its consumption is insufficient to compensate for the energy needed for 
hunting and catching it, consequently the hawk „is not satisfied". 
No indications have been found for some kind of direct interaction among 
the hawks, except for some cases of Goshawk prédation on the Sparrow-
hawk. 
7 SUMMARY 
Two sympatric, closely related hawk species, Accipitei msu\ (Sparrowhawk) and 
Acapiter gentdii (Goshawk), have similar hunting techniques and habitat choice, but 
species as well as sexes differ considerably π size (Table 1) The question is raised 
whether each Acapiter s.ze group selects a characteristic lange of piey size 
Samples have been obtained from the diet of both hawks by collecting feathers and 
hair that remained from their prey The habit of the Sparrowhawks to visit paiticular 
plucking sites in winter permitted separation of the samples accoiduig to sex by dnect 
obseivalions Moreover, when compared with each other the samples from pcnods of 
hunting and non-hunting activity of the females revealed data on the food of the sexes 
separately in the reproductive period 
Body-weight of the prey appeared to be related to piedator-size (Tables 3 and 6, 
Figs 1 and 3) In winter the diets of the Accipnei gioups weie distinctly scpaiated 
(Fig 2), but during the reproductive season this diffeientiation diminished considerably 
(Fig 5) 
In winter the sexes of the Sparrowhawk showed a somewhat different habitat choice, 
which was closely linked up with the habitat piefeience of their main piey species 
It is concluded that each Acupiter group occcupies a somewhat diffcient niche, 
intiaspenfic overlap being more extended than interspecific overlap Niche-breadth 
deci eased under poor food conditions (in winter) 
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9 SAMENVATTING 
Havik Accipitei gennlis en Sperwer Accipiter msus zijn twee nauw verwante soorten 
roofvogels, die op een zelfde wijze hun voedsel in dezelfde habitats bemachtigen Daar 
zowel tussen de soorten als tussen de sexen aanzienlijke verschillen in grootte bestaan 
(Tabel 1), kan men zich afvragen of deze vier groepen van het Acupiier-lype hun ge 
meenschappelijke voedselvoorraad zodanig onderling verdelen, dat de relatie tot elkaar 
optimaal gunstig is 
In een gecultiveerd gebied, waarin de milieutypen bos, bouwland en weiland gelijke­
lijk zijn verdeeld, werden monsters genomen van het voedsel van Havik en Sperwer 
Aantallen en sooit van de prooi werden bepaald niet behulp van de na consumptie 
resterende veren of haren De wijze waarop een prooi behandeld werd bleek karaktens 
tiek voor de soort predator Scheiding van de gegevens naar sexe bleek mogelijk langs 
indnecte weg 
— Omdat de viouwtjes tijdens een groot deel van de vooitplantingstijd niet jagen 
verkrijgt men gegevens omtrent het voedsel van de mannetjes afzonderlijk en van 
beide sexen tezamen, welke men onder zekere voorwaarden kan extrapoleren 
— In twee winters zondei vorst of sneeuw (1971/72 en 1972/73) tijdens welke het 
prooiaanbod slechts geringe fluctuaties liet zien, bleek het mogelijk vocdselgege 
vens van mannelijke en vrouwelijke Sperwers te scheiden Hiertoe werden prooi-
resten op vaste plukplaalsen verzameld 
Het beweiken van de gegevens vereiste een veelvuldig gebruik van gemiddelde ge 
wichten van prooidieren (bepaald aan de hand van opgaven in de literatuur), waarbij 
die van nog onvolgroeide vogels werden gesteld op 2/3 X het adulte gewicht 
Enkele fouten die inherent zijn aan de beschreven werkwijze, hebben op de resultaten 
geen of een te verwaarlozen invloed 
In het winterhalfjaar bleken mannelijke en vrouwelijke Sperwers een verschillende 
prooikeuze te maken Beperkten de eerste zich vooral lot mezen, vinkachligen en mus 
sen die zij veelal in landbouwgebieden en bos bemachtigden, de wijfjes daarentegen 
richtten hun jachtaktiviteit met name op mussen en voeels ter grootte van een lijster 
en hielden zich vooral op in weidestreken (Tabellen 2 en 10) 
Met betrekking tot de Havik v/erden ook verschillen in de voedselkeuze tussen de 
sexen aangetoond, maar de gegevens hiervoor konden alleen in maart worden ver­
zameld (Tabel 2) 
Het verband tussen prooigewicht en predatoigrootte blijkt uit Tabel 3 en Figuur 1 
Het traject, dat door elke /fec/p/ier-groep uit de scala van prooidicrengrootte wordt 
gekozen, is specifiek en scherp afgegrensd (Fig 2) 
De op de situatie in de winter gebaseerde conclusies bleken tevens toepasbaar op de 
voortplantingstijd, met dien verstande dat de gemiddelde prooigewichten t o ν de winter 
zijn afgenomen en de differentiatie enigszins is veivaagd (Tabel 5 t/m 7, Fig 3 en 5) 
Tevens werd voor een aantal Sperwermannctjes een positieve correlatie aangetoond 
tussen de lengte van de tweede handpen, genomen als maat voor het lichaamsgewicht, 
en het gemiddelde gewicht van de door hen geslagen prooien (Fig 4) 
Dat de segregatie in voedselkeuze in het vooitplantingsseizoen geringer is dan in de 
winter, wordt verklaard met een gewijzigd prooiaanbod Afname van de mate van 
differentiatie bij een toename in het voedselaanbod wordt besproken 
De omstandigheden in de relatief soortenarme oecosystemen van het onderzochte 
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gebied zijn waarschijnlijk karakteristiek voor de gecultiveerde stieken van West- en 
Midden Europa In gebieden met een lagere dan wel hogere diversiteit aan soorten 
zullen de mogelijkheden voor verschillen in vocdselkeuze dienovereenkomstig variëren 
Drs. Ρ Opdam, 
Present address Rijksinstituut voor Natuurbeheer, Kasteel Bioekhuizen, Leersum 
APPENDIX 
Weight-groups of prey species, with their mam rcpiesentatives ad = fully grown, 
juv = nestling or just fledged 
I 3 4—8 0 g 
Parus spp juv (except Ρ major). Troglodytes troglodytes juv, Phylloscopus spp 
juv, Regulus spp 
II 8 0—15 6 g 
Hintndmidae juv, Pat us spp ad (except Ρ major). Pants major juv, Troglodytes 
troglodytes ad, Phocmcurus phoemcurus, Sylvia spp juv, Sylvia communis ad, 
Sylvia curruca ad Phylloscopus spp ad, Carduelis cannabina juv, Carduelts flam­
mea, Frtngtlla coelebs juv 
III 15 6—27 0 g 
Hirundimdae ad, Pai us IIIUJOI ad, Sitta europaea, Enthacus rubecula ad, Sylvia 
atncapilla ad, Sylvia bonn ad, Muscuapa striata ad, Prunella modulans ad, An-
thus spp ad, Motacilla alba, Carduelis chlons juv, Carduelis cannabina ad, Fnn-
gilla coelebs ad, Emberi7a schoemclus ad, Passer domesticus juv, Passer montanus, 
Clethnonomys glareolus 
IV 27 0—42 9 g 
Alauda arvensis, Carduelis chlons ad, Emberiza citrinella ad, Passer domesticus 
ad 
V 42 9—64 0 g 
Dendiocopos major juv, Turdus philomelos juv, Turdus ihacus, Turdus menila 
juv, Sturnus vulgaris juv 
VI 64 0—91 1 g 
Dendrocopos mayor ad, Turdus viscivorus juv, Turdus philomelos ad, Sturnus 
vulgaris ad 
VII 91 1—125 0 g 
Streptopelia turtur juv, Streptopeha decaoclo ad, Cuculus canorus ad, Turdus 
viscivorus ad, Tuidus pilam, Turdus merula ad, Garrulus glandanus juv 
VIII 125—166 g 
Accipiter nisus $, Athene noctua ad, Streptopelia turtur ad. Pica pica juv. 
IX 166—216 g 
Falco tinnunculus ad, PILUS viridis ad, Corviis monedula ad, Pica pica ad, Garru­
lus glandanus ad 
X 216—275 g 
Gallínula chloropus ad, Vanellus vanellus ad, Laras ndibundus ad. Columba 
oenas ad 
XI 275—343 g 
Scolopax rusticóla. Columba livia. Columba palumbus juv, Asm otus ad, Dryo-
copus mart tus ad, Sciurus vulgaris 
XII 343^122 g 
Perdix perdix ad 
XIII 422—512 g 
Columba palumbus ad, S/n* aluco ad, Corvas corone ad 
XIV/XVIII 512—1158 g 
Anas platyrhynchos, Buteo huleo, Phasumus colchicus 9 , Oryctolagus cumeulus 
(April-July), Lepus europaeus juv 
XIX More than 1158 g 
Phasianus colchicus $, Oryctolagus cumeulus (winter), Lepus europaeus ad 
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1. Introduction 
In Western Europe four sympatric size groups of Accipiter predators hunt 
with similar techniques in the same habitats. These groups, males and 
females of Sparrowhawk and Goshawk, differ in proportions only. 
In Chapter IV I showed that predator weight and prey weight (expressed 
as their cube roots) are correlated. Raptors of each size group make a 
characteristic selection from the range of prey sizes, a selection that 
fits their hunting capacities at best. Therefore, within the total niche 
space occupied by the two closely related species in western Europe four 
distinctly separated niches can be distinguished. 
In this chapter several questions are raised regarding the number 
of Accipiter species that can coexist. We should like to know whether in 
Western Europe the Accipiter niche space is fully occupied so that a 
third species would not be able to persist. The evidence for this point 
will be examined. (The third representative of the genus, the Levant 
Sparrowhawk (Accipiter brevipes), has longer wings and a shorter tail and 
employs a hunting method different from that of the Sparrowhawk. ) 
Furthermore, it is interesting that in the rather similar bird fauna of 
North America three bird-hunting Accipiters can coexist. Can this be 
explained by a more diverse prey fauna or is the Accipiter niche space 
more extensive than in Europe? This chapter is concluded with some notes 
on Accipiter species in other parts of the world. 
The main purpose of this chapter is not to solve problems but to 
indicate fields of research which can be explored on the basis of the 
present study. For several reasons the scope of this study is too narrow 
to draw general conclusions. Firstly, the research area is only a small 
part of Europe which has been greatly changed by man for some decades. 
It is not self-evident that in other parts of the West Palearctic or in 
areas less effected by man the niche differentiation among Goshawk and 
Sparrowhawk is similar to the one described here. Populations of prey 
animals in the north as well as in the south of Europe differ considerably 
from those in the study area. Secondly, at the time the study was made, 
neither Goshawk nor Sparrowhawk populations in Western Europe had 
recovered from the crash which occurred during the sixties as a result 
of contamination with organochlorine compounds. At present, however, 
population densities have doubled already. 
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Competitive interactions could have changed as a result of this increase. 
Thirdly, the Sparrowhawk-Goshawk system is a simple two-species system. 
In the tropics three bird-hunting Acciplter species may coexist along 
uith one or several congeners which have specialized on other kinds of 
prey. Understanding the way in which such closely related species manage 
to divide the available food resources must be regarded as an important 
extension to the present study. The presence of several other bird-hunting 
raptors in the same habitats may complicate such a study, however. 
2. Selection of prey size by Sparrowhawk and Goshawk in relation to 
prey supply 
2.1. Introduction 
Thus far I have discussed niche differentiation without taking into 
account the number of prey available in each category of prey size. 
In this section the census data produced by Peerenboom (1976) are used 
to compare prey use and prey abundance in order to see whether Sparrowhawk 
and Goshawk select an equal portion from the amount of prey in each size 
category. In other words, do all prey size categories suffer 
proportionately the same prédation pressure? If not, there would be some 
reason to presume that, under the conditions studied, the Goshawk-
Sparrowhawk niche space was not fully occupied. 
2.2. Materials and methods 
A census of the territories of all species of breeding birds was carried 
out by Peerenboom (1976) in a part of the study area during 1975, two 
years after the close of my food studies. During this time-lapse the 
study area did not suffer any appreciable change and no severe winter 
occurred, so that the bird fauna is expected to have remained roughly 
the same since the sampling of the food data. Bird territories were 
censused by the mapping method, based on repeated observations of singing 
or displaying individuals at the same spot (cf. Chapter III. 2.2.). 
Peerenboom (1976) censused breeding bird territories in a section of the 
study area covering 3500 ha. Since in this section no Goshawk pairs had 
nested during the period of the food study, it is not representative for 
the whole study area. For the comparison of prey supply and prey consumption 
I used food data from Sparrowhawk pairs which nested within the censused 
section, whereas as for the calculation of Goshawk food data from the 
whole study area were extrapolated. 
During the first half of the breeding season (April and May) the 
amount of the food supply available to the hawks is assumed to approach 
two times the estimated number of breeding territories. By doing this 
non-territorial individuals are disregarded as a part of the food supply. 
During April many sunmer residents return from their winter quarters, 
some others arrive not before May. However, all the territories established 
by these late migrants are included in the census data and, therefore, 
in the food supply of April and May. Since these species constitute only 
a small portion of the prey of the Sparrowhawk (see Chapter III) the 
census results of Peerenboom are taken as an acceptable estimation of the 
food supply in April and May. Still later young birds fledge and add 
considerably to the food supply. Consequently this cannot be estimated 
by the same method any more. Moreover, since small species generally 
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produce more offspring than large species, relative abundances gradually 
change in favour of the smaller species in the course of June and July. 
Thus both absolute and relative abundances change during the second half 
of the nesting season and no estimate of the food supply in this period 
is available. Therefore, all comparisons refer to April and May only. 
Two groups of prey are not included in the breeding bird census: 
maomals and domestic pigeons. Although regularly captured, marmaIs 
constituted only a small portion of total Accipiter food (cf. Chapter II 
Appendix and III.9.). Therefore they are disregarded as a part of the 
supply. The domestic pigeon is not included in the comparison between 
prey supply and prey use. 
2.3. Results and discussion : are all prey size classes equally exploited? 
For each class of prey weight (according to Storer 1966 cf. Chapter IV. 
4.4.) calculations were made of the supply and of the number of prey 
captured by the two hawk species in the area censused by Peerenboom. 
The calculation method (which is explained in Chapter IV. 5.2.3.) takes 
into account the effects of different parental tasks in April and May. 
By early April most female Goshawks start incubation and for the rest of 
the nesting period they are provided with food by the males. Likewise by 
late April female Sparrowhawks withdraw from the hunting grounds, so that 
during May only two of the four size groups are responsible for total 
Accipiter prédation. 
For each size class of prey the total catch by Accipiter hawks as a 
percentage of total supply is depicted in Fig. V.l (a&b). The prédation 
pressure is greatest in the size classes which coincide with the mean 
prey weights of the hawk groups. In May the pattern is somewhat modified 
as a consequence of the hunting break of female Sparrowhawks. 
The exploitation of prey category IV has increased, mainly as a result 
of the increasing prédation on House Sparrow, but the exploitation levels 
of the categories I + II, III,and V hardly changed, if at all. This is 
consistent with my conclusion that the House Sparrow stock functioned as 
a kind of food buffer (Chapter III. 4.1.). 
Weight class XII is represented by a single species: the Partridge 
(Perdix perdix). This species is more numerous in the part of the study 
area which was not censused by Peerenboom, where Goshawks catch them 
rather frequently. Thus the relatively small Partridge stock in the census 
area is compared with the relatively high number of killed Partridges 
from the remaining part of the study area. Consequently Fig. V.l. wrongly 
gives the impression that Partridges are disproportionally heavily 
exploited. 
Contrary to the conclusions on Accipiter prédation given above, Van Beusekom 
(1972) holds that during May, June and July Sparrowhawk and Goshawk act 
ecologically as one species, which takes about equal fractions of all 
food size classes. In the following I make some critical comments on the 
calculations used by this author. 
- Van Beusekom estimated the food supply mainly on the basis of the total 
number of bird territories. As stated earlier the food supply during 
June and July cannot be derived from these data without disposing 
of reproduction data of the populations exploited. Van Beusekom did 
not use such data, so that his comparison of the supply with the 
number of prey killed in May, June and July is not correct. 
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Fig. V,10 Food consumption by Accipiter зіге groups as a percentage of 
prey supply per class of prey weight in April (A) and May (B). 
Arrows indicate size preference of hawk groups; S = Sparrowhawk, 
G = Goshawk, I-XIV = classes of prey weight. (Species classed under 
weight class V do not occur in the prey data from May.) 
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Van Beusekom based his calculations on food studies by Uttendörfer 
(1952) in pre-war Germany and by Tinbergen (1946) in The Netherlands. 
Furthermore he calculated a distribution of bird numbers over size 
classes from data supplied by Palmgren for mixed and deciduous Finnish 
forests. However, it is not self-evident that bird weights in the 
Finnish bird comnunities are distributed in a way comparable to the 
German and Dutch ones. Van Beusekom did not discuss this point. In view 
of the essential differences between Finnish and Western European 
landscapes and the impact of agricultural management on the composition 
of the bird communities in the latter the calculation by Van Beusekom 
does not seem to be realistic. 
From Fig. V.l it appears that some categories suffer 2-3 times more 
prédation than others. In other words, some prey classes are not exploited 
as much as they could be. This may be interpreted as an indication that 
the Accipiter niche complex is not fully occupied during April and May. 
Yet, this statement must be qualified. 
Firstly, the differences in prédation might have been generated to 
some extent by differences in vulnerability among the classes of prey 
size. If a size class is represented by many species the high vulnerability 
of some of them will be outweighed by the low vulnerabilities of others. 
In cases where a size class is represented by only a few species, their 
vulnerability to Accipiter prédation predominates the mean vulnerability 
of the size class. In the categories of big prey species this effect could 
have caused a bias in the distribution found. 
Secondly, even if true, the tentative conclusion should not be 
generalized. Since food conditions might be limiting in winter, a study 
on niche breadth and use of food resources should cover the year around. 
Especially during periods of food shortage, when competition for food is 
likely to occur, niche space may be expected to be fully utilized. 
Unfortunately I have no data on winter prey stocks. Furthermore a study 
on resource use should comprise a careful examination of both Accipiter 
niche differentiation and the composition of the prey stock in several 
parts of Europe, e.g. the United Kingdom (where the Goshawk is still 
lacking in many forest areas), and Northern and Southern Europe, where 
the composition of prey faunas is rather different from that in the study 
area. A comparison of the niche relations between Goshawk and Sparrowhawk 
in different situations can provide an important extension to the present 
study. 
3. Prey size and predator size in North American Accipiter species. 
In North America three bird-hunting Accipiter species occur : from large 
to small A. gentills, A. cooperi! and A. striatus. Their distribution 
areas overlap partially. In the Southern and Central Rocky Mountains these 
three species live sympatrically. Storer (1966) compiled rough food data 
from stomach contents of the species and found differences in prey size 
among the six Accipiter size-groups. It is not clear, however, to what 
extent these data came from the area of sympatry. Most specimens, of which 
stomachs were examined, were killed in autumn and winter. 
In Fig. V.2. plots of prey weight and predator weight have been made for 
both European and North American hawks. (By plotting the cube roots, the 
weights have been converted into linear measures.) As shown previously 
(Chapter IV. 5.2.2) the plotted values for the European species fit a 
straight line. The plots for the American Goshawk and the Sharp-Shinned 
Hawk also fit this line, but the Cooper's hawk shows some divergence, 
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Fig. V.2. Relation between body weight of predator and prey weight in 
European and North American Acclplters. (Partly from Storer 1966.) 
Line fitted by eye through points 1-4. 
suggesting that in this species mean prey size is also governed by factors 
other than the size of the predator. However, Storer's data concerning 
this species probably are not quite representative. In his prey list the 
Illrd class of prey size is represented by 357·, whereas the combined 
classes VI, VII and VIII comprise 247.. In contrast, Meng (1959), referring 
exclusively to the nestling period, reported no less than 877. of the latter 
group, whereas 0,67. Illrd class species were included in his data. 
A rough estimate of the mean weight of Meng's prey (by multiplying the 
number per size class with the median weight of that class) rendered 
approximately 100 g. Since Meng's data include both male and female prey, 
this value approximates the mean weight of the prey of both sexes. 
From the linear relations between body weight and prey weight depicted 
in Fig. V.2. a mean prey weight for the sexes of A. cooperi! can be 
predicted. These weights are approximately 80 g for the male and 150 g for 
the female. The mean of these weights corresponds quite well to the one 
derived from Meng's data. 
It is tentatively concluded then that the relation between Accipiter 
size and prey size found in my study (Chapter IV) is also relevant to the 
North American Accipiters. So European and North American Accipiter hawks 
seem to select a mean size of prey fitting their body size according to 
the same principles. Body size and the allometric length and strength of 
the tarsus and the toes are the main variables in the size sequence of 
these species. These are the characters that primarily determine prey 
size in the process of balancing energy expenditure and energy intake 
during hunting (see Chapter VI.2). 
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4. Two or three syinpatric Accipiter species? 
In the foregoing it was suggested that European and North American 
Accipiters adapt the size of their prey to their body size in a similar 
way. Yet the American fauna includes three coexisting species of different 
sizes. In what respect differs the situation on this continent from that 
in Europe? 
Nothing has been reported about differences in hunting habitats among the 
American Accipiters. Indeed, Brown & Amadon (1968) made some intriguing 
remarks on spatial separation between A. cooperi! and A. striatus during 
the breeding season, but they present no evidence which supports their 
statement. 
If both European and American Accipiter are ecologically similar 
except for their body size, one wonders which difference between the bird 
faunas of the two continents might account for the different Accipiter 
faunas. My hypothesis is that in North America the distribution of bird 
weights up to the size of class VIII differs from the European one in 
such a way that the niche space of A. nisus can be occupied by two species. 
For instance, there may be more bird species of intermediate sizes. 
An alternative hypothesis is that during the ice-ages the medium-sized 
Accipiter in Europe has become extinct. This hypothesis is not falsifiable. 
Of course, the disappearance might well have been caused by the extinction 
of medium-sized bird species. 
It is difficult to test the first hypothesis in the absence of 
detailed data on the ecology of North American Accipiters throughout the 
year. Moreover, the majority of the American breeding bird censuses has 
been carried out by the line-transect or point-transect counts. These methods 
produce relative abundance values instead of density values, so that the 
results cannot be simply compared with European breeding bird censuses made 
by the mapping method. Even worse, the abundance values are species-specific, 
so that different proportions of the populations of different species are 
recorded. Therefore, interspecies comparisons within a habitat are not 
possible. 
Yet, to give some impression of the magnitude of differences between 
the European and American faunas,the distribution of bird biomass over 
the size classes has been depicted for forest bird conmunities in my 
research area (based on Peerenboom 1976) and in Arizona (based on data 
of Balda published in Snyder & Wiley 1976) (Fig. V.3). In the Dutch area 
this distribution Is unequal as opposed to the rather regular pattern in 
Arizona. Moreover, it appears that the mean prey weights calculated for 
the Sparrowhawk (Chapter IV) coincide with the most abundant class of 
bird weight. This suggests that the selection of prey size (and therefore 
the size of the hawks) is adapted to the distribution of bird biomass. 
In Arizona A. striatus and A. cooperi! hunt in the same areas and 
share the size categories II-VIII. Probably the equal distribution of 
biomass over these categories enables them to coexist. On the other hand 
the prey fauna distribution in my study area could make the coexistence 
of more than two groups of Accipiter size (male and female Sparrowhawk) 
less likely. Of course this hypothesis has to be tested in various regions 
in Europe and North America. In this respect it is of particular interest 
to study prey selection of A. striatus and A. gentilis and the composition 
of the fauna in their hunting ranges in areas where the Cooper's Hawk is 
absent (e.g. in the north of Canada and Alaska). 
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Fig. V.3. Distribution of bird biomass over classes of prey size in forest 
habitats in the study area ( •) and in Ar i zona ( ). 
After data from Peerenboom (1976) and Snyder & Wiley (1976). 
A.n. = Accipiter nisus, A.s. = A. striatus, A.c. = A. cooperil. 
Big prey species have been excluded. 
Also in other parts of the world two or three species of the genus 
Accipiter may occur sympatrically. Fig. V.4, presents a survey of the 
cases in which forest-dwelling bird-hunters are concerned. Areas of 
particular interest to compare are East Africa and Madagascar as well as 
North and South America. Thus, it may be suspected that A. madagascariensis 
occupies the niche space of both A. minullus and A. tachiro on the African 
mainland. This idea is supported by the remarkable degree of sexual 
dimorphism shown by A. madagascariensis. The difference in wing length 
between male and female as a percentage of mean wing length is 237.. 
Likewise in the forests of South America the niches of A. striatus and 
A. cooperii might be divided by three species: A. superclliosus, 
A. striatus (which seems to be less dimorphic than the northern population) 
and A. bicolor. Do the species select different habitats to hunt or are 
they to be regarded as potential competitors? If so, is the prey fauna in 
these forests so rich in species smaller than, say, a turtle dove that 
such a package of Accipiter species can coexist? Or is the relatively stable 
prey situation in tropical forest ecosystems to be regarded as an important 
factor? In West Africa even four bird-hunting Accipiters live sympatrically, 
two of which having nearly the same proportions. 
In East Asia the distributional areas of A. nisus and A. virgatus overlap. 
Again it may be worthwhile to compare the ecology of these species in the 
area of overlap with areas of allopatric occurrence. It is tempting to 
associate the small degree of dimorphism of A. virgatus in continental, 
palearctic East Asia (as compared to that of allopatric populations) 
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Fig. .4. Wing length of iti and s? in sympatric bird-hunting Accipiter 
species in forest areas in various parts of the world (based on Wattel 1973) 
with the presence of A. nisus as a potential competitor. Of course, several 
other interesting study areas can be mentioned. 
The genus Accipiter comprises 43 representatives scattered over the whole 
world, but mainly in the tropics. Many of them are very similar in 
structure of wings, bill, legs and toes, which makes them well-suited to 
comparative ecological studies in different situations. The present study 
offers just one of the many possibilities. Moreover, this study was carried 
out in a temperate zone with distinct seasonal fluctuations in the 
abundance of prey. The situations in the tropics, where most Accipiters 
live, may be rather different. Under relatively stable food conditions 
niche breadth may be smaller, whereas competitive interactions may more 
frequently operate as factors regulating Accipiter numbers. In addition 
several other, non-congeneric bird hunters live in the same habitats, 
e.g. Micrastur. A comparative study of the food ecology of coexisting 
tropical Accipiters would be a highly desirable extension to the present 
study. 
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5, Summary 
This chapter discusses coexistence of Accipiter hawks in different parts 
of the world. Prey abundance and prédation by Accipiters in various classes 
of prey size are compared. There is some evidence that during April and 
May not all prey size classes were maximally exploited. Van Beusekom's 
reasoning that Goshawk and Sparrowhawk would select equal proportions of 
all size classes in the food supply is challenged. European and North 
American Accipiters seem to select the size of their prey according to 
the same principles. It is hypothesized that different distributions of 
biomass over classes of bird weights could explain the coexistence of three 
bird-hunting species of Accipiter in North America against only two In 
Europe. Several suggestions for further research are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Sexual dimorphism is widespread in birds. Often sex differences can be 
understood in connection with reproductive strategies, e.g. brightly 
coloured parts which are shown in a display or threat posture. 
Such differences usually concern colour or colour patterns but in some 
groups (e.g. the Tetraonidae) also structural differences function in 
display postures. This chapter, however, is concerned with sexual dimorphism 
in the feeding apparatus (the bill and the talons). In birds of prey sex 
differences in the dimensions of the talons and the bill are roughly 
correlated with dimorphism in body weight and wing length (Nieboer 1973: 
Circus, Wattel 1973: Accipiter). For convenience these measures are used 
to calculate dimorphism in the feeding apparatus. 
Sexual dimorphism in body size is a common feature in most species of 
Falconiformes. For several decades its function has been discussed in 
ornithological literature. Three types of hypotheses were formulated: 
1. The niche differentiation hypothesis. Due to the size differences 
the sexes exploit partly different niches, which reduces the 
chance of intersexual· competition. Such arguments were presented 
by Storer (1966), Seiender (1966), Schipper (1973) and Snyder 6. 
Wiley (1976). 
2. Hypotheses pointing to the ethologlcal function of dimorphism. 
Hagen (1942) and Amadon (1959) supposed that by their size 
superiority the females manage to withheld their males from killing 
and eating the nestlings. Cade (1960), Brown & Amadon (1968) and 
Amadon (1975) pointed to the role of female size superiority in 
pair formation. These authors suggested that the females "press" 
the males to hunt and bring food to the nest during the reproductive 
phase. Although these authors did not deny the implications of 
size dimorphism for the feeding ecology, they held these ecological 
aspects as a consequence, and not the cause, of the evolution of 
sex differences. 
Sexual size dimorphism 
3. Hypotheses emphasizing the profits of sexual dimorphism from the 
point of view of efficient foraging during the reproductive cycle; 
intraspecific competition is not thought to be a factor playing a 
role in the evolution of size dimorphism (Reynolds 1972, 
Mosher 4 Matray 1974,and Balgooyen 1976). The models of Schoener 
(1969) also belongs to this group, though they are not restricted 
to a particular part of the year. 
In fact these hypotheses cover three main questions: 
1. Why do the sexes of birds of prey differ in size? 
2. Why do species of raptors differ in the amount of size dimorphism? 
3. Why are the females larger than the males and not the other way round? 
The main purpose of this chapter Is to discuss the function of sexual 
dimorphism in birds of prey. The evidence for the three types of hypotheses 
is reviewed. Emphasis is laid on Goshawk and Sparrowhawk, two highly dimorphic 
species. The discussion is given a more general character by including 
examples of sexual dimorphism in other birds. The second question is dealt 
with in connection with the niche differentiation hypothesis. In the final 
section the third question is briefly examined. 
2. The niche differentiation hypothesis 
2.1. The relation between body weight and prey weight in Goshawk 
and Sparrowhawk 
In Chapter IV I showed that each Accipiter size group has its own food 
size. The mean weight of the prey is closely related to the body weight 
of the predator (cf. Fig, V.2). Even within a single size group (male 
Sparrowhawks) this relation could be demonstrated (Fig. IV.4.). 
Thus differences between the sexes and between the species have the same 
character and the same consequences. They might have evolved under 
comparable ecological conditions. 
Fig. VI.1 presents a model illustrating the relation of predator 
size and prey size. It is based on the assumption that a predator is able 
to balance the mean costs of energy for searching, pursuing, killing and 
preparing prey against the mean intake of energy by consuming prey. 
Recent behavioral studies showed that several species of predators are 
capable of selecting the most profitable kind of prey from a diversified 
supply (Goss-Custard 1977, Krebs et al. 1977, Zach & Falls 1978). 
Small predators need less energy to fly and hunt than large ones 
(Kendeigh 1970). This is reflected in the two curves for energy cost ΕΟχ 
(small predators) and EC2 (large predators) in Fig. VI.1. As long as the 
prey is small relative to the predator's capacities, most energy is spent 
in flying, and prey size affects the energy costs only slightly. Hence, the 
slope of the first part of the expenditure curve (EC) is small. As prey 
becomes relatively heavy, the amount of energy spent in killing and handling 
progressively increases up to some level set by the maximal killing capacity. 
Of course, the maximal capacity of big predators (max. 2) exceeds that of 
small ones (max. 1). 
Energy intake EI is a function of the metabolic value of the prey. 
Although different types of prey may have different metabolic values per 
gram weight, it is assumed that for a bird-eating hawk this value is a 
linear function of prey weight. Small predators can swallow less food 
than big ones. This sets a limit to the amount of energy intake per capture, 
indicated by the saturation levels 1 (small predators) and 2 (large predators). 
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Fig. VI.1 Model illustrating the relation between prey weight, energy 
intake (EI) and energy cost (EC) per capture for two predators (1&2), 
differing in size but otherwise equal (see text for further explanation). 
Captures exceeding this maximum do not yield more food, (It is assumed 
that the hawks seldom return to a half-swallowed kill. Often I could 
ascertain that Red Foxes had scavenged a deserted Goshawk kill.) If the 
mean energy intake exceeds the energy costs, the net energy gain is positive 
and the capture is a profitable one. The optimal prey size equals the prey 
weight at which net energy gain is maximal. Hence each predator size should 
have a specific optimal prey size. 
Of course this model is highly simplified. Only a fraction of all 
attacks are successful (Rudebeck 1951, Page & Whitacre 1975), so that the 
net energy intake is, in fact, the difference between the energy intake 
after the successful attack and the summed costs of energy of the successful 
and the preceding unsuccessful attacks. In Fig. VI.1 there is no overlap 
between the profitable prey sizes of the two predators. These imaginary 
species are, therefore, incapable of competing for food. Of course, a 
decrease ofdifferences in predator size means smaller gaps between EC^ 
and EC2 and between the levels of saturation, which eventually results in 
overlap of the profitable ranges of prey size. In that case competition 
will occur when prey is in short supply. 
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2.2. The evolution of intra- and interspecific differences in body size 
in Goshawk and Sparrowhawk 
Accipiter size and prey size are closely related. Therefore, long-term 
changes in the distribution of the size classes in the food supply should 
be reflected in Accipiter size. Also, competition for food between two 
Accipiter species might result in differences in size. Is it possible that, 
likewise, sexual size dimorphism has evolved under the selective pressure 
of intraspecific competition for food? 
Since in two competing species food is insufficient for many individuals 
in both populations, interspecific competition always comes off simultaneously 
with intraspecific competition. (The reverse, of course, is not true!) 
Both conspecifics and congeners use the same resources which are in short 
supply. Hence, for individuals of competing populations survival is increased 
by developing differences in resource use with conspecifics as well as 
congeners. However, these intraspecific differences cannot be maintained 
within a population since there is no genetic isolation between the 
individuals except between sexes. As far as genetic information is encoded 
on the sex-chromosomes, sexual isolation warrants its continuance as a 
sex-linked character. Hence, it is conceivable that sexual dimorphism is 
ruled by alleles situated on the sex-chromosomes. Thus, under the selective 
pressure of competition for food, intersexual and interspecific niche 
differences may have developed simultaneously. It may be that somewhere 
in the history of the genus Accipiter, or even in that of the Acclpitri-
formes, sexual size dimorphism has evolved under the pressure of competition 
for food. Similarly, competition for food may have generated or only 
accentuated size differences between species which, after a period of 
geographical isolation, became partially sympatric. Presumably the actual 
distribution of Accipiter sizes minimizes the intensity of competitive 
interactions among sexes and species of these closely related species. 
In this context it is worth noting that intraspecific food overlaps in 
Goshawk and Sparrowhawk were equal (Chapter IV.5.4.). 
In the above hypothesis the following assumptions are made: 
1. Populations of Goshawk and Sparrowhawk are regulated by the amount of 
food available. 
2. Since the females of these species do not hunt during the incubation 
period and most of the nestling stage, it is assumed that intraspecific 
competition for food occurs outside the reproductive period. 
3. Interspecific competition among populations of the two species occurs 
regularly, 
Are these assumptions supported by data? 
Presumably Goshawk and Sparrowhawk populations are limited by the amount 
of food. This may be concluded from their position in the trophic structure 
of the communities in which they live. Natural enemies are scarce or 
absent! where present,Eagle Owls (Bubo bubo) now and then capture Goshawks; 
Sparrowhawks are captured by Goshawks in small numbers (see Chapter II). 
In most landscapes suitable breeding habitats are available in excess, 
so that competition for nesting sites can be ruled out as a general 
limiting factor. Endoparasites may cause mortality. However, it is well-
known that weak and underfed animals are easily infected so that in 
specific cases it remains uncertain whether starvation or parasites had 
been the primary cause of death. There is almost no evidence for population 
regulation by limited food resources. 
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Data from Sulkava (1964) suggest a positive correlation between reproductive 
success in Finnish Goshawks and density of tetraonids. The same author 
observed high mortality in winters of food scarcity. Irruptions of Goshawks 
from northern breeding grounds to southern parts of Scandinavia and North 
America (Hoglund 1964, Sulkava 1964, Mueller 4 Berger 1967) also suggest 
the role of food shortage in population processes. Niche theory predicts 
that niche width should decrease with increasing intensity of competition 
for food (Fenchel & Christiansen 1977). Thus, the increase in niche width 
from winter to spring found in the present study (Chapter IV.5.) may be 
considered to indicate indirectly competition for food during winter. 
The point of view that Sparrowhawk and Goshawk populations are limited 
by the amount of food seems to be contradicted by the small proportion of 
the prey populations taken (see Chapter III.3.5.). However, a low percentage 
taken does not imply that an enormous amount of available food is left. 
Sparrowhawks and Goshawks spend a considerable part of their foraging time 
on looking for a good chance to hunt. A Goshawk, biding a good oppertunity 
to strike, will leave undisturbed many animals passing by which are too fast, 
too far away or too much on their guard. The hawk only attacks when some 
animal offers a good chance by foraging m a place which can be approached 
secretly, or perhaps because it demonstrates some defect which increases its 
vulnerability. A considerable portion of attacks fails, though it is uncertain 
that the low capture success (less than 107.) of some hawks determined by 
Rudebeck (1951) is representative for the general situation. Rudebeck made 
his observations in autumn in Southern Sweden, so many hunting hawks must 
have been migrants not familiar with local conditions. Moreover, the many 
yearlings among them had little hunting experience. 
The hunting success of wintering Merlins (Falco columbanus) was but 
slightly better. These hawks were successful in 12.87. of 343 hunts observed 
by Page & Whitacre (1975). From these low efficiency rates I conclude that 
food will be in short long before all suitable prey has been extirpated. 
The low prédation rate reported in Chapter III is based on feeding 
conditions during April and May. However, especially in temperate climates 
with fluctuating weather conditions, food is abundant in one season but 
scarce in another. During periods of frost and snow a considerable fraction 
of the prey-stock leaves the hunting ranges of the hawks, which themselves 
are mainly sedentary. Another reduction of the capture success during winter 
is caused by the gregarious habits of many bird species m this time of the 
year. Page & Whitacre (1975) found that to some extent waders living m 
groups have smaller risks to be captured by Merlins (Falco columbarius) 
than have solitary ones. Likewise, a trained Goshawk caught single Woodpigeons 
most easily (Kenward 1978). 
As was argued in Chapter III, for Sparrowhawks and Goshawks the food 
situation during the nestling and fledgling stages must be relatively 
favourable. Though the need for food is high and the males have to feed the 
whole familyjmany newly-fledged songbirds constitute an abundant food 
resource. In contrast, it is obvious that the prey supply in severe winters 
is much smaller, while the day is short and many birds are living in flocks. 
To sum up this section, it is unlikely that for Goshawk and Sparrowhawk 
populations food will regularly be in short supply during the reproductive 
season, whereas during winter the food situation may become so unfavourable 
that intraspecific and probably also interspecific competition is likely 
to occur. Direct evidence for competition is lacking, however. 
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2.3. Ecological aspects of sexual dimorphism in other birds 
Intraspecific competition for food is likely to occur in bird populations. 
Direct evidence comes from studies demonstrating food as a limiting factor 
e.g. Murtón (1965), Southern (1970) and Watson & Moss (1972). Correlations 
between the amount of food and some parameter of reproductive success were 
found in many species, e.g. some raptors (Mebs 1964: Buteo buteo, Linkola 
& Myllymáki 1969: Falco tmnunculus, Snyder & Wiley 1976: Accipiter coopern). 
Since interspecific competition always coincides with intraspecific competition, 
evidence for the former process indirectly proves the occurrence of the latter 
one. Competition for food among bird species is suggested by many examples 
of differentiation in structure or size of bill or foot among related species, 
from instances of character displacement (Grant 1972), or from cases in which 
one of two related species is absent and its habitat or niche is occupied 
by its congener. Direct evidence for interspecific competition for food among 
birds is scarce. To my knowledge, the only field experiments providing such 
evidence were carried out with Juncos (Junco hyemalis) and Golden-crowned 
Sparrows (Zonotrichia atricapilla) (Davis 1973) and with three woodpecker 
species (Williams and Batzli 1979). Field evidence is very difficult to 
collect, since experiments with a suitable control area are very hard to 
carry out, the more so as bird numbers are often difficult to manipulate 
locally. 
From the niche differentiation hypothesis it is predicted that populations 
of birds regulated by the amount of food show intersexual differences with 
respect to feeding. Indeed, many species of birds show sexual dimorphism 
with respect to size or structure of the bill, legs or the whole body. Most 
of these differences are likely to be related to food differences, but only 
few species have been studied in such detail that food differences among the 
sexes have been demonstrated. A compilation of the data I know of is given 
in Table VI.1. I conclude that sexual dimorphism correlated with food 
differentiation occurs in various taxonomie groups exploiting a variety of 
food resources in many different ways. 
In several non-dimorphic species the sexes were found to differentiate their 
use of food resources by spatial separation of feeding areas during the 
breeding season. These include Thalurania colombica (Bertin & Wilzbach 1979), 
Dendrocopos borealis (Ligon 1968), Dendrocopos pubescens (Jackson 1970), 
four Dendroica species (Morse 196Θ), Ammospiza henslown (Robins 1971), 
Muscicapa striata (Davies 1977), Ficedula hypoleuca and Phoemcurus 
phoenicurus (Alatalo & Alatalo 1979) and Phylloscopus collybita (Kopp 1970). 
Spatial separation of the sexes was also found in some sexually dimorphic 
species, like Circus spp. (Schipper 1973) and Picoides tridactylus 
(Hogstad 1977). Selander (1966) reviewed examples of spatial separation of 
the sexes during winter. In some species the sexes were recorded in different 
geographical areas, e.g. Sphyrapicus varius, in others the sexes winter in 
different habitats, e.g. Lagopus spp.,Quiscalus spp., Agelaius phoeniceus 
and Molothrus ater (in Selander 1966), Falco sparverius (Scott Mills 1976) 
and Circus cyaneus (Schipper et al. 1975). 
2.4. Sexual dimorphism and the hunting methods of birds of prey 
Species of raptors differ considerably in the extent to which dimorphism 
has been established. Snyder & Wiley (1976) related the degree of dimorphism 
of North American species to the composition of their food. They concluded 
that bird-hunting species show a high degree of dimorphism, whereas mammal 
hunters are less dimorphic. In the following the relation between dimorphism 
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Spieles studied Type of dimorphism Differences In 
feeding ecology 
Fodlceps crlstatua 
Anas crecca 
He 1 anitta nigra 
Circus aeruglnosus 
Circus cyaneus 
Circus pygargus 
Falco peregrlnus 
Limosa lapponlca 
Claucldlum gnoma 
Helanerpes portorlcensls 
Centurus strlatus 
Plcoldes ttldactylus 
Dendrocopos vl1losus 
Dendrocopos a n zonae 
Quelea quelea 
Carduells carduells 
Corvus corone 
Bill length 
Uing length 
BUI length 
Wing length 
Body size 
Body size 
Body size 
Body size 
Body size 
BUI length 
Body size 
BUI size 
Tung length 
BUI size 
Tung length 
Length of bill and 
tarsus. Body size 
BUI length 
BUI length 
BUI size 
BUI size 
BUI length 
+-depth 
Food composition & 
feeding behaviour 
Feeding behaviour 
Food compositlon 
Prey weight 
and prey selection 
Prey weight 
Prey size. Feeding 
behaviour 
Prey selection 
Feeding behaviour 
Feeding behaviour 
Feeding habitat 
Feeding behaviour 
Feeding behaviour 
Food composition 
Food composition 
Feeding behaviour 
Sinmons 1970 
in: Cramp 6. Sinmons 1977 
U H U 1970 
Bengtson 1971 
Schipper 1973 
Cade 1960 
Smith & Evans 
1973 
Earhart & Johnson 1970 
Seiander 1966 
Wallace 1974 
Hogstad 1977 
Kllham 1965 
Ligon 1968 
Ward 1965 
Newton 1967 
Holyoak 1970 
Table VI.1 
Sexual dimorphism and differences In feeding ecology in birds 
(after data in the literature) 
and feeding technique in the European birds of prey will be analysed. 
Wing length was chosen to measure the degree of dimorphism. In Fig. VI.2. 
the difference between the mean wing length of males and that of females 
is plotted against the mean wing length of the species. On the basis of food 
data, largely drawn from literature (Glutz von Blotzheim, Bauer & Bezzel 
1971), the European species of birds of prey were classified in a number of 
types. The following statements can be made: 
1. Species which spend relatively much energy in pursuing prey but relatively 
little energy in searching for it (generally the bird-hunting species) 
show the highest degree of dimorphism. On the contrary dimorphism is 
smallest in species that chiefly prey upon insects and carrion (spending 
relatively few or even no energy at all in pursuing prey). This is 
particularly clear when comparing close relatives. Among the four species 
of Circus the Hen Harrier (C. cyaneus) shows the highest degree of 
dimorphism. This agrees with its way of hunting. Schipper (1977) found 
that this hawk used to pursue its quarry more frequently than other 
species of Circus did. The Levant Sparrowhawk (Accipiter brevipes) shows 
a dimorphism index not exceeding 7%, whereas in the Sparrowhawk this 
index amounts to more than 17%. Correspondingly, the former species has 
a sluggish way of hunting, in which it alternates soaring and gliding 
(more resembling a Kestrel (Falco tinnunculus) than a Sparrowhawk), In 
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Fig. VI.2 The relation between the amount of size dimorphism and hunting 
method in European raptors. Data mainly adapted from Glutz von Blotzheira, 
Bauer & Bezzel (1971). 
I. Pandion haliaetus, 2. Pernis apivorus. 3. Elanus caeruleus. h. Mil vus 
migrans. 5. Milvus milvus. 6. Haliaeetus albicilla. 7, Gypaetus barbatus. 
8, Neophron percnopterus. 9. Gyps fulvus. 10. Aegypius monachus. 
II. Circaetus gallicus. 12. Circus aeruginosus. 13. Circus cyaneus. 
14. Circus macrourus. 15. Circus pygargus.16. Buteo buteo. 17, Buteo lagopus 
18. Buteo rufinus. 19. Aquila pomarina. 20. Aquila clanga. 21. Aquila rapax. 
22. Aquila heliaca. 23. Aquila chrysaetos, 24, Hieraaetus fasciatus. 
25. Hieraaetus pennatus. 26, Accipiter gentilis. 27. Accipiter nisus. 
28. Accipiter brevipes. 29 Falco tinnunculus. 30. Falco naumanni. 31. Falco 
vespertinus. 32, Falco colombarius. 33. Falco subbuteo, 34, Falco biarmicus. 
35, Falco cherrug, 36. Falco rusticolus. 37. Falco peregrinus. 38. Falco 
eleonorae. 
Sexual size dimorphism 
striking contrast to the dashing hunting flight of its relative. 
Hence its prey mainly consists of a variety of ground-dwelling species 
like small mammals and lizards (Glutz von Blotzheim, Bauer & Bezzel 1971). 
Some species spend most or all of their hunting energy in searching 
for prey. These are carrion feeders like vultures, but also species like 
Black and Red Kite (Milvus migrans and M. milvus), which use to make 
extensive searching flights. Osprey (Pandion haliaetus), Short-toed Eagle 
(Circaetus gallicus), Kestrel, Lesser Kestrel (Falco naumanni), Red-footed 
Falcon (F. vespertinus) and Black-winged Kite (Elanus caeruleus) 
frequently hover during their searching flights. Buzzards and eagles, 
which search for prey on extensive flights as well as from observation 
posts and often pursue their quarry over short distances take an inter-
mediate position in the range of dimorphism indices. 
A couple of species does not fit this general trend. Bonelli's Eagle 
(Hieraaetus fasciatus) is hardly dimorphic (index only 1.57.), yet its 
hunting style resembles that of the Goshawk more closely than those of 
the carrion feeders, among which it takes a position in Fig. VI.2. 
This deviation remains unexplained; a general survey of the species' 
ecology does not give any clue. The Montagu's Harrier (Circus pygargus) 
is also out of tune with the general trend. This could be explained by 
the species' food habits during winter. In its African winter quarters 
its food is mainly constituted by insects and lizards (Glutz von Blotzheim, 
Bauer & Bezzel 1971). In the Netherlands during the breeding season, this 
harrier mainly preys upon ground-dwell ing animals and birds. 
Eleonora's Falcon (F. eleonorae) is well-known for its habit to rear 
its chicks on migrating songbirds passing their breeding islands in large 
numbers. For a typical bird hunter it has a very low degree of dimorphism. 
However, its food consists of migrating songbirds, mainly small passerines, 
which differ little in size. Thus, for these falcons sexual size dimorphism 
may not be of survival value. In other parts of the year these falcons 
mainly prey upon insects. Similar to other insect-feeding raptors they 
have only a slight size dimorphism. 
2. Among the bird- and mammal - eaters not chasing their prey the largest 
raptors show the largest amount of dimorphism. This may be because tiny 
predators select from a small range of prey-sizes, whereas big ones are 
able to capture both small and large species of prey (cf. Goshawk and 
Sparrowhawk). The broader the range of prey size, the more opportunities 
for developing divergence in prey size arise. What may be more important 
is that there are many small prey species, which slightly differ in size, 
so that a small predator may reach sufficient intersexual differences 
in food by developing a small amount of dimorphism. On the other hand 
large species are scarce and cover an extensive size-range, so that the 
sexes of larger species should diverge relatively more in size to develop 
sufficient differentiation in their food niches. 
The variety in the biogeographical history and in the ecology of the species 
compiled in Fig. VI.2 obscures the trend between dimorphism and hunting 
technique. It is better to compare a taxonomically and ecologically less 
diverse group, such as the 43 species of the genus Accipiter. As far as 
the data on food and hunting methods summarized by Wattel (1973) allowed, 
the species were classified into three hunting types: species mainly feeding 
on birds, those mainly preying upon insects and lizards and species which 
are intermediate in their food choice. Of course this classification was 
not possible without some rather arbitrary allocations. Furthermore, 
information on several species is scanty and circumstantial; 13 species 
are insufficiently known to allow any classification. Nevertheless, 
Table VI.2 shows the same trend as Fig. VI. 2. 
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Schoener (1969) simulated the relation between energy expenditure during 
pursuit and searching and body size for several types of hawks. Based on a 
series of assumptions regarding use and intake of energy he found that, in 
terms of optimal energetics, predators spending most energy during pursuit 
are most benefited by developing sexual dimorphism. The correlation between 
hunting methods and degree of dimorphism suggests that factors other than 
competition for food are involved in governing sexual size dimorphism. 
These factors may be related to energetics of flight and differences in the 
wing structure or wing loading between "searchers" and "pursuers". 
3. Hypotheses on the ethological function of sexual dimorphism 
Three hypotheses were proposed to explain an ethological function of size 
dimorphism in birds of prey. The basic idea is that the size superiority 
of the female gives her a dominance during contacts with her mate. 
1. The dominant female is said to prevent the young from being killed and 
eaten by the male. This would be particularly relevant in bird-hunting 
species (Hagen 1942, Amadon 1959). However, it is not clear why chicks 
of species preying upon mamnals should not be protected against aggressive 
males too, particularly because these very species specialized in capturing 
slow-moving animals on the ground. On the contrary, some bird-hunting 
species, like the Eleonora's Falcon, are hardly dimorphic. Observations 
of male hawks killing their young are rare, which suggests that there is 
no selective force preventing a decrease of the degree of dimorphism. 
Recently, Amadon (1975) renounced from this hypothesis. 
2. A second theory is based on the allocation of parental tasks. Since in 
many species the females account for most of the breeding and stay with 
the downy chicks in the nest, they do not hunt during a considerable part 
of the reproductive cycle. In this situation the female dominance is said 
to force the male into its role of food supplier. The theory was induced 
from observations of males of breeding pairs keeping aloof from their 
females (Cade 1960). Of course, this does not imply that the male is 
forced to hunt continuously. BrUll (1964) argued that this reticent 
behaviour is shown by newly-paired males only. Moreover, in many species 
the females resume hunting when the chicks have reached an age of 2-3 
weeks. From then on the female size superiority would not be functional 
any more. 
Accepting the idea that female dominance would lead to a better 
reproduction, one should expect that species in which the parental tasks 
are strictly separated have developed the greatest dimorphism. Exceptions 
of this rule are easily found (e.g. Pandion haliaetus, Milvus migrans, 
Circaetus gallicus), whereas in the highly dimorphic White-tailed Eagle 
(Haliaeetus albicilla) the females hunt throughout the reproductive period. 
3. Brown 4 Amadon (1968) and Amadon (1975) suggested still another function 
of sexual dimorphism in pair formation. They pointed out that the female 
size superiority prevents the ferrale from being killed by the aggressive 
male, particularly in such fierce predators like bird-hunters. This is 
in accordance with the correlation between size dimorphism and predatory 
habits (Chapter VI.2.4.). A test of this hypothesis would be to find out 
whether breeding partners differing most in size have the best reproductive 
success. By contrast, in highly dimorphic species like Goshawk and 
Sparrowhawk the female sometimes kills the male under natural conditions 
(BrUll 1964, own observations); in captivity females usually kill their 
mates except when brought together step by step. Thus, it seems that 
-10-
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Predominantly Mixed prey choice Predominanti/ birds 
reptiles, amphibians, (small birds as well as 
insects and small marmals, reptiles and 
mammals insects), 
butleri 
francesi! 
henlcogrammis 
pollocephalus 
soloenals 
trlnotatus 
71 
107. 
97. 
117. 
57. 
97. 
albogularls 
badius 
brevlpes 
castanlllus 
fascia tus 
griselceps 
minullus 
novaehollandlae 
subsp. leucosomus 
rufltorques 
tachlro 
trlvirgatus 
ovampensis 
167. 
101 
67. 
167. 
147. 
13* 
137. 
121 
1 « 
1 « 
87. 
m 
bicolor 
cirrocephalus 
cooperi! 
haplochrous 
gentilis 
madagascarienala 
melanoleucus 
nlsus 
novaehollandlae 
subsp. novaeholl. 
strlatus 
superciliosus 
virgatus 
157. 
157. 
127. 
157. 
127. 
237. 
137. 
177. 
177. 
181 
151 
187. 
Θ.5 + 2.0 12.¿» + 3.1 15.8 + 2.9 
Table VI.2 
Food and degree of sexual dimorphism in Aceipι ter species (based on WatteI 1973). 
Dimorphism index is the relative difference of wing length of the sexes. 
The following species are not included because of lack of data on food or wing 
length; brachyurus, buergersi, collarls, erytrauchen, gundlachl, henstii, 
imitator, luteoschistaceus, melanochlamys, meyerianus, nanus, poliogaster and 
rhodogaster. 
natural selection acts against the development of size differences 
rather than stimulating them. 
A. Hypotheses on the energetic benefits of sexual dimorphism in birds 
of prey 
Large birds need more energy than small ones, but on a per gram basis their 
energy expenditure is less. One could presume that sexes of a different 
size, which have different metabolic requirements, would be energetically 
at an advantage as compared with equally sized sexes. Reynolds (1972), 
Mosher & Matray (1974), Balgooyen (1976) and Schoener (1969) presented 
theories concerning dimorphism in raptors based on energetic laws. 
Again, these theories explain sexual dimorphism in body size only. 
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1. Reynolds (1972) based his hypothesis on the pyramid of numbers in 
animal communities. Since small animals are more abundant than large 
ones, small hawk males meet more prey of the preferred range of prey 
size than do females or larger males. Hence, small males are supposed 
to be more efficient hunters. Since the females spend most of their 
time incubating the eggs and caring for the chicks they can assist their 
males only in the vicinity of the nest during short periods. 
Assuming that the need for food is greatest in the second half of the 
nestling period, Reynolds stated that big females, being capable of 
capturing a wide range of prey sizes, are most efficient to supplement 
the food brought by the male. 
In my opinion Reynolds' arguments are inconsistent. If it would be 
true that small males encounter more suitable prey than large ones, the 
same would be valid for females. Of course, too, it is not the number 
of potential prey items encountered that determines optimal predator 
size; the essential parameter is the biomass of prey that can be captured 
in a unit of time. Hunting efficiency is determined by numbers of 
suitable prey (probability of encountering a potential quarry), size 
of prey captured (energy intake per capture) and hunting capacity of 
the predator (cf. Chapter VI.2.1). In other words: a large predator can 
be as efficient as a small one since it can take more prey biomass per 
capture, thus compensating for the smaller probability of encountering 
suitable prey. A second comment on Reynolds' hypothesis concerns the 
fact that it is implicitly based on the supposition that food shortage 
occurs during the nestling stage, which is not evident. A final comment 
is that there are quite a lot of exceptions to the rule that species 
without allocation of parental tasks during the nestling stage should 
be monomorphic (which can be predicted from the hypothesis). 
2. Mosher & Matray (1974) studied energetic needs of Broad winged Hawks 
(Buteo platypterus). They concluded that the energy intake per gram 
body weight in males and females did not differ significantly. 
Therefore they hypothesized that dimorphic pairs (with smaller males) 
need less food than monomorphic ones, which would be of survival value. 
Dimorphic pairs are thought to produce more offspring than monomorphic 
ones. 
Mosher & Matray studied birds in captivity only, which makes their 
results difficult to generalize. Furthermore their theory predicts that, 
generally, species with allocation of parental activities should be 
dimorphic, whereas other species should be monomorphic. As discussed 
above, the many exceptions to this rule make this theory less plausible. 
Finally Mosher & Matray presuppose a relative food shortage during the 
breeding season for dimorphic species only, which is not self-evident 
for reasons mentioned earlier. If food shortage would occur sometimes 
during autumn or winter, the theory predicts that being as small as 
possible would render the same energetic benefits to both male and 
female. 
3. Balgooyeu (1976), who studied American Kestrels(Falco sparverius), 
presented a theory related to that of Mosher & Matray. He argued that 
the male, because of its size, needs less food than the female, and, 
above, that it needs less energy to capture and transport food because 
of its reduced wing loading. Therefore, natural selection favours small 
males. According to this author females have not developed a smaller 
body size probably because of their important role in producing and 
rearing young. Remarkably this theory has been developed during a study 
on a hardly dimorphic species. It explains the function of dimorphism 
only in the case that the sexes, in spite of their different body size, 
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capture the same size categories of prey. This is just what was observed 
in the American Kestrel. This species shows a dimorphism index of 4.27. 
on the basis of body weight, but no significant differences in the length 
of toes and claws between the sexes. The sexes preferred the same 
categories of prey size (insects, especially grashoppers). 
Clearly the hypothesis of Balgooyen is not generally applicable. 
l*. Based on a series of assumptions Schoener (1969) presented models relating 
body size to optimal foraging in different types of predators. An optimally 
sized hawk collects its food in the shortest possible time, all other 
things being equal. Schoener defined two types of predators: predators 
that spend much energy both in searching for prey ana in pursuing them 
(type 1), and those that mainly spend their hunting energy in searching 
for prey (type 2). He assumed that large predators (as compared to small 
ones) use more energy during pursuit and use less time and energy in 
handling and consumption of the prey. As to energy expenditure during 
searching behaviour, big predators were supposed not to differ from small 
ones. His models predicted the percentage of time spent foraging as a 
function of predator length (size). For type 1 predators this relation 
took the form of a bimodal curve, which suggests that, in terms of optimal 
foraging, two different body sizes are optimal. Hence, in type 1 predators 
which tend to feed according to optimal rules, sexual dimorphism is possible. 
On the contrary type 2 predators showed an unimodal curve. 
Schoener's model does not explain the evolution of dimorphism. When he 
argues that under the conditions simulated in his model sexual dimorphism 
could have evolved, he must be wrong: selection favouring more efficient 
predator size is possible only during competition for food. 
5. Concluding remarks 
From the above discussion I conclude that the main function of sexual 
dimorphism in birds of prey is not likely to be found in ethological factors. 
That is not to say that ethological factors have not been involved in the 
evolution of size dimorphism in some species or other. Since sexual dimorphism 
is a conmon feature in birds, I prefer to look for a more general hypothesis, 
which not only accounts for size dimorphism in raptors but also for 
differences in bill structure and -size in many other species of birds. 
The models of Schoener support the hypothesis that competition for food 
can lead to niche differentiation between the sexes in predators. Clearly the 
evolution of sexual size differences is possible only if not leading to a 
decrease in foraging efficiency. According to Schoener this would be the 
case in type 2 predators. Most birds of prey are intermediate between type 1 
and 2, which concurs with their intermediate degree of dimorphism. 
Thus, Schoener's models account for the different degrees of dimorphism among 
different species (Fig. VI.2). The other theories based on energetic arguments 
discussed in this chapter are less plausible because of the many exceptions 
to rules they predict, but also because they are not applicable to all species 
of birds which show dimorphism in bill or foot. On the contrary the niche 
differentiation hypothesis is a general one, as it is based on the assumption 
that intraspecific competition for food is frequently a selective force in 
bird populations. 
Apart from intraspecific competition, the degree of sexual dimorphism 
is apparently governed by other factors. Interspecific competition may 
restrict niche differentiation between the sexes. For example the niche of 
the female Sparrowhawk is kept between the niche of the male Sparrowhawk 
and that of the male Goshawk. I suggest that its position is determined by 
the opposed influences of intraspecific and interspecific relations. 
13-
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Fig. І.З Frequency of occurrence of herbivorous (H), carnivorous (C) and 
omnivorous (O) species in the food of male and female Sparrowhawk during 
winter. 
Niche differences between the sexes may have consequences for the regulation 
of population density. Small Sparrowhawk males have more natural enemies 
than the larger females; most Sparrowhawks found as Goshawk prey were males. 
Furthermore, different food niches imply different relations with prey 
populations, so that one sex may suffer more from food shortage than the 
other, probably resulting in different mortality rates. As an example 
Fig. VI.3. shows that in my study area female Sparrowhawks mainly preyed 
upon secondary consumers in winter, whereas males mostly captured primary 
consumers. In other words, they used different parts of the energy flow 
of the ecosystems in which they lived. Different mortality rates, which 
may be the consequence of this differentiation, set limits to the degree 
of sexual size dimorphism. 
To conclude I postulate that in the course of the history of the genus 
Accipiter the following processes have determined the actual distribution 
of body sizes In Accipiter nisus and A. gentilis (and probably also in many 
other Accipiters): 
- intraspecific competition for food, resulting in sexual size dimorphism, 
interspecific competition for food, which modified and maintained the 
interspecific size differences, but also set limits to the amount of 
dimorphism, 
- different mortality rates resulting from intraspecific niche differences, 
which set limits to the amount of dimorphism, 
- energetic factors setting limits to the amount of dimorphism. 
The same processes or some of them may have been involved in the evolution 
of other raptor species, or even in many other birds species, resulting 
in sexual dimorphism in bill or food being a widespread phenomenon in birds. 
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6. Why are female raptors larger than males? 
The niche differentiation hypothesis only concerns structural sex differences 
as such, so far I did not discuss why in raptors the female is always the 
largest sex. In other bird families this is not a constant feature. 
In waders for example, many species show sexual size dimorphism, but in one 
group the male, in another the female is the larger one. 
The biological significance of the consistent size superiority of female 
raptors is to be found in other factors than competition for food. There are 
several arguments for the hypothesis that a larger female is better adapted 
for her maternal tasks than a small one. It has been suggested that the larger 
a female, the better she Is adapted for protecting eggs and young from 
predators (Reynolds 1972). Notably Sparrowhawks killed by Goshawks nearly 
always were males (unpublished data). However, this theory cannot be maintained 
in large hawk species in which neither the male nor the female has serious 
natural enemies. 
Another possible benefit of a relatively large female is that she is 
better adapted for producing and incubating eggs. The smaller a bird, the 
greater its surface-volume ratio and the greater its heat loss during 
incubation. In terms of energy It may be efficient for a breeding bird to 
have a minimal surface-volume ratio. Furthermore, production of eggs is 
an energy-devouring process. Small females have to invest relatively more 
of their fat and calcium reserves into the eggs than big females, which 
make them less adapted to their reproductive tasks. 
The suggestion of Nieboer (1973) that larger females could be better 
adapted for defending the nesting territory against intruding conspecifics 
than are small ones does not offer a general explanation. In various highly 
dimorphic species both sexes show aggressive behaviour, e.g. Goshawk, Hobby, 
Peregrine and Merlin (own observations and Glutz von Blotzheim, Bauer & 
Bezzel 1971). 
7. Summary 
The main purpose of this chapter is to stress the ecological function of 
dimorphism in Goshawk and Sparrowhawk against the background of many examples 
of sexual dimorphism in body size, bill and foot in other bird species. 
A simple model is presented (Fig. VI.1) showing the coupling between body 
weight and prey size in two predators differing in size but otherwise equal. 
It is stressed that in Accipiter differences between the sexes and between 
the species might have evolved under the same ecological conditions. 
Population regulation in Accipiter is discussed. It is concluded that 
generally food is likely to be the limiting factor and that consequently 
intra- and interspecific competition for food occur regularly though not 
necessarily continuously. For individuals of competing populations survival 
chance Is increased by differences in resource use with conspecifics as 
well as with individuals of related species. Thus size differences in 
Accipiter are supposed to have developed under the selective pressure of 
competition for food. Since competition for food must be a selective factor 
in many bird populations it is suggested that most cases of sexual dimorphism 
in bill or foot found in birds (Table VI.1) increase survival during food 
shortage. 
The amount of sexual size dimorphism in birds of prey is extremely 
variable. It is showed that sex differences are more manifest as species 
spend more energy into pursuing prey and less into searching for it; 
extremes are carrion feeders like vultures (index of dimorphism about 0) 
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and Sparrowhawk (index 177,,, see Fig. VI. 2). The same trend was found in the 
genus Accipiter (Table VI.2). This result suggests that energetic factors 
play a role in determining the amount of size dimorphism. Different mortality 
rates in sexes occupying different food niches may set a limit to the degree 
of dimorphism. 
Several other hypotheses concerning the function of sexual dimorphism 
in birds of prey are discussed. None of them are generally applicable to 
all dimorphic birds. Predictions made from these hypotheses are tested, 
mainly using the existing knowledge on the biology of European raptors. 
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Addendum 
Shortly after the preparation of the manuscript I came across a recent 
publication by I. Newton (Population Ecology of Raptors, Poyser, 1979), 
in which some pages are devoted to structural sex differences. This treatise 
shows some overlap with this chapter, especially as far as the correlation 
between dimorphism and feeding habits is concerned. 
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CHAPTER VII 
DUTCH SUMMARY (SAMENVATTING) 
Voedselecologie en ecologische differentiatie bij Havik (Accipiter gentilis L.) 
en Sperwer (Accipiter nisus L.) 
Het uitgangspunt van dit onderzoek is de hypothese dat populaties van twee 
soorten, die op dezelfde manier tegelijkertijd van dezelfde bestaansbronnen 
gebruik maken, niet naast elkaar kunnen blijven leven. Zulke populaties 
worden door dezelfde beperkende factor gereguleerd. Concurrentie om die 
factor (bijvoorbeeld voedsel, nestgelegenheid, ruimte) heeft tot gevolg 
dat een van de populaties ter plaatse uitsterft. Deze hypothese is onder 
meer bekend als het principe van Cause. 
Voedsel is vaak een beperkende factor voor vogelpopulaties, zodat ver-
wacht mag worden dat vogelsoorten die samen in een gemeenschap voorkomen, 
verschillen in hun voedselecologie hebben ontwikkeld. Wat voor soorten geldt, 
is ook van toepassing op individuen van een soort die samen in een gebied 
leven, bijvoorbeeld de partners van een broedvogelpaar. Zo kunnen verschillen 
in snavelvorm of -grootte verschillen in de voedselecologie tussen seksen 
tot gevolg hebben, In dit verband ligt het voor de hand de opvallende grootte-
verschillen tussen mannetjes en vrouwtjes bij roofvogels te beoordelen. 
Sperwer en Havik zijn twee verwante soorten die veel met elkaar gemeen 
hebben, en eigenlijk alleen maar verschillen in grootte. Ze jagen op dezelfde 
manier in hetzelfde soort landschap. Daar komt bij dat ook de seksen in 
grootte verschillen : het vrouwtje is aanzienlijk groter dan het mannetje 
(zie tabel IV,1). Het resultaat is een serie van vier roofvogels van het-
zelfde type, maar van verschillende grootte. Binnen die serie worden ver-
schillen tussen de soorten en verschillen tussen de seksen ecologisch op 
één lijn geplaatst. Sperwer en Havik zijn daarom heel geschikt om de eco-
logische consequenties van verschillen in grootte te vergelijken. Het doel 
van dit onderzoek is om de voedselkeuze van Sperwer en Havik te analyseren 
en na te gaan of de verschillen in grootte bij de vier groepen roofvogels 
zijn terug te vinden in hun prooikeuze. Omdat het voedselaanbod nooit con-
stant is strekt het onderzoek zich over alle jaargetijden en over verschil-
lende jaren uit. 
Het onderzoekgebied ligt aan weerszijden van de Nederlands-Duitse grens 
ten zuidoosten van Nijmegen. De methode van onderzoek berust op de gewoonte 
van Havik en Sperwer om hun prooien voor het consumeren te ontdoen van veren 
of haren. Deze prooiresten bieden de kans het voedsel per maand te recon-
strueren in elke maand van het jaar. Om vast te stellen of een prooi door 
een mannetje of door een vrouwtje werd gevangen werden twee indirecte 
methoden gebruikt: de een was gebaseerd op de gewoonte van de vogels 's winters 
een vaste eigen plukplaats te bezoeken, bij de ander werd gebruik gemaakt 
van de wetenschap dat de vrouwtjes van beide soorten de broed- en een groot 
deel van de nestjongentijd niet jagen, zodat in die periode uitsluitend 
mannetjesprooien worden vastgesteld. 
De voedsellijst die voor de Havik werd opgesteld bevat bijna alle 
middelgrote soorten vogels en zoogdieren die regelmatig in het studiegebied 
voorkwamen. Tachtig procent van het voedsel wordt echter ingenomen door 
slechts vijf prooisoorten (Houtduif, Tamme Duif, Vlaamse Gaai, Fazant en 
Kramsvogel). Het voedsel in de wintermaanden verschilde aanzienlijk van 
dat in de voortplantingsperiode. In laatstgenoemde periode was de Tamme Duif 
de talrijkste prooisoort, 's Winters daarentegen stond de Houtduif bovenaan. 
Samenvatting 
Behalve verschillen in de loop van de tijd waren er in de samenstelling van 
het voedsel ook lokale verschillen. Er zijn aanwijzingen dat deze verschillen 
kunnen worden toegeschreven aan uiteenlopende voedselvoorraden. 
Het voedselpakket van de Haviken in het onderzoekgebied wordt in ster-
kere mate door enkele soorten gedomineerd dan het geval is op andere plaatsen 
in Europa. Ik veronderstel dat de hoge dichtheid van de onderzochte populatie 
Haviken raede mogelijk wordt gemaakt door de sterke invloed van de mens in 
het studiegebied, waardoor Tamme Duiven en Houtduiven talrijk kunnen zijn. 
Ook de Sperwer ving een grote verscheidenheid aan prooisoorten, maar 
opnieuw maakten slechts enkele het leeuwedeel van het voedsel uit (Huismus, 
Ringmus, Merel, Vink, Koolmees). In herfst en winter werden veel veldvogels 
gevangen, terwijl in de zomer de meeste prooien afkomstig waren uit dorpen 
en gehuchten. Van plaats tot plaats verschilde de samenstelling van het 
voedselpakket. 
Vogels van halfopen terreintypen (zoals open bosland, bosranden, dorpen 
en houtwallenlandschap) liepen het meeste risico door Sperwers te worden 
geslagen. Daarentegen liepen vogels van struikgewas, dichte bossen en boom-
kronen minder risico. Waarschijnlijk werden Huismussen meer bejaagd naarmate 
de hoeveelheid voedsel in bossen en op het veld kleiner was. Zo vlogen 
Sperwerparen, die in vogelarm naaldbos broedden, vaker en over grotere af-
standen naar dorpen om daar Huismussen te bejagen dan Sperwers die broedden 
in gemengde bossen, waar dicht bij het nest meer te halen is. Het lijkt erop 
dat Huismussen een soort buffervoorraad vormden. 
In de periode april - mei vingen de Sperwers van geen enkele prooisoort 
meer dan 37. van de broedpopulatie. In juni en juli werd zo'n groot percentage 
onvolgroeide vogels gevangen, dat in die maanden de predatiedruk op de adulte 
populaties waarschijnlijk nog minder was. 
Er waren duidelijke verschillen tussen de prooikeuze van mannetjes en 
vrouwtjes van beide soorten. Zo vingen Sperwermannetjes vooral mezen, vink-
achtigen en mussen, terwijl de vrouwtjes mussen en vogels ter grootte van 
een lijster prefereerden (tabel IV.2). Het prooigewicht was gecorreleerd 
met het lichaamsgewicht van de roofvogel. Elk van de vier grootteklassen 
van het Sperwer/Havik complex bejaagde een eigen traject uit de scala van 
prooidiergrootten, zodat van vier verschillende niches gesproken kan worden 
(fig. IV.2). De verschillen in voedselkeuze werden zowel in de wintermaanden 
als gedurende de broedtijd vastgesteld, maar in de laatstgenoemde periode 
was de scheiding tussen de voedselniches geringer. Dit verschil kan verband 
houden met het relatief ruime voedselaanbod in de zomer. Interessant was 
dat ook voor een aantal Sperwermannetjes een positieve correlatie kon worden 
aangetoond tussen de lengte van de tweede handpen (als maat voor het lichaams-
gewicht) en het gemiddelde gewicht van de door hen geslagen prooien 
(fig. IV,4). Dat betekent dat zelfs zulke geringe verschillen in grootte als 
die tussen Sperwermannetjes tot uiting komen in voedselverschillen, 
Het is niet mogelijk om op grond van de verzamelde gegevens te beoordelen, 
of in Europa een derde soort van het genus Accipiter met dezelfde jacht-
wijze als Sperwer en Havik zich zou kunnen handhaven. In Noord-Amerika is 
dit het geval: Cooper's Hawk is qua grootte intermediair tussen de Sharp-
shinned Hawk (die overigens kleiner is dan de Sperwer) en de Goshawk, 
Waarschijnlijk heeft dit verschil te maken met de samenstelling van de 
vogelfauna. Opvallend is dat de relatie tussen prooigewicht en lichaams-
gewicht bij Europese en Noordamerikaanse sperwers en haviken vrijwel het-
zelfde verloop heeft (fig. V.2). Daaruit is af te leiden dat ze waarschijn-
lijk volgens dezelfde principes hun prooien selecteren. 
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Samenvatting 
Dat prooigewicht en lichaamsgewicht zo nauw met elkaar samenhangen is te 
begrijpen door aan te nemen, dat Haviken en Sperwers (net zoals verschillende 
andere predatoren) in staat zijn de kosten en baten van het jagen tegen 
elkaar af te wegen (fig. VI.1). 
Het is waarschijnlijk dat voedsel voor veel populaties van Havik en 
Sperwer een beperkende factor is. In perioden van voedselschaarste treedt 
concurrentie op tussen de individuen van een soort of tussen de soorten. 
In beide gevallen zijn individuen, die iets van elkaar verschillen en daarom 
een iets ander voedsel eten, in het voordeel boven volkomen indentieke indi-
viduen. Natuurlijke selectie bevordert zo de verschillen in grootte tussen 
de individuen. Deze worden echter alleen bestendigd door genetische isolatie, 
zoals die voorkomt tussen de soorten, maar ook tussen de seksen. Ten tijde 
van concurrentie om voedsel kunnen op deze wijze verschillen in grootte 
tussen de soorten en tussen mannetjes en vrouwtjes van een soort ontwikkeld 
worden. 
Ik veronderstel daarom dat de verschillen in afmeting die voorkomen bij 
Havik en Sperwer en bij veel andere soorten roofvogels, tot functie hebben 
concurrentie om voedsel af te zwakken. Een zelfde functie kan worden toe-
gedacht aan verschillen in snavel en poten, die bij de seksen van zoveel 
andere vogelsoorten zijn aan te treffen (tabel VI.1). 
Voedselconcurrentie is echter niet de enige factor die verantwoordelijk 
is voor morfologisch-ecologische verschillen tussen de seksen. De mate waarin 
de mannetjes en vrouwtjes van roofvogels in grootte verschillen blijkt samen 
te hangen met de wijze van jagen. Soorten die veel energie besteden aan het 
achtervolgen van de prooi hebben de grootste dimorfie (fig. VI.2). 
Bij soorten die alleen maar tijd en energie besteden aan zoeken (zoals aas-
eters), is de dimorfie vrijwel nul. Binnen het genus Accipiter bestaat 
dezelfde trend (tabel VI.2). Energetische aspecten spelen dus een nog on-
verklaarde rol. 
Het voordeel van ecologische verschillen tussen seksen moge dan zijn 
dat de kans op voedselconcurrentie wordt verkleind, er zijn ook nadelen aan 
verbonden. Wanneer de verschillen te groot worden kan het voorkomen dat de 
seksen onder bepaalde omstandigheden ongelijke levenskansen hebben, waardoor 
een maximum aan de verschillen wordt gesteld. 
Andere hypothesen die betrekking hebben op verschillen in grootte tussen 
de seksen van roofvogels hebben een minder algemeen karakter dan de hier-
boven geformuleerde hypothese. Ze kunnen wel gebruikt worden om te verklaren 
dat het vrouwtje bij roofvogels altijd groter is dan het mannetje. 
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STELLINGEN 
1. Onderzoek naar de overlap van niches van twee diersoorten in een 
levensgemeenschap dient zich niet te beperken tot de voortplantings-
periode. 
Dit proefschrift. 
2. De gegevens di= Connell aandraagt, ondersteunen onvoldoende zijn 
conclusie dat de structuur van levensgemeenschappen primair 
bepaald wordt door predatie, en niet door concurrentie tussen 
soorten. 
J.H. Connell (1975). Some mechanisms producing structure in 
natural communities: a model and evidence from field 
experience. 
In: M.L. Cody & J.M. Diamond (eds.), Ecology and Evolution 
of Communities. 
Belknap Press, Cambridge Mass. 
3. Interspecifieke concurrentie bij planten, een mechanisme dat ten 
grondslag ligt aan het begrip plantengemeenschap, is in veld-
situaties onvoldoende aangetoond. Het vergelijken van de niche-
parameters van plantesoorten in verschillende levensgemeenschappen 
dient daarom meer aandacht te krijgen. 
P.A. Werner & W.J. Platt (1976). Ecological relationships of 
co-occurring goldenrods (Solidago: Compositae). 
Amer. Natur. 110 : 959-971. 
J.A.D. Parrish & F.A. Bazzaz (1979). Difference in pollination 
niche relationships in early and late successional plant 
communities. Ecology 60: 597-610. 
4. Het feit dat de rui van Sperwer en Havik in het voorjaar en de 
zomer plaatsvindt maakt het waarschijnlijk dat voedselschaarste 
voor deze vogels in deze perioden als regel niet voorkomt. 
Dit proefschrift. 
R.B. Payne (1972). Mechanisms and Control of Molt. 
In: D.S. Famer & J.R. King (eds.), Avian Biology, Vol II. 
Academic Press, New York. 
5. Beheersmaatregelen kunnen gevolgen hebben voor alle elementen 
van een levensgemeenschap. Onderzoek naar effecten van zulke 
maatregelen dient daarom Interdisciplinair georganiseerd te zijn. 
6. Het wetenschappelijk onderzoek in de veldornithologie іь thans 
hoofdzakelijk van autecologische aard. Voor het natuurbeheer is 
echter een synecologische benaderingswijze gewenst. 
7. De Nederlandse Vereniging tot Bescherming van Vogels heeft met 
haar Ooievaarproject een overbodige bijdrage geleverd aan de ver­
zameling Nederlandse dierentuinen. 
8. Het is gebruikelijk zeldzame broedvogelsoorten ecologisch te 
karakteriseren met de term "kritisch". Deze aanduiding zegt echter 
vaak meer over de gebruiker van die term dan over de bedoelde soort. 
9. De opvatting van Ariëns Kappers en Addens dat bij kraakbeenvissen 
het rechter ganglion habenulae groter zou zijn dan het linker, 
is onjuist. 
C U . Ariëns Kappers (1906). The structure of the teleostean 
and selachian brain. J. Comp. Neur. 16 : 1-112. 
J.L. Addens (1946). The nucleus of Bellone! and adjacent 
cell groups in Selachians I. The ganglion habenulae and its 
connections. 
Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. Wetensch., Amsterdam 48 : 345-359. 
10. Onderzoek naar het gehalte van organochloorverbindIngen in vogel-
eieren dient gebaseerd te zijn op eieren die kort na het leggen 
verzameld zijn. 
11. Het is verwerpelijk dat in een van de dichtstbevolkte en rijkste 
landen ter wereld de overheid nog altijd het onderhouden van 
kinderen steunt met een kinderbijslag die progressief toeneemt 
met het kindertal. 
12. Het aanduiden van de ontwikkelingslanden met 'Derde Wereld', 
alsof deze landen niet tot onze wereld zouden behoren, is sym-
ptomatisch voor de wijze waarop met hun bestaan in het westerse 
economische denken rekening wordt gehouden. 
Nijmegen, 13 maart 1980 Paul Opdam 


